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In the past less sears tto THUM otirse leas
eiller.Zed a.. a sk of presentitil: mihjeCt C.Oitent
that appeals to NtOdents, teaChers and administra-
trs alike For stlitlefit, the inniscourse (an hi a

eilefolfagint: in-dept
learn:rig in content areas the% ...stolid .thermise be
able Ids t.. stirs en. TeaChems tiltd part 1(111.1(

rest aril in present 'sic detailed content on sithiects
Ile %.% hit h the% has,- partiCtilal interest and
espertbe lit additOin the% hod that tester learP.
int: and discipline problems are present when
students are ins.rbeti in thrte course. Idinintstra
toes too respond affirmatnrrN, tie the ideal corn-
lnatnen of tlexibihts and stmensre nmucourses
pros ide ire t heir schools

This report in the Der dopments in :-.1assrwan
lash-Tie:3w] series offers a realistic dIS(11,1011 tit the
nunrcourse mosement as %sell as practical step-
lo -step guidance for teachers in the planning and
implementation of min:course our:std.' Two
MinscIirNe models - -.,nee on %Merle:a\ \lanoline
llentagir and one on sports tateraturegise
teachers complete resource lists. as Urn as
detailed instnictions for setting rip inuncourses Ill
their classrooms In discussing the planning and
structuring of nunicourses. Dr Wm Ras Heitz-
mann. as member of the education facility of
%illanosa T. msersits. shoss teachers hos% to
des flop course objectors, orgamre students in
tar grolipinits, allocate time and space.
balance eibsers ation and studs Jenson's, and
evaluate. the effectiseness of the course Ile also
shows hens mmicourses can be developd for in
terdisciplmars studies He discusses the use of
print and non-print media and pros ides a selected
bibliography of readings on the min:course, as
%sell as lists of timucour.es offered In schools m
%anon% parts of the I sited States

Dr Hilt/mann is the author of numerous arti-
cles on social studies. teaching and other areas of
education Elks publications include Educatunial
Games and Surndatunt, E What Research
say, so the Teacher series
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Introduction

The minicourse, a relatively recent curriculum development. has
receised fav orable reactions from students. teachers, and adminis-
trators It has been %%ell receised by students because it ansssers the
need for relevancy and. consequently. can be a highly interesting
and motivational area of the curriculum Teachers like the mini-
course for much the same reasons, seeing it turning students on and
additionally providing an opportunity to teach a course of special
interest Unfortunately. in the traditional school setting a teacher
can rarely spend much time on a particular area that might be his or
her specialty But a social studies teacher can novy offer minicourses
in a specific field, such as "The Presidency" or "Social Psychology-.
simila-lv. the English teacher can have courses such as "Filmmak-
ing" or -Creative Writing The range of minicourse offerings seems
unlimited. in some cases, co-curricular actisities become part of the
minicourse curriculum After-school actisities such as photography.
bachelor homemaking, and self-defense have become part of the
regular program in some schools.

School administrators like the flexibility that the minicourse can
offer because it provides a progressive set structured curriculum
While there may be concern about the extra paper ssork and the
initial adjustment problem. these are really relatively minor difficul-
ties, and the benefits are certainly ssorth the investment in time

It should be pointed out, hovv ever, that not all is rosy with the
minicourse movement Recent studies shovv ing high school
graduates deficient in basic skillsvv riting. reading, speaking,
citizenship. listening, critical thinking and others, as .sell as
knovv ledge of our nation's heritagehave provided ammunition for
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those nti(al 41t prqtreNw.c t.urrn.ula \ottnial can destros. a Ltood
idea tuintker than improper plantain.: prior to implementation
Perhaps in no other area of the sc h001 scene is this !flaunt truer than

...nrituluni Obs.nitists. nnin proi:rams could do

not hun: inherentl% to 4 )1)1)11*. e or disc ouratze the des.ehymnt cot

basic process skills In tact. mini can he offered spe(Ainall for the
purpose err skill impro.ement

This report offers the classroom teat. her a [no( edure to de% ehy a
nunicourse that sill he in...nimble to the administrator and school
hoard member as nett as to the cuimmtnt% and that sell, Anne all,
become .2 learnim: c\penence for students

ti
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What kre \ inicouNes?

\liicourses can general's he characterized as short-term.
academic or nonakademic, high interest. in-depth instructional
courses The grass roots nature of the muncourse alinement
partial'y accounts for the vaned form mmicourses has e taken Since
it is neither the (Interim th of an educational theors nor the result of
a dictate from a state education department nor the findings from a
federal research grant. the minicourse is uniquels adaptable to the
particular needs of a school or student hods

The time and timing of miicourse programs sane. greatls
Folio« mg are some of the formats pros ided bs schools

tsk I rek end-of-the-sear program organved and conducted fit
the senior t

2 Four tC11,ArCk units In sshrch the student ssould take at least one
none during eat h segment from a grouping 01 courses

%, series of forts /rnie.M.eel, courses Instig% and the social
silence' for students in grades ten through t el% e
xr-, offering of i50 courses for all students presented during one

ueek %%bile the traditional school program is suspended
5 Courses In English and social studies offered for one or tuo sleeks

threeda% mum imrse marathon
one.ilas program kk here mums are offer, ,; for estended class

pent uls

Some schools offer a minicourse program in place of studs halls
and during lunch periods Others provide asmorgasbord from ss Inch
students select four nine- or ten-sseek or sus siv-sseek courses to
satisfs the English or social studies graduation requirement Still
others offer minicourses as elect's es user and abase the regular re-
quirements. entirels for enrichment
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( harm. terued b( student and teat her input and d e ' and dech-

tatetl to the idea of structured alternato.es the n. 'rse band-
((..nton appears on the edut atnin steno utienu ttu promise to
administrators and school hoards *it ,i)Nt Ukikosition and the
promise to students pit (urrioduni and instrnctlullal returns ((hull in
some eases takes the form 40t nu, tests, nu grades, and n t Inimerorls

Ts pn.all( these courses ((all their a( (OM orientation base stimu-
lated bored students and 'taut teachers, brununo, them (loser
ti<et her in a vt as that education ((as intended to do

The ditiumlo. In Izeneralititisz about nunKourses max pro( nie

some ansv.er to their success Duruitt the 1960 s oirri(uhim protects
( haracterued u.urritulurn de elopment. but the prole( t deselopers

`"*"' di'aPP"ukted bs. the lads .4 adoption Part of the reason ((as
the risznht. often teacher -proot and consequent difficult( in
adaptation to Iota! c iromistaikv. \litii(ourses fortunatek has e not
had ',Rh a tate, ewerieti(unz on1( mild (ntu.ism in a Less, rare cases
Proper plaminn: and or4aniration A. an sere not mil( to silence such
(riticism but to unprow the entire personnel and public relations
situation

Ill



" kVitx Mink curses?

Esers school program must base a rationale for its existence.
particularly xx hen es er-tighterung school budgets require school
personnel to justify each expenditure

Some of the reasons for establishing minicourses are found in the
answers to the following questions posed by Albert Ohs er. Cla-
m-Win Improvement, 1 Guide to PrphIcnis. Principles and
Prncedures

I floss mans dropout, occur in the school'
2 1re there mans discipline and other student personnel problems'
3 Are the high school graduates successful in college as under-

graduates'
Ire the graduates placed in the community's industries busi-
nessesInd professions'

5 floss well do the pupils do on standardized tests'
t floss adequate are the records on indisnio d pupils' What pros t.

sit), are made to have them asailable to students."
7 /loss effect Ise is the guidance program'
S %%hat seems to be the school's morale'
9 What is the percentage of failures'

to What pros ision is made for mdis 'dual differences and interests'

0
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01 1.1, 11 nisi 'tittle rat the dn.%e ehuestieiUs are nit we pertinent than
others hots est r those that appear less important should not be di,-
artied ic%erlicickt d 1' or (-sample. it the mister to question 7

shic%%, a writitts necti hor improsetntItt ice the atinlanct. program.
nitain ntwt minnecurse partiall% secl.e the prilblern perhaps.

110%% to Obtain lour First 10b or host to Dec Well on the'
Ilege Boards'

ktivety t Erb/iz/tint

Beginning to the late Itihtt anti t tmtlIttlint.; almost unabated to
the pre t nt authors with as Charles I: Silberman. James Herndon,

1111.1111 Glasser 11,1111( Ile dt Pall! ( et/t1(1111.111, and Doroth% Rogers
Ica%e %%ritteti that se hoofs 4. tint...lined th..lotm tl emu-mum-tits
%% hie h Ivere t. ccIidct it a tic promoting learning largel% because
the% tailed in the atfecti%e domain Studet.ts, sublet. ted to r' pressie
and in n irespe custs.c teachers and admioistrat, Or, reacted 1)% dropping
out calif r sicall% or mentall% This literature, for radical
st hi col rt ten-nn t emit Med %%oh student utcrest and protest and pro-

nied some dill nine for erittque of se Inuits It is not surpris-
ing there+ crt. to learn that the first mimeimrses made their ap-
!wean( r in the late 1%0 s

One e %ample 01 such a de%elecpment has been recorded 1)% t1.1

researt hers Vtlitir 1) RI diert and Robert K :able

hi the Piing 01 Itih the ,tlidevits cct %%Alt V. hut man thigh S hoe,'
it hit ill+ a+1J \I inland tan w.ek eicennn lit in tree tolrIll
t at I,. ti (.1.int11.1 to fifth tilt %%en, iHi rc(litirvd classes no grades and
tr chic' en it tl.t,s erioipittst, 1 list of 242 subp,tts seas dratsii lip and
rai go/ st let nen rs lit huhing maw, i w,h,inun talented
still'. Tits et. re asked participate 1h itrintil smith nu, %sere then
asked to ',Kt!) lip li.r the scihiet ts the% es ishett tic stink these ranged
triqn nript Ili art htoit,t;\ tic stienee fiction \l an% ot the' courses
%.1,t re t trieiitril 'Ntlidelits interned at hue al and regional plan-
mpg At t is es,.rked at fled st 11 e , s stores f .tested as sti lent auks

classes tin. the itatninappd 1-tIpetl Senators %O. their mail
jams', krth

It ss is !ruin this t pentnent are ; 'radar .Ariat ion'. in the theme
'bat the nano cnrst% mote meat %%as horn

The desire that students leave 'Toni i,Ising to learn at least as
mink as when the% entered %%a\ t t notated the movement This

nand% a noble goal Ilti%%e%e r, ui some eases this desire for a
picsati%, ti% penente resulted en courses that %%ere nothing

12
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(Wirt' th trl ( \ ttt s,,Ut((ittli:, Nth, I kit n lurlt,r 11t( tit tl !Id( If
shalt"NA ,h1( tt'k the iliNteepe. tfern e.e rt ele,t

r,tty, ttistrultlein.tt ntatertal, Inetlla anti niati nal, that \, re
ere llar tith t,, it,1 %%ere it rt.k if autl pia; ,0114 t,ir time
4nd t IllakieqUat 11/0., ttnl kith, .111(1
411,app,,/kak/k, r, k ilk [1(11t111 hl teat:ler, anti students .011)ph,

rchirtu ailiph s I,t skit. 'III TfliNftlaTiaLlutteelit
and litior teat 111104 Delette the tadilre, the di. art t1 human'',
rht icartutio; priiat t I ink a, rn,w, tit

retired ( iinti reti i speakers lolerft,11 and hook alit
turs and ediKatii.tial thei,frist. \cid a ttlit atiirs

are thtleIlt
this

Nome tit ( )11%er s rllle,tti i s listed earlier the. I. haptr rtica,uri.
the M./Owls ItertIirtitallle ut the Aft e d.q11,(Ift ,I'
111,K,tit drviiiit perk. cut .114r 1?1,,Mtr's

t. ate that Ithstantial MIN.( Ietn tits stud Rlltllt eursq
help eilabit t Sr Ile edtd itiiiir(iemnts as %%ll as a iiitrifilite t,i
makitiLl ,dread \,evi better

13, \van 1,13,

limited Ifl r anti Ittne St. hat
Lel Ill tlet ii e\prtillt !ILI! l ellttreti reptert t hat /111111t.4.itt,t,

hteted their desired results ill the atfettit.e eiteniLmi
( '41(14, .tudit.(1 a rural (Writ t uI Central

Pilot.% I\ Julia Ili tl tllntl that student, enrolled in a nivnik. nurse
studies t urn( shiim.ed a sii4tithit ant iiiipriiernent in at-

titude t %11,,ird kith the teat her, perturnianac anll the ',Iliai stIllh,
k !qtrs.. Ili tiqupari,,r1 to students enri died in a tratlitlr rll,ll priiaram

result, the similar hilditilz, punald
ouhitis then cuordolatiir ilt 'et iidar rtIvit atiili rst tivld \ev,

IrNeN a \thilrl)aal tipper t

( ,tittle lit attitude (Low,' he a rut( s thor t..11,0A

Ikkk \kit! 01,1k1 d that th, stud, nt. Itui h r I

rth t,,Nu ant the .ok If', re ie re se \e rat
at,r that to tide el h, «,phrtri th, it re pile 4Ntlyile Lt. ,t it' \

t. unit 'Ile I ,nr IIte re tltis,Z .titre ti 011114 alIli .1 r hooKi
01, r \tan /we-HT,:

It ,hteleet11,11, treetil tat at% alit! tlIdelits it lid blither lertht.lblrti
III. the,. riipirk ILI% \sand all Eriahisdi to al her at
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mercially purchased textbooks that pros ide learning experiences
Nearly all educators have incorporated into their lessons and units
provision for independent studs because of its flexibility. This
method permits field and library research for all students as %Yell as
excellent enrichment opportunities for the gifted learner

As preiousl), stated, a pre-assessment of students often reseals
sy ho has been exposed to indbidualized learning In the general
mode of inch% idualized learning, Independent stud), is best suited for
mmicourses This is because of the somess hat sedentary noninterac-
trw nature of the others ke.g . packages. programmed instruction)
that runs counter to the concept of the minicourse program.
Students or groups of students in consort w.ith teachers can design
lively independent studies %%Ina can often be presented to the
class Ilosw Yer, in some cases programmed instructional materials
may be useful . here a mini cannot be offered because too fens
students YY ish to enroll These students can use programmed
instruction under the part-time guidance of a teacher

e) Field Based

One of the characteristics of the minicourse movement field
based learnings, can haw a wry positixe effect von students.
teacher, schools, and the community Ross Engel and David Weller
of loss a State UnlYersity have argued field based learnings are one of
the prime justifications for mint's. "The mini-course concept
pros ides the opportunity for improving school-community commu-
nication and, consequently. offers a fine medium for public rela-
tions -2' Allan Glat thorn analyzes the situation.

For decades past. the school and cominunits base existed in an
uneass and unhealthy relationship Thes sere seen as tv.o separate
%%odds, ssith the %sail behseen them breached only periodically By
sporadic attempts at commilmts msolsement Consequentls, the%
often perceived each other as adsersanes competing for dollars.
space and children's lox aloes "

Instructors can integrate community experiences and teach field-
based courses These ty pes of learnings appear relevant to students
as they proYide real %%odd experiences Trawl. career education

ork, volunteer service, and community study exist as just some of
the possibilities available Well-organized goal oriented field trips of
varying lengths offer an excellent opporturnts for the instructor to
integrate visits into their courses Social studies classes can visit his-
torical sites, science groups might examine local ecology, and art
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Hamilton -V enham Regional High School, Hamilton, Massa-
chusetts, said that 'attendance %%as the best it had been al. sear
1 ['other English teat her at the same school announced. Tui% is the
first time l'se e'er taught kids ssho %%anted to be in ms subject Its
onderfur A student commented, Being Arm, (1 to learn

instead of kiting made to learn changes esers one's attitude. This is
boss all education should be structured s

Affective EducationSummary
The grossing trend for schools to operate in he domain of feel-

ings. salves, and attitudes coupled %%all an increased desire to hu-
manize learning makes the adoption of the minicourse approach a
prudent if not ohs ions strategy for school districts to implement
Furthermore, the increased ttish by classroom teachers to operate in
the affect ite domain makes the nmucourse approach a natural For
example. many educators are presently attempting to design
strategies that %%ill result in a posit is e self-concept on the part of the
learner. The use of student ideas as input in suggesting minicourses,
m aiding course organization, and es en in teaching part or all of a
course can Nei-se as a post erful technique in promoting self -e' teem
Student ins oltement in planning and teaching appears quite
ts idespread Ha%%%ard states that ''Teachers are more inclined than
heretofore to enlist student help in planning units of studs Of

course. in this college type of arrangement, all students participate
in the curriculum des elopment process by soting for the courses
they tt ish to take. Roberts and Cable suggest that students could
quite possibly teach a course themselves if they hate a unique
abdth '" Lakes% ise. the heterogeneous grouping of these courses
series to remose the social stigma frequentl% attached to those in
the remedial, losser or nonacademic sections or tracksan im-
portant consideration if one ss 'she% to encourage self-%% orth

The effect upon teachers should not be os'_rlooked Teacher
morale has improsed for se% eral reasons tiles base the opportunity
to share a particular academic specialty ye.g . sports %%riling) or
nonacademic interest g gardening or to pursue along %%Rh
students an area of cunosits g.. spiritualism and the occult).
These courses, therefore, appeal both on an intellectual
professional 1 level and on a personal !etc.! Teachers frequently get

to knoss students better than in consenttonal curricular arrange-
ments 1s a result. the humanity of teachers and teaching becomes
plaint s isible

I I
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students can sketch local architecture Schools mas ssish to arrange
career education opportunities. placing students in positions to
expand their as% areness of future jobs and es en gain job experience
Suburban, middle class schools can proside positions in blue collar
and unskilled positions that still help make their students ass are of
and appreciate persons and occupations unfamiliar to them

If there exists difficult% in placement. solunteer ser% ice offers an
alternatise %%Inch can encourage a selfless regard for others needed
in todas's sock is Libraries. schools , tutoring i. local got ernment
offices. senior citizens institutions, and hospitals health clinics) con-
stitute just a sample of the possibilities Students could receise mint -
course credit for planned solunteer sers ice. and teachers to maxi-
mize learning need to pros ide a folloss-up to permit students to
reflect upon their experiences

The communits exists as a rich laborators frequentls ignored and
oserlooked for its informal learning potential. The folios% mg corn-
[Mina% experiences can be integrated into minicourses.

int yr% tr,, senior citizens 5511.) can describe toss n life %then the%
%sere in school oral hastor%

stud% of the future cronth of the communax including popula-
toqt shifts, Zoning, and building plans

Examine priers betneen stores on the same items ;rnmparatn.e
pricing

Photograph the oldest buildings in ton n

X hat a marks a emeters and stink life expectancies in er time In
au4' /ung gra% r stow,

obserse street names and hspotbesui the reason for the name
and research the reason

( :rap!. the r rime rate in er tune make slime prediction% for the
tutiire make suggestions to s urt all crime

Teachers should not forget that the communits can come to the
school in the form of mink ource instructors and guest lecturers svith
special knots ledge and skills The success of all these programs re-
quires ti r% careful planning to proside assurance for students. to
as oid problems that %sill reflect badly upon the school, the teacher.
and the students. and to construct a learning experience that gill
aid students to athlete the objectives mutually planned by them
and the teacher The use of the commnnits as an instructional
strategy desert es the careful consideration of all of those connected
ssith J minicourse program

r-1 2.4



Why MiMeourcea?

Cognitive and PNyclunnotor Ethwation

The major justification for the minicourse arrangement has been
its affectise ads antages, how es er. its salue in terms of the acquisi-
tion of knoss ledge also needs examination. part ICU larls as there has e
been serious shortcomings in the cognitive dimension

This alternatise curricular arrangement offers the opportunity for
the studs of a specific subject in greater depth than is permitted in
the normal traditional arrangement How e'er. this can be a two-
edged su ordpros iding an interesting smorgasbord of in-depth
courses on one hand and a fragmented nonsequential arrangement
in some schools) on the other hand. This latter problem has results

in a situation ss here the learner neser obtains a feel for a body of
knoss ledge because of serious knowledge gaps.

In some schools, the one-unit requirement for social studies can
be satisfied bs the selection of any nine tsix, tw else) four-week mini-
courses from a list of thirty It is possible to choose minicourses in
such a way that students upon graduation will be unfamiliar with
mans areas of history and the social science For example, recent
studies show a serious lack of knowledge of American history among
some high school graduates that is the result of this smorgasbord ap-
proach

To ensure that students are exposed to important subjects
teachers could act as ads isms. helping to guide selection. Schools
could require a basic foundation course as a prerequisite or require
that students select their courses from a series of groupings thus
assuring a more balanced education These abase arrangements can
he the best of both possible worlds thes can proside alternatises
for students set guarantee them cognitise growth. Students need to
hase a basic understanding of the bodies of know ledge and to be
armed with basic process skills in order to face life successions and
to achiese self-actualization

There are other arguments for the cognitise justification of a
minicourse curriculum For gifted students these courses offer
enrichment opportunities that challenge them bs offering the op.
portunits for sophisticated studs Slower students already permitted
to sign up for more academic courses can likewise respond to this
new challenge -we were amazed bs their sophisticated handling of
difficult subjects in mixed discussion groups Robert Has ward
further commented. "Then sometimes outdid the brightest seniors
in their penetrating observations about Bergman's The Virgin

or Smiles of a Summer N:fght '12 For the nonmotisated.
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) Demonstration

The demonstration, usually thought of more as a method than a
strategy, has particular significance for minicourses, specifically the
shorter ones. Examination of present offerings shows many that
concentrate upon the instructor demonstrating a skill and then
students practicing i. Courses of this genre carry titles such as.
-How to Refinish Vood Furniture," -Meditation and Relaxation,
-Candle Making. -Modeii.ig,- -Trampoline for Fun, -Basic
Auto Mechanics for Women. 'Ciock Repairs, -Vegetable Plant-
ing." and "First Aid.- Instmciors should be well organized and
provide handouts of terminology and of the step-by-step process in-
volved in the craft or skill--accompanying drawings would be
valuable. The practicing of the demonstration before a group of
volunteers can serve to approximate the time invoked in the pre-
sentation Frequently, the person with a special skill will proceed
too quickly in explaining the how-to techniques to others, assuming
that the learner knows more than is the actual case, A dry-run can
help to present some or all of this as can videotaping, filming, or
slide-audio taping of the presentation in the library or learning
resource center Once students begin to practice their skills, the
instructor might wish to work with small groups on a rotating basis
so as to monitor progress and make necessary suggestions. Clearly,
people seem to enjoy demonstrations and profit from them, and
courses of this nature should continue as part of minicourse pro-
grams Teachers may wish to solicit free materials for student use
from businesses, some schools will not be able to purchase supplies,
forcing students to provide their own. Most are willing to do this as
they will retain the products of their labors.

g) Basic Skills

The widespread cry by the public and politicians for ac-
countability and the dismal academic performance of some high
school graduates has stirred grossing interest in the basic skills." To
rea,'ing, writing, and arithmetic, educators generally add other
basic V7 .jects. such as, viewing, human relations, critical thinking,
map reading, graph interpretation, problem solving, and speaking.
While many instructors will attempt to integrate these skills into
their minicourses, needs analysis (input) will undoubtedly reveal
requests for courses in the basic skills. Minicourses have permitted
the college bound student. traditionally following a rigid program.
to take nonacademic courses. Noss these students can obtain skills
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in areas such as the folloyeing income tax reporting, installment
busing, job acquisition Land inters ice% ing), and typing. Generally,
these had been the preserve of the business and general student.
Minicourses in these and other areas should find an audience among
college preparatory program students All students can pr.,fit from
''Reading 1mproeement,- -Building Writing Skills," ''Logical
Thinking- and similar courses, their specific design %You'd insolse
skill practice One of the criticisms of alternatiee and innoYati% e
programs like minicourses often focuses on their oserreaction to
-releeancy- and the superficial nature of these courses. The integra-
tion of basic skills objectises into mini's and the offerings of courses
specifically to build and practice a skill quickly silences this criti-
cismeehich many times is justified. Skills-des elopment instruction
constitutes one of the most difficult forms of teaching, %%Inch
partially accounts for its absence in many schools. Surreys of
English classes have show, n that only about 13 percent of course
time has been desisted to Yeriting composition. It is also difficult for
the student cc ho may base a mental block and needs the challenge
of high interest motieation methods. Self-actualization in an urban
industrial society requires schools to furnish basic skills. speaking
skills to the union eice-president, %silting skills for consumers desir-
ing to compose complaint letters, and interpersonal skills to help
ee en one %York amiably Yeah fellme employees The obligation of
educators to incorporate shills-deselopment strategies into their
courses is quite clear

klthough not thought of in these terms, psychomotor skills justi-
fiable can be classified as basic skillsparticularly in Yiee% of the
increased leisure time available to Americans Health statistics re-
mind us that ese need more exercise and greater opportunities to
reduce stress Most students base opportunities for exposure to
lifetime sports programs, hoe% eeer, les% have the time for in-depth
practice and instruction Nlinicourses in the lifetime sports skills
area scree to expose students to these sports and provide time to
initiate their deeelopment Such a program might offer the follms
ing. among others -Introduction to Badminton,- -Adeanced Ten-
nis Skills," -Intermediate Back Backing Likeeeise, other activity
oriented offerings may carry the folloccing titles, among numerous
possibilities ''Water Painting. Introducton LeYel,- -Antiquing
Furniture,'' -Model Shipbuilding

Educators have quickie found that basic skills strategies offer
something of salve to eeere one regardless of ability, grade 'eye!,
and interest These skills provide prerequisite kinneledge and
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Need for Planning

While the need for planning is important in an endeavor,
academic or not. it is a prerequisite for developing a successful mini-
course. For example, Arthur Roberts and Robert Gable warn,
"Teachers ma% try to compress too much into a mini. The result
could well be an extensive tobacco auction."' Robert Hay ward
further emphasizes this need:

At first look, minicourses seemed a simple experiment to run, for
two weeks merely stop all classes that consist only of seniors and has e
the seniors reschedule themselses into special mmicourses. But this
ss.as easier said than done between preparing and teaching all-
new, material, using even, extra period in the day. and king through
the excitement of those two %seeks, most of us teachers were
exhausted 2

Despite the abose testimonials, some authors unfortunately have
misguided teachers. Adele H. Stern. Chairperson of the English De-
partment at Montclair I iigh School, Ness Jersey, suggests, "All such
a program requires is enthusiasm.-` Allan A. Clatthorn. University
of Pennsylvania and former principal of the Abington High School,
Pennsylvania, gives the following guidance. "There is no need for
elaborate planning or systematic analysis,-1 We might well ask
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abilities important to self-fulfillment in today's society as well as
promoting confidence in the schools by the community as well as
the graduates.

Organization of Groups

While there is no clear standard for group size, the level and
category objectives provide some guidelines. if the category falls
into the affective domain, then group size will be smaller than is
conventionally used Research on classroom groups has consistently
found "that a positive social climate .. . enhances students' self-
esteem and their academic performances." With minicourse pro-
grams that traditionally emphasize affective !earnings, class sizes
should be kept at a minimum. The following questions can serve as
aids:

Which objectives can be reached by the learner on her or his (mil?
2 Which objectives can be achieved through interaction among the

learners themselves?
3 Which objectives can be achieved through formal presentation by

the teacher and through interaction between the learner and the
teachers

The answers to the above will not only provide clues to strategies
but also to space, time, resoprces, and group size. For example, a
prominent college professor, local personality, or author might offer
a three-day mini where the objectives are largely cognitive. The
course may take the lecture-discussion format and group size may
reach over a hundred. A local TV newscaster may attract many to
such a course However, because of the action orientation, demon-
strations, and the close personal contact between teacher and stu-
dents, class sizes should fall around fifteen. Social psychologists tell
teachers that group processes have an important effect on the learn-
ing process. According to Richard and Patricia Schmuck:

There are several reasons why group processes in the classroom
have become a primary concern of most educators The increasing
complexity of social conditions and large concentrations of people
have brought to the forefront the need for and importance of learn-
ing to work effectively in groups . The classroom is not a deper-
sonalized setting, it abounds with emotion between teachers and
students and between students and their peers.. In some class-
rooms, the learning process is enhanced by peer relations that ac-
tively support a productive learning atmosphere, in others, it is in-
hibited by peer relations.26
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oursels es if the real tscaknss in the deselopment of the 1111111( mum.-

is not the dilettante approach that forsakes serious des elopment fur
superficial planning The mini program holds out such promise I or
success that it should not be jeopardized bs a slopps, callous, or less
than %sell thought-out approach In this day of accountabilits
teachers cannot afford the Ilium. of Its+ than adequate preplanning

William C `Ir enson. Chairperson of the Department of English
at the John F Keuneds fligh School. Ness York, states that
idal!). the !midcourse des tis es program should base a lull sear for
planums4. des clopment. and suppling before the actual program
begins Realistically such preparation prior to program com-
mencement is rare) possible because of the spontaneous nature of
the mini and the desire b% es Cr% one iris ols ed to begin Therefore
careful time utilization must be arranged to masinuze course organi-
zation and. hopefulls, its consequent success This may seem an
oserstatement of one's position, host es cr. the es idenee for this ap-
proach is repeatedl% offered b% experienced minicourse designers
"Schoolmen sas students lose it but they also \sarn that %% ithout
proper planning, free forming )minicourses I can be a qasco plan
ahead sounds like standard ads ice, but it means %s ay ahead ss hen
you're talking about free forming.-6

Chart I pros ides a guideline for use b% teachers that can serve as
a tool to sstematic minicourse deselopment The emphasis in using
this chart and other guidelines is to aid the classroom teacher as op-
posed to pros iding extensise ads ice for the school's curriculum
commit tee or the administrator's role A Appendix A pros ides sugges-
tions for the school's approach

Input

Teachers, designers, administrators, and es aluators agree that a
minicourse program "is an effect's() ss as to get teacher and student
input into the curriculum Recent educational administratise
theorists base encouraged school districts to pros idle mechanisms
for communits input into the school programs flosseser, many
schools hale set to adopt such a scheme For these schools, the mint
approach can serve to move in this direction Roberts and Gable
argue for this approach ''Teacher -pupil cooperation is especialls
apropos if an affectise outcome that sse seek is a change in both
student and teacher attitudes -" If affectise learning is one of the
goals that is articulated for the minicourse program, then a
mechanism for communits and student input should be prosided
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Schmuck and Schmuck further report:

The data un size go e clear et den«. that the ne(essary mgrethents
Jur learningint olt ement and patio:potionare nut encouraged by
large and mapersund schools

The minicourse approach can offset the impersonal negative en-
vironment found in some schools or reinforce the positive climates
of others NIinicourse designers and instructors, in light of the im-
portance of group size and the importance it has to personal gross th
and development, should des ote considerable time to holding
classes to a reasonable sizeparticularly in courses which empha-
size affective objectives. The minicourse program in many schools
exists as a reaction to the lack of concern in schools for values, at-
titudes, and emotions Teachers must not oserlook the relationship
of group size to the continued success of this curricular offering.
Charles Wiese in "Mini- courses. New Spark for Student Enrich-
ment" suggests that "Mini- courses can bring students and faculty
closer together by providing an informal setting where they can
learn to know each other.-2^

Allocation of Time

The determination for time utilization will closely follow the ap-
proach of the school. Generally, tw o forms exist. (1.) Normal time
periods used ss ith nine- or ten-week courses (at the intermediate and
secondary level these will fall between 40 and 50 minutes, and
modifications because of field trips, community activities, and
similar events will vary this standard time format on occasion). (2.)
Shorter time periods of one-day to one -sleek arrangements (times
will vary with the teachers' answers to the three questions in the
preceding section and as school scheduling permits). For example,
Stevenson High School in Prairie View, Illinois. used a "minimum''
of two hours daily in a one-week program. Ness Trier East High
School used a "maximum" of three hours daily in a three-day
program At both schools, students could stay longer if they
ss anted to attend open sessions activities like theater ss orkshops,
films. speakers. and panels that ran throughout the (las, Of course,
the scheduling of some mini's determines the time periods, but
those scheduled during lunch periods, study halls, and the final pe-
riod of the day are set to fit the pre-established time allocation.
Most teachers of courses realize that in some cases (regardless of the
conclusions reached by them after examining objectives, content.
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and strategies) administratise plulosophs and practical constraints
%sill nut permit fiesabilits of time schedules These cases require sen
precise planning fur acluesement of obiectis es and positise student
response Frequentls teachers ss ill respond to such challenges bs
s% &irking %Nall colleagues and students to permit lengthier time se-
quences for particular lessons as required bs guest presentations,
field trips, simulations, or demonstrations

Allocation of Space

\Inch the same as %%Rh time, the allocation of learning space
caries %%all obiectis es. content. teaching strategies, and administra-
Use scheduling patterns. In terms of mmicourses, consideration
must be gisen tovard pros 'ding space or making arrangements for
independent studs, demonstrations, small group actis Ries, and
simulations Large group areas for guest presentations esist in most
schools and can be easily arranged, hosseser, small group spaces
and demonstration mas prose difficult. Prudence suggests earls
resersation of ans scanted space as similar demands for certain areas
v ill be common during the mum ourse program period. During the
meeting %%Rh the librarian for the discussion of resources and in-
structional materials, arrangements should be made for indepen-
dent and group studs projects Nlans libraries presently pros ide
studs carrels and small group rooms for semi-isolation and prisacs.
For the student preparing a ssritten or oral presentation, these
rooms can be sers helpful Because of the sarious strategies em-
pins ed in teaching today, instructors sill need to employ the
concurrent appropriate learning spaces Again, teachers must ss ork
together synth students in locating and preparing for maximum
efficiency of as ailable space No one should be shocked or surprised
to find ''Small Farm Planning'' scheduled in the %%omen's gs m or
-Vegetarianism- in the left front section of the auditorium, or es en
"Slide Rule Use- in the office of the mathematics department chair-
person Space utilization and efficient.y of instruction are intimate's
tied, and teachers must des ote the requisite time necessary for the
planning in this category

Selection of Re8ou rces

Introduction

Beginning during the mid 1960's and continuing almost untram-
meled to the present has been the tremendous gross th of instruc-
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The researchers tell us that most schools do this. Daniel Parkinson
in an Ohio study found that "Students play a rule in course deselop-
ment in 74 S percent of the schools."' Similarly, John Guenther and
Robert Ridgeway discosered that "in the majority of schools, mini-
courses were deseloped with student input "'° The benefits of such
a strategs are ohs Ions "Fat °rabic attitudes are frequently
des eloped when a group of people are insolsed in decision-mak-
ing "" Surely part of the success of mini's must be attributed to the
positise feeling that students receise as part of initial participation
in des eloping the offerings.

If the school has an established community council or school cur-
riculum committee, then it will obsiously be used in the early
deseloping stages This group may be the motivating force for the
program In addition, the group may suggest some courses, such as.
"How to Obtain a Job." "Polish-American Heritage." "Self-
Defense for Women." "Host to Study in College." The majority of
the courses will originate from surveys of w hat interests students
and teachers For example. Gudaitis reporting on the social studies
minicourse program at Westfield High School stated. "The entire
junior class was surveyed about their concerns and interest in United
States history In answering the requests for these courses, the
teacher frequently faces the burden of difficult course planning. Ac-
cording to Roberts and Gable, a "possible disadvantage is the large
number of preparations a teacher may be required to make during a
session or school year "" This general problem was echoed by
Parkinson "Other problems cited by set eral faculty members in-
clude difficulties in fitting teacher strengths to student interests ""
The reply to this situation is systematic planning and hard work in
obtaining the requisite knowledge and teaching materials.'s

Specification of Objectives

At this point in time most teachers have experiences in one form
or another in the behavioral objectises movement While this trend
has somew hat subsided, teachers generally agree that behavioral
objectises have educational value. First, they aid in the planning
(outline. organizing, sequencing) of the student learning
experiences. Second. they help teachers in the construction of
measures of student esaluation. Third, they can help students find
out what is expected of them. Fourth. they can be extremely useful
in pre-assessment of students' competencies at the beginning of a
course. particularly in a minicourse w here there can be great
heterogeneity of student experience and ability
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Robert Mager, author of Preparing In,trut tional Objec me. and
an early leader in the behavioral objectives approach to instruction,
lists criteria for specific objectives

a It should be stated in performance terms texplam the behavior of
the learner at the termination of the lesson, unit. course)

b Give the conditions under which the behavior takes place
c A statement of minimum acceptable level of performance

In preparing objectives and test questions, Benjamin Bloom
tauthor of Taxonomy of Educational ObJective. Cognitive
Domain and David Krathwohl (author of Taxonomy of Educa-
tional Objectives Affective Domain) provide excellent guides for
writing higher level goals that permit and encourage the learner to
operate within the higher levels of behavior Psychomotor objec-
tives have been found easier to write and assess, due to the direct
observational nature of the domain.

This first stage will probably take longer to prepare than the
others. however, once accomplished course construction and the
remaining steps should easily be accomplished. With minicourses,
teachers must be s igi lant not to write objectives that are unattain-
able because they are too numerous or because the learning
experiences used to reach the objective cannot be completed in the
allotted time Undoubtedly, there will he an affective emphasis in
the objectives, as it's in this area of learning that minicourses carry
their greatest impact Also, many teachers will find themselves w w-
ing more psychomotor objectives than they have in traditional
courses because of the action nature of the program ouch as, com-
munity activities, arts'and crafts, field trips)

The following are examples of objectives that might be used with
the sample minicourses:

.America's Maritime Heritage

I High Level Cognitive
The student will give a speech analv zing the reasons for peoples'
lack of concern with the nation's maritime tradition

2 Middle Lev el AffPctive
The student will write a letter to his or her U S Representative
that supports legislation for the improvement of the merchant
marine. U :1 shipping, and the Navy

3 High Level Psychomotor

The student will construct a modd ship from a kit or svith original
materials, or the student will take a walking tour of a harbor or a
tour of a decommissioned historic ship

21
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tional resources The situation for educators has changed from "I
hope I can find something on First American Indians" to -Which
booklets, films. sound filmstrips, handouts, etc., should I use w
nix advanced six graders?" How ever, teachers of minicourses will
need to do some searching to locate appropriate resources, because
of the generally nontraditional nature yr minicourses Some
difficulty max occur initially becaus- of the unfamiliarity of the
instructor with materials in the specific minicourse area, howeser,
this should not prose much of a problem because of the abundance
(frequent overabundance) of resources available for eadi general
subject area,

Teaching techniques, as suggested earlier, closely follow the ac-
tion theme associated with the movement Michael Stever,
kssistant Principal of Ely ria High School in Ohio, summarizes the
situation "We do not emphasize textbook instruction, the students
concentrate on learning from first-hand experience " Robert Hay-
ward echoes this -Their requests for topics emphasized doing* sub-
jects such as poetn, writing, film making, scuba diving and drama-
tics, but a surprising number of students indicated an interest in rel-
gion, philosophy, and contemporary problems "" Consequently,
teachers need to be flexible to meet the great sariety of student in-

The following show
this

Methods used in minicourses are characterized Inr extensise sa-
nely Os er Mr; of the schools reported the use of discussion, inde-
pendent studs, lecture, recitation, and small-group work Os er 704-4

reported use of oral reports, resource speakers and audios isual aids
Os er half of the schools reported ow of field trips, library or media
center u ork. cooperanse planning betueen teacher and student. and
term papers

The eclectic approach continues to find more adherents in the
teaching profession because of two reasons Different instructional
objectises require different approaches, and van ing classroom
learning experiences adds disersity and sariets to the course and
maintains student interest Clearly this format should form the in-
structional basis of even minicourse

Choosing Instructional materials

The following hierarchy can prose a useful tool and reference as
teachers examine their ow n objectives and plan the students' learn-
ing experiences

34
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CONCRETE EXPERIENCES

I Real Life Experience s Inters iess mg an es e ssitness, handling ar-
tifacts, performing an experiment, a trip to a French restaurant,
talking ss ith an elected public sers ant

2 Pinisicat In oh/ ennui nab WO( nil or Simulated Erperience
I...earning games or simulations, role phis mg and re-enacting
es ems, models of the real thing

3 Dire( t Per eptiol of Erperzences letual Obst nation Touring
an exhibit. ssatclum- a jun trial or legislature, field trip to obserse
plan obsers mg demonstrations and siessing finished products

I Indirel I Per( eptum of Experience Indio Iisual Representation
Tele% ision, sound films, filmstrips and slide presentations, side°
tape

.5 Visual Re presentation of es Silent films usualls Stunt),
slides, filmstrips, photographs, bulletin board charts and pictures,
transparencies
.ludio Representation Of Experiences \mho tapes and records of
es ems, speeches, radio

7 Reading Ve rbal Des( ription of Erpenen«' Textbooks, handouts,
paperback book accounts, notes on Os erhead projector and chalk-
board

S Hearing 1 erbal De script:on of Erperiem e In-person lecture
description or on record or tape "

ABSTRACT EXPERIENcEs

The above activities, referred to as "Dale's Cone of Experience,-
ar,anged in a hierarchial format, suggests that teachers should aim
for high level activities. While this seems commendable, it may not
always ;)e feasible or educationally sound. In terms of the earlier
suggestions, teachers will wish to vary learning experiences because
of a desire to add variety to the classroom and because different ob-
jectives will require different student responses to achieve them.
The author strongly suggests that where possible, teachers use more
than one experience in instruction For example, in the early
sessions of a course entitled "Silk Screening- not only should
students watch demonstrations, but they should also receive
handouts (dittoed sheets) explaining the process in a step-by-step
fashion. Perhaps they should have the opportunity to view a sound
filmstrip presentation in the library during free time. In terms of
Dale's paradigm, minicourses generally operate at the higher levels
(frequently level one), which may partially explain their success.

Appropriateness, cost, and quality exist as important factors in
choosing instructional material, however, sometimes they cannot be
considered unless availability is met.

,36
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Sports Literature

I Loss Level Cognitive
1 he student will be able to list the categories of sports literature
with an example of one item ibook, article) for each category

2 High Level Affective
The student will volunteer to give book talks on spurts biographies
to children at the local library on Saturday mornings in January
and Februars

3 High Level Psychomotor
The student will demonstrate a drill k exe rets e that will help a
potential basketball pine( 'evelop the ability to dribble with the
left hand only, for two mi lutes while running The drill can be
from a sports technique bo )k or developed origmallv

The interdependent nat'.re of instructional objectives, particu-
larly for use with minic Jurses, can be observed from the above
examples Objectives de eloped in consort with content can serve
to help teachers be more efficient in choosing mmicourse content.

Specification of Content

The general content for the course will come from the title It

remains for the instructor to specify the appropriate emphasis. With
the very brief mmicourse ione to five days) teachers must be vigilant
and try not to cover too much material. Students come to drink
from the fountain of know ledgeteachers must not turn on a fire-
house and drown them Similarly, too much content can reduce
the affective value of the course and curtail the spontaneity of the
discussions and the interactions it entails. Teachers designated to
instruct a mini in a given area of interest should be cautious not to
fall into this trap Because they know so much about this area and
enjoy it so much, they assume students feel the same way

The other side of the coin also presents difficultiesthe assign-
ment of a course with content unfamiliar or only partially familiar
to the teacher. In these situations, there exist some avenues to fill in
the know ledge gaps. The following are some practical sources.

I Survey other schools of obtain a copy of course outline, mllabus,
objectives iColleges might be an unexpected source

2 Examine review hooks They usually outline a subject area in a
brief vet complete manner In most situations a review book will
not be available for the specific area of the course, however, one
chapter of the review book mar cover the topic of the mini For
example, a review book in psychology and biology will contain in-
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Sources of Instructional Materials

For some Years in teaching, aY ailabdity of teaching materials de-
termined the method the instructor would use Recently, as the
profession mines toss ard a more systematic and efficient approach
toss ard learning, objectises List. generally determined student
learning activities Availability of materials and the willingness of
teachers to produce their oysn classroom items have considerably
contributed to this trend.

The ((Miming general guides are offered as suggestions to locate
media and materials'

Guides to \ u r !Amami:sal Ah dm I dins Filmstrips, Kinescopes. Phu-
s, ProL.fratnin d Instru, tu.aul 1laterials, Mules Trartsparem les and

1 uleotapes mencan [akar% Association. 30 East Huron Street.
Chicago. Illinois lion11

h thy atlas' Guide to Free I dms Ethic ators' Guide to Free Edinstrips, Edu-
, ators' Guide to Free and Inexpensue Teaching 1lateruds Educators'
Progress Sers ice, Randolph, Wisconsin

\ ICFA1 Indexes Index to 1r "inn Edu animal Films, Index to %aim Motion
Carmelo N, Index to t3111111 I drastnps, Index to Educational Records,
Inch X in 1mhotapes. Index to Video Tapes. Index to Educational
Oicrhead Transpar rules R R Boss ker. 11k0 X% enue of the Americas.
\ess ) ark, \

'W1 f'). Fret' and Merin resit a Pu turns for the Classroom, !sour, s of Free
Trued Posters so You Want to start 1 Picture File The Bruce Miller
Publications, Riserside, Caldonna

sources of Free and Inexpeasuc Pu tures for the Cla,ssroo Educators'
Progress Sers ice, Randolph. Wisconsin

,Si leeted Are %fate nal. for (lassrooni Tew hers Fearon Publishers, 2163
Park Bottles an!, Palo 1Ito, California

Textbooks in Print R R Bon ker Compans \ess York
Guide to simulation Games for EA( alum and Training Information

Resources, Lexington, Massachusetts
Progranom d I r artang 1 Bibliography of Programs and Press 'datum

Del u s Carl Hendershot, 1114 Ridgenood Dnse, Ras Cits, Michigan
Edu«itional Trle e &sum 1Iotion Pu lures matalogl \ et Film Serstce, Audio-

% rola! ('enter Indiana nnersits. Bloomington, Indiana 47-101

1dditional suggestions appear elsewhere in this book, also,
general ideas can be obtained from the sample minicourses bib-
liography " Librarians, audio-sisual directors, and curriculum coor-
dinators must act as resource locators for teachers William Swenson
suggests the lolloyy ins.; procedures

I he department c hairman or super% isor should now a( tivels coor-
dinate and support their efforts In pros !ding catalogs, information

1";
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formation for a 1.0111'W on in1111.111 seUlaint 50111011110 a CVNiess
hook 'sill he wadable for an exact course, such as
Psschologs sometimes a quick trip to a college bookstore sell
result in obtaining the book and 'sin get the course preparatnnu off
to a successful start

3 Isit local bookstores and stases the shelses for appropriate pa-
perbacks for teacher as 'sell as student usage Some authors
behest- ''The true mum-course electises program is pnmani%
paperback program using a 'side ranee Of materials Seseral of
the paperback companies floss pros ide materials chrectls for the
education market Bantam Books Inc offers course 4Inde,
science Fiction Futuristic.: Women's Studies i that eau
be especialls helpful

I Talk ssith librarians for suggestions One of the best, and
Irequenth osrlooked. sources are cues clopedias Their up -to-
date, %kellorgantred, and niCeIN V.rittell articles constitute an es.
cellent source of informat and mans of these companies offer
reprints that can be used bs students Librarians can also direct
teachers to other resources, such as a sertical file

5 \aturalls, the teacher 'sill ssish to consult articles, books,
textbooks. indices, in search for information trip to a large
public or college librars reference room to examine the pubhca-
t10115 and the handbooks of the professional societies can often
pros ide leads to sources 7i1 content Also, the subject guide to
Books r; Print can sass time in locating potential materials

6 if it as adable, an information retries al ss stem, such as ERIC.
may aid in locating course content

The sample mmicourses suggest tss 0 possible arrangements
First, %%hen dealing ssith an unfamiliar topic, the disision of it into
units or lessons can provide a structure useful to teacher and
student Secondly, in shorter courses, it may be necessary first to fa-
miliarize the class ssith the sarnnis categories and, then, investigate
one in depth For example, Introduction to Political Science," a
tss o-da minicourse, mac be arranged into some of the follossing.

ision%

(.os eminent
a ( omparatise
b %merit an
c Municipal. state
Political theory and philosophs
Polit it al helms ior

International relations
I ass

23
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Folloss log a brief restos of these, the instructor might sax. Be-
cause of time constraints, se sill olds CO' er *political be-
has lor --discussing such items as x oter turnout, ethnic x (ding, parts
participation, and campaign techniques'' Or, se can mils
cos er one of these lice topics \\ luch %%mild son prefer to stud.)
This latter position sill call for additional preparation

In organizing the content, the folios% ing ideas should be kept in
mind

I Progress from concrete oily( ts or eypenentes to more abstract
ideas

2 Progress from simple to elementary to inure compley mampula-
Wins principles or understandings

3 Progress from isolated tact, to integrated principles or rela-
toihtPs
Progress specific general i e , inductive
Progress from general to specific, i e , deductive

6 Progress from unknovv n to tinovy n
%%hen teaching a process, progress from beginning to end, i e
temporal or chronological ordering'`

The specification of content and obiectix es in terms of a mini-
course program permits the teacher to maximize effectiseness in
planning and organizing It also serves a second general purpose to
pros ide for a pre-assessment of students

Pre-.1ssessment of Objectives

Present thinking on pretesting or pre-es aluation is summarized
In the folio.% ing

suk:Ils the student begins the module Inuncourse i ss itli some
skills. information and or ompetencies vvluch are relevant to shat
he is supposed to learn We usually refer to relevant competencies
stench the learner brings to the learning experience as the entree ;w-
hat tor of the learner Since it could be a caste of time and effort to

teach' competencies that the learner already possesses, it is the Job
of the uistruktional developer teachers t o determine shat related ca-
pabilities the student has already a(quired "

This concept has special applicahilits to most minicourse ar-
rangements, him ever, probabls because of time, it should not be
used in the one -dal mu arrangement The abilities and experiences
of the learner ars great I on mittx to the minicourse The instruc-
tor, on the his of preassessment, can do txxo things The first thing

mild be to derailfx the student 3, ho can make direct contributions
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and specific skiggestion, for literal, materials, possible audio-visual
supportive materials, articles in literary journals that pertain to spe-
ak course areas, %%Me keeping each person aware of the department
goals and (lec tees of the entire muu-course elect's es program.'"

While Svvenson's ideas are somewhat passe on what constitutes
teaching materials, his point on their acquisition is %sell made.

No single teaching material holds magical powers in terms of
student learning, happily, the minicourse program contains built-in
designs %%loch tap those objectives, strategies, and techniques that
students seem to love.

Evaluation of Performance

With a SN sternal( approach to teaching mnucourses, tvs o types
of ev aluations take placecourse evaluation and student evalua-
tion Answers to the first pros ide areas for course modification,
%%loch in sonic cases can take place immediately if the mini is offered
several times a y ear

The instructor must perform an evaluation, even if grades are not
to be given as in cases of the shorter mini's, to obtain data for revi-
sion and refinement and to determine if the course meets the
original goals that %%ere established. Of course, often a schook% ide
sone% soliciting input for total program modification %%ill be
conducted.

Some teachers %%ill find this es aluation task to be somewhat
difficult because of the number of affective objectives, high level
cognitive objectives. and psychomotor objectives not normally part
of their experience

Criterion Referenced Tests

Recentls, teachers have shown considerable interest in measur-
ing student performance against the instructional objectives, i.e
Did the learner master the objective' Traditionally, educators have
used norm referenced measures evaluating one learner in relation
to another In terms of the approach of this hook, the use of cri-
terion referenced measures is strongy encouraged Well-ciiszructed
objectives %%ill facilitate the construction of this form of test item
because of the close relationship bet%%een them This type item is
also suggested for the pre-assessment of students In terms of the
nunicourse, this approach has several advantages

%,,ess%ment of the learner's attainment of the obiectiv es pros ides
data to the teacher Analvsis of this information pros ides clues to
areas that need improvement \I anv times, these can be quickly
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mplemented, particular's if the course is offered seseral times a
Near

2 Student grades (where gisen) are a function of the student's
idual performance and not of the class as a ss hole Learners*

grades ss ill be a result of their masters of the obiectn es and not of
how %sell thew form relat is e to the rest of the class Unfortunate's,
sometimes in the past, if a student took a course %salt a "smart"
group, he she mas obtain a' -B" for the reserse a student taking a
course with a -slow- group mas obtain an -A-) Consequentls,
his her grade was a function of the semester thew took the course
This can be a serious problem because of the number of times
some minis are offered and the number of sections in %stuck It is
offered Surds. teachers will want to as oid this

3 Because mans minicourses are skill related and "doing'
experiences, es aluation of the masters of the instructional (Alec-
tis e seems a natural procedure For example, in a mini such as
"Karate" i the students will learn the basics of self-defense tech -

niques ") or -Office Experience** (- will gain good experience in
routine, equipment and procedures-1, teachers (as well as those
who original!y suggested the course, the Input group) ss ill want to
know if, in fact, what vv as supposed to take place actualls took
place

Criterion referenced measurement holds mar promises for the
improvement of teaching through a systematic approach '"

Constructing Es aluat is e Measures

The following section is not meant to prov ide the basic founda-
tion of an educator's know ledge but rather to offer some suggestions
for constructing useful test items for minicourses

Measurement in the affectiv e domain often seems to teachers a
difficult if not impossible task Fortunately, there exist some
procedures helpful to teachers:

I Obsers awn), direct and indirect Simpls lust .c%atclung students
reactions and behas tors and unobstrusis els checking to see it
changes or interests hale taken place
Lrarnpl 'Stier concluding a mmicourse, obserse the reaction to
the follimIng question ails one ssishes to help me teach and
plan this course the next time It is offered, please see me after
class Or folloss mg a course on First kmerican count
In 1%1 mans students checked out book on the topic

2 1 ikert ',kale Most persons are familiar matt this simple but useful
tool
Erompie The field trip to the First American recersation vas
aluable expenem e t circle one t strongly agree agree neutral

disagree strongb, disagree
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to the course m terms of a presentation or demonstration For
example in -Baking Skills for luting Men- there might be some ap-
propriate comments from a class member about some items apple
turnos er or techniques ,dough preparation) he has mastered Peer
presentations pros ide opportunities for gross th for both the
anthem': and the demonstrator kdditionalk, it enables the teacher
to act in an efficient manner In maximizing the resources as adable
to him her The second thing that the nistaact or could do should be
to 'details the students' competencies so that the tr a,...her can em-
phasize or de-emphasize certain areas of the content accordingls
11,0, students doing shell can be released for different learning
experiences in independent studs All learners shill base a good idea
of ss hat the course %sill require The dixerse background of the
learner coming into the mini frequentls necessitates mdisidualizing
instruction t ndoubtedls, this partial's accounts for the research
h'Idillg that -0% er 40 percent use contracts, packets or l nipacks

Pre-assessment exists as an important step in ails systematic ap-
proach to instruction \kith most mimcourse approaches it can sere
the teacher as a useful tool for identifx mg students' differences and
designing their learning experiences accordingls It should also be
mentioned that in some situations students ss ill need to be
counseled to %% lidrav from certain mumourses on the basis of
prior performance

Determination of Strategg

kstrateg,s in this context is the broad or generic use as opposed to
specific teaching methods The tollossing is a list of these ssidels
used strategies

a Dim, users 1111111n.

b Eyositor.
Group ..iodation Icariung games
ludisiduahred prucrarnmed insiruchnn. packet.1

e held based ,i(Immuinit% based,
I Derni,nstratI4 ill practice
g Basic skills

a Discos en Inquirs

Discoser iearnm present s emus popularity among educators,
some belies e this should be the basis of all instruction m schools At
this point in tune the consensus of researchers is Ill support of this
strategs Ibissexer because of its emphasis on critical thinking,

21
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Several of this kind of question can easlx be constructed,
administered and scored

3 Semantic differential kgam, this is an easy to use tool familiar to
most p«)ple, but until recently, rarer used in the classroom''
Examph Please indicate sour reaction to the concept hs placing
an \ on the appropriate space

!lir,/ Americans

Smart Dull
Sloss - Fast

The lakert scale and the semantic differential can be given prior
to the course to obtain pre-test and post-test measures of attitudinal
change Additional information on these techniques exist in most
recent books ogi teaching methods and evaluation. The reader may
vvh also to consult David Kraals% ohl's Taxonomy of Educational
Olyectite-11andbook 11. The Affectue %%Inch provides
not only a scheme for writing objectives but also an explanation of
the levels of attitudinal internalization that are helpful in assessn.g
affective behavior

Until recently, schools have largely concerned themselves u,01
cognitive gross th Tests have reflected this emphasis, and educatogs'
experience and skills in this area are quite extensive and good. Two
suggestions for mink ourse instructors are to use k ) essay questions
and t2 t higher level test items The encouragement of creative
thinking on examinations can be made easier by the above sugges-
tions Benjamin Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objec-

esIlandbook I The Cognaitc Domain'" offers excellent advice
for teachers wishing to do this

10

High Level

ti Evaluation Questions at this level require making a judgment
based upon a standard or criteria determined fix the learner The
answer must be documented and justified
Example Which of the following two men is the better author
Edgar Allen Poe or Ambrose Mercy'
c.4/11es11 Requires putting together an excellent communication
oral or written to form a new pattern of communication
Example Prepare a speech predicting the future of arts and crafts
in Nmenea
tindiists Requires the breaking doss n of the communication into
its parts The student might identify the constituent elements in
an ads ertisement
Example Analyze this politician's speech to see %%Inch electoral
groups pressure groups) he she is appealing to for votes
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problem sails ing and Ins IlVnItAt, rilOst educators tee' it \bind,' be
part of the repertoire of eat h teacher 13n.are e of tune constraints
placed on them and their desire to loser content areas, mans
teachers Lase %%AIR Id total teathuig commitment. preferring to
rise it in combinatnin ssith expositors teaching

The at tual use of this strategs takes soseral forms 'some teat hers
use it in asking t lassroom questions. owlet-ring to dray, out mis. ers
Others ...4,11strukt pat kets of materials train sehilh students drays
gt neralirations and sonic use ((unmet\ mils prepared kits The ex-
plosion of kn..% hedge iii reti tit sears has pros Ord impetus for this
ti aching, stratt gs. as classriiorn teachers realizt thus lan no It mger
toter es ers thing I'or Plato it is the habit i form ut mind JIKI Wit
Its 4.1)11tr lit subst ant e that is under greater ',IL nitms Fducat ors,
sundarls slitm u d I.010Idt1 navys learning bin their milli

h, Expositors

The teat her as information gist r is the baste premise of expi...4-
tIq-s teat hing The teaching method associated %soh this strategs Is

general's let turfing although it ma% take the form of reading ma-
trals and s less ing films Because of the fires its of some mini's,
let hiring might be used more than the teachers 41 students, ss ish
The sake of this tuthultfut is its use in cos ering large amounts of in-
formation in a short period of time I, ndoubtedls, this accounts for
its endurance user time one of the assumptions of this method.
that the teacher and books is a repositors of knoss ledge. surds has
a bams in truth motherher argument for this approach rests in the fact
that there exist tertam times Ilk es en toorse ss hen a large amount of
information must be presented Frequent's, a %%4-planned and
a ell-illustrated let hire is the best ss as to rear h the instructional ob-
i, c use that has a strong content product basis

\fans teachers al reads ombine this strategs 'sail others in their
teat lung amid ss isels says method attording to objet t e twit muse
teachers must be sigilant not to permit themsels es to tall into the
let nut trap therein midi running the action orientation of mini-
ourscs and stifling the enthusiasm connected ssith them

c i Croup

(.coup learning as a teat lung strategs has long been a technique
used hs educators and has taken the form of group pinion_ ts. teams,
arid group oral reports Retentls, a bandssagon effect has taken
place as educators mid students fuse engaged in educational
simulations and learning games at es ens grade les el and in es yrs
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Ippin anyn Requires the use of abstractions In particular and
colts +1111,1I1011%

Fianinle Predict the probable elk% t tit introducing a change into
a boilogical situation that pre% note% %%as at equilibrium. e , a fish
tank

2 ( omprehensom Requires the understanding of a lommumcation
Eramph Fxamme this politkal cartoon and explain its meaning

I Knott ledge Requires the production horn mentors of theories
principles. generalizations. and tat ts
Trample last the %Arts procedures for the changing of a the on
an ant ornoinle

In using the abuse model, teachers must remember the im-
portance of preconditions For example. if on Tuesday. an instructor
stated, -The most important, interesting, and significant aspect of
what well see on our field trip is then ask, the following test
question a week later "What do sou think was the most im-
portant, interesting and significant aspect of last week's field trip,
this w ould require simple recall, not an esaluativc decision

The in-depth concentrated nature of the mini pros ides the foun-
dation to permit students to operate at higher lesels of thinking
This opportunits should be encouraged bs challenging. demanding
questions \II learners has e the abilits to operate at the treatise
les el and must be permitted to do so

Ps% chomotor behavior clearly exists more in minicourse pro-
grams than in traditional offerings Unfortunatels, this domain has
not experienced the des elopment and refinement of the others
flow es er. some guidelines for teachers do exist, and these can be
helpful to those facults members who normalls do not stork in the
motor skill area 4matlimal-technical teachers. physical education
specialists, and others base experience in this area and can serse as
resource people

Robert Kibler, Lam Barker, and Dasid Miles, authors of Be-
hat unid Obirein is and Instruction '' offer this classification

00 Spe e h Behar Ion Itelias tors in tins category exist in puhlic
speaking (11111milmt ation arts and spec( h correctnui

tamp!, a three-minute let lure using coordinated ges-
tures and od% incitements

rbal (urnmurut In leIn Bt hat tors Beha% firs 10 this t ate-
sitt.r% tttiites a in,,jgc V.itholit the Ilse of VOrdfacial
expressions ge stores and bodily MAIS (*Went%
t ramp/. quo% how to press a w eight of loo poop& 0.010)0I

t ht. St ritZlIt Itself. usrr facial and hod% mos enients

110
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subject area These simulation games fuse been shoss n not tints to
tit great interest and lughls motisating for students. but also to

promote cognitise and allectise !earnings Consider the tollossing
%immix.y of the research es idence

students rows went tit simulations seems to be related to then
need for actise rather than passne u» olsement simulations
permit students to utilize their natural tendenciesssalking. talking,
and thus often require group ins olsement and health% competition
Fmalls, then offer a respite from the more routine classroom
procedure,

And more importantly

Seseral studies base concluded that students taught through edu-
cational games and simulations learn more content than do students
taught in a consentional manner the maionts of research studies
reseal that ins olsetnent In learning games and simulations can
Indeed change the attitude of participant,

This saleable and flexible strategy can serse to achiese minicourse
°Incenses or es en form the basis for an entire course, such as,
-Learning from Games- or -A Simulation Games Approach to
Ts% enneth Century 1mencan Histors

d Ind is idualLted

One of the curious phenomena presentb, taking place in cur-
riculum and instructional innos ation is the trend toss and in&
idualized learning and its opposite of group learning, For sears,

educational psschologists have encouraged educators to consider
oldisdnal Mere:ices In preparing lesson and units Indisidualized
ustruction pros ides for this situation This instructional strategy
takes mans forms packages. programmed instruction, and inde-
pendent It amine, PacLiges, vs het her teachei -prepared or commer-
cial, usnalls contain obiectis es, learning actis Ines, self-es ablations,
and a final esaluation StIldt'Ilt% obtain packets from teachers and in
most cases ssork on their the classroom, learning resource
center. and librars Teachers are as adable for consultation. small
group ssuirk, and turret twin of papers Some sariations exist, sec n as,
computer terminals Lakes% Ise, programmed instruction takes mans
forms General's the folltming characteristics are common, and ma-
tem.:: is presented in sequential. small steps, ss ith self-pacing and
immediate teedback . results tin the questions spaced throughout
the materials Machine. hase Irequentls been used in programmed
instruction Often, hosseser, tit is teat her-made materials and com-
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9 00 Finely Coordinated Movements. These behaviors occur in the
industrial arts, fine arts, handicrafts, and similar areas which
are frequent iv the basis for minicourses
Example (a) Show an example of jewels that you havecop-
per enameled by hand, (b) Demonstrate how to hitch a recrea-
tion vehicle or boat trailer to an automobile

I 00 Grass Body Movements Movements of entire limbs alone or in
connection with other parts of the hody characterizes this
categor%.
Example Throw a softball over the plate once in three
chances from the pitcher's mound.

Teachers will find it helpful to use checksheets of their objectives
when they are observing psychomotor skills or examining objectives
of art produced by the learner.

Evaluation constitutes a very important part of any instructional
system Learners man> times judge the course and the instructor by
the evaluation procedures used. Consequently, if faculty members
want to maintain the positive attitude researchers tell us that
students have toward teachers and toward the course, then evalua-
tion deserves time and thought. In fact, the success of the entire
minicourse system presented in this book depen '. upon proper
evaluation.

Analysis of Feedback

Successful teachers have long used both formal and informal
procedures to improve their teaching. A teacher may re-explain a
difficult procedure as a result of the frowns on students' faces, or a
teacher may review the content or a given skill area as a result of the
answers to a test question.

Feedback should be collected to evaluate a course, and should be
examined especially by those who suggested, designed, and taught
the course Chart 1 in this chapter details this important analysis of
feedback. It is possible that the feedback data will suggest course
elimination, re-emphasis, or a more advanced treatment. In most
cases, however, simple modification vv ill be the only adjustment
necessary.

In this era of accountability and budget-consciousness, there are
many attempts to make learning more efficient and teaching more
humanistic Teachers should use many systematic procedures and
practical ideas in achieving success in today's classroom. Mini-
courses seem to contain an innate mechanism for success, proper
planning almost guarantees it.
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4. Studying Others' Minicourses

The majority of minicourses developed and offered to date have
been in the humanitiesparticularly history, the social sciences,
English, and literature. Many schools permit minicourses only in the
social studies and English (communication arts). It is difficult to
know the exact reason for this restriction, although these disciplines
more easily lend themselves to minicourse organization; whereas,
other disciplines may follow a sequence of increasing difficulty and
require more basic foundation prerequisites for the study of special
areas. It should be mentioned, however, that several schools do
offer mini's in all or almost all subject areas.

Frequently, these courses in English and the social studies are
characterized by the interdisciplinary approach (e.g., "Sports
Literature." "Cultural Anthropology.") and the exotic (e.g., "His-
tory of Witchcraft," "Writing Science Fiction"),which can partially
account for their appearance and success. Their unusualness does
not mean these courses are inherently frillish or intellectual mav-
ericks since they are legitimate subdivisions of the main discipline or
intersections of two or more bodies of knowledge. That history and
English rank lowest in student interest has been a contributing fac-
tor to the direction minicourses have taken. A Louis Harris poll' on
schools in 1969 found these two subjects as the most boring to
students, and 1969 can generally be regarded as the initial year of
the minicourse movement. The call for motivating courses must not
only be answered by what interests the student but also by solidly
academic courses that contribute to knowledge as well as skills.

4:3
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The two minicourses that follow in the next chapters have been
chosen as models because they are within the humanities and are
ty pical of minicourses that has e been and w ill be offered. Addi-
tionally. they are flexible enough to have their length varied and
diverse enough to permit content emphasis as the local situation re-
quires. In this way, they achieve their specific instructional objec-
tives Even though minicourses are sufficiently novel in terms of the
traditional offerings in school, there is an availability of instructional
materials for these courses that helps to illustrate what the
classroom teacher must do to prepare a successful minicourse.

The two model minicourses (or variations of them) hopefully
may be adopted by teachers. The outlines, materials, ideas, and an-
notated bibliographies that follow should offer enough suggestions
and information to provide a significant basis from which the course
can be built without too much additional research and course
development These two mini's have another particularly important
asseteasy modification to grade level. With certain obvious, but
not too numerous, variations, these courses can serve the primary,
middle school, junior high, senior high, and, even, college student.

In analy'zing these courses, arguments in their favor become ob-
vious, and. hopefully, the reader will become convinced of their
value, their content, and their assortment of methodological ap-
proaches and instructional approaches. Perhaps these suggestions
will eventually serve as ammunition in convincing curriculum com-
mittees and students. Another value of these model minicourses,
and one that has characterized the movement, is the possible
latitude of who may teach. "Sports Literature," for example, may
be taught by an English teacher or physical educator but might
likewise be taught by a physics teacher who is a former track star or
a superintendent who is an avid baseball fan. Consider also the
possibility for guest presentationscoaches, players. local sports
writers "America's Maritime Heritage," exemplifys this flexibility
quite welleven the school maintenance person might have World
War II naval experiences to share

The examples that follow represent two ways of examining and
organizing a body of knowledge so that it can be most easily
imparted to and best retained by the learner Study mg minicourses
other than these would also be helpful.

4 3
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5. Minicourse 1: "America's Maritime Heritage"

Introduction

The importance and influence of the sea has frequently been
forgotten, not only by the layperson but by historians, social
scientists, and educators.

A moment's reflection should remind teacher and student of the
role the seas and inland waters have played and continue to play in
the lives of peoples and destinies of nations. In a world in which
water covers nearly three fourths of the earth's surface, water has
naturally contributed to the development of humankind in many
ways. Life began in the sea; it has served as the cradle for the early
civilizations, and has existed as a food source as well as a highway for
travel, trade, and cultural interchange. Historically thesea has been
closely involved with the rise and fall of societies, cultures, and na-
tions. The Biblical story of Moses and his crossing of the Red Sea
forms an important part of Judaic-Christian tradition. Important
naval battles (e.g., the defeat of the Spanish Armada by England)
have changed the course of history. Nations have taken dangerous
risks in pursuing foreign policies to obtain more favorable strategic
holdings (e.g., Russia's "Windows to the West"). Other societies
have placed themselves on the pages of history because of their con-
quest of the sea (e.g., Phoenicians, Vikings). The survival of the is-
land nations and those countries bordering the sea has been related
to how well they have used the water which entirely or partially sur-
rounds them, japan, prior to embarking on an aggressive foreign
policy, strengthened its navy considerably. Today, the Soviet Union
spends considerable sums of money expanding its commercial fish-
ing industry and merchant shipping as well as its huge navy, and
these policies have one purposeto contribute to strengthening the
country as a superpower. Recent conferences dealing with the fu-
ture of the oceans and the law of the sea demonstrate the im-
portance water will play as nations in the future vie for the riches of
the oceans.

4 4 4.5
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Considering the importance of the sea, it is unfortunate that
America's maritime heritage has been seriously slighted. In fact,
examination of textbooks, course outlines, and curriculum guides
makes it painfully obsious that this topic receives little, if any, at-
tention In fact, if ma were to examine certain periods of American
history by using present curriculum materials, it w ould be easy to ar-
ris e at the conclusion that the United States is a landlocked nation.'
This is quite ironic as it was the sea that enabled the discos ery , colo-
nization, and des elopment of our nation as we know it today. The
les el of our standard of lis ing, our position as a w orld pow er, and
much of our cultural heritage are closely linked to the sea. The
existence of the present situation is somewhat difficult to understand
considering the romantic and colorful nature of the maritime tradi-
tion. This heritage encompasses such areas as art kseascapes), crafts
,figure carving, scrimshaw, model shipbuilding), architecture ships,
lighthouses), music (sea chanteys), undersea treasure hunting
k sunken ships of the Spanish main), sea monsters (sharks and other
fish), sea legends and tales (mermaids, Bermuda Triangle), and
literature and films (WIN Dick. J au's).

Because the maritime enterprise has shaped much of our culture,
let us consider language as an example of its impact upon American
society Proponents of Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier thesis
have pointed to Americanisms such as "shooting from the hip" and
being "trigger happy as partial documentation for their position
that the landed frontier experience shaped America and its institu-
tions If the long-expected visitor from Mars should arrive in the
United States and perform an analysis of the language, the visitor
would conclude, however, that the country's inhabitants were
essentially a seafaring people. As language is a mirror of a country's
history and habits, our maritime experience has left an imprint upon
the nation. In fact, sea talk has become so assimilated and ingrained
into the language that its origin is often overlooked and rarely
reflected upon Consider the follow ing examples. "first rate,- "bat-
ten down the hatches,- "castaway," "a fish story," "to give a wide
berth,- "to take the wind out of his sails,- "to run a taut ship,"
"blubber,- "to carry on,- -ironclad,- "full speed ahead," "on
deck," "to give a clean bill of health," "to make headway,"
"bunk,- and "loose ends." 2 These constitute but a small sample of
the maritime terms in our daily usage.

Recent activities may help to focus attention on this area.
"Operation Sail" which culminated in New York City on July 4,
1976, the Panama Canal controversy, the "200-mile limit" question,
water shortage and pollution, and the issue of nasal superiority.
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Content

Once the decision has been made through a needs analysis or by
cons hieing the curriculum committee that a course in this area
would be both educational and xaluable, there exists a wealth of
content for the teacher wishing to discuss the contribution of the
maritime enterprise to the deselopment of America Units or short
nunicourses could des clop around the following themes

the shipbuilding industrs (actise in the counts for user :3(X)
sears t could be studied, possibh highlighting certain periods and
types of ships, e g , the square riggers of Ness England, the moni-
tors of ('is it War fame, the romantic clipper ships, the laberts
ships of World War II, and the nuclear submarines or pleasure
boats of Codas Such an ins estigation might also examine the
effects of the Industrial Rev (dutiful upon ship-building fossils and
their ss (ulcers

2 The literature of the sea pros ides a diserse and highls interesting
topic that mas take mans directions In poetn Philip Freneau's
-The British Prison-Ship,- ()liver W flohnes's -Old ironsides:
Henn Wadsuorth Longfelloys's "The Building of the Ship,-
Walt Whitman's "Song for All Seas. 111 Ships." and -0 Captain.
MY Captain' In drama Eugene O'Neill's -Thirst- and "Anna
Christie In fiction Robert Louis Stes enson's Treasure Island.
Jack London's The Sea Wolf, C S Forester's The Captain from
Connecticut, Merman Wouk's The Came Mutiny In nonfiction
Richard II Dana's Tu n Year, Before the Halt, Ossen Chase's
shwa reek of the Whaleship Essex, and Charles Wilkes's \'arra-
tu of the Ernforing Expedition These readings can corer even
interest and teaching olnectixe A (nurse could een he initiated
bs Peter Benchles 's film Jan s

3 1 historical and contemporars case studs could be made of a
major or minor port anal zing its gross th and the deselopment of
the trade specialties peculiar to that port For example Ness
Orleans, Chicago, San Francisco, Hoboken, N J Chester. Pa
and Port 1rthur. Tex In addition to examining the commercial
aspects ot port life, teachers and students could consider the
geographic and economic requisites for the establishment of a
portusing a multidisciplinary approach
The fishing industn tk mild make an interesting studs and could

be examined in terms of the inland ssaters as ssell as the coasts
and oceans Other approaches could include the t ontemporars
international problems regarding fishing rights and the effects of
off-shore drilling and nuclear purser plants upon the catch ot hsh

deselopment 111.15,11 technology might prose a salvableThe 1

and interesting topic ts concentrating on a particular era I or

17
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example. the (:isii 11ar 55 as a period of rapid technological
change, the des elopment of the monitors bs the L'inon and the
development of the submarines and mines bs the Contederacs
could pros nle a pros ocatise content

6 1n ins estigation could be t undo( ted of the nation's maritime
trailing industry This could focus on its des elopment to its
present state, examining the domestic trade of the inland ssaters
and canals as sell as their foreign trade It mas be most useful in
this regard to focus upon a fess particular trade items of general
interest (such as. petroleum, heals machnien, or agriculture) or
On an item of local significance
Frequentls local and state history can preside content for a unit
on mantnne studies Ohs musk some states and localities border-
ing on bodies of later are rich in maritime history, ss hile others
as as from cater could have less of a heritage llosseser, a little
digging mac discos era ship named after the state or local corn-
mints. or a resident ssho had been a famous ship captain or
nasal hero (During World War II, Kansas had the highest per
capita % olu facer rate for the Nays

S The life of people serving in the Coast Guard is frequent%
recognized as one of the interesting maritime occupations. A
stud% of the Coast Guard's actis Ries would prove both mum able
and enlightening
1n anthropologs -oriented unit might studs the mos ement of
peoples to the Ness World, contrasting the different theories on
the origin of the first Americans It might also analyze the
klaskan land bridge, the possible existence of the "lost
continents' of Want's, and the theories of Thor Ileserdahl (See
his book The Ba Expeditions )

10 A short unit on pirates can prose to be not olds of great interest
to students but It can serve aS a springboard to other related
topics For example, there are contemporars, pirates in the drug
trade, and there are the historical pirates of the Caribbean

Additional miniunits could be built around some of the more
exotic topics related to oceanic education, such as, ferry boats,
whaling, smuggling, lighthouses, sea monsters, treasure hunting,
arts and crafts, seafood, and undenyater tunnels. The subject matter
is adaptable to many disciplines and subject area specialties

Methodology

American maritime heritage offers opportunities for all teachers
regardless of which instructional strategy they might prefer For
teachers interested in using inquiry or discosery strategies, maritime
studies offer unlimited opportunities The conflicting analysis of the

7
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reasons accounting for the Pearl Harbor incident should stimulate
students to critical-thinking discussions that require evaluatiYe Judg-
ments The readings, excerpts from Rear Admiral Robert A Theo-
bald's ('S \, The Final Secret of Pearl harbor and selected passages
from Samuel Eliot M orison's The Tuo-Ocean War, pros ide
contrasting explanations for the event. Theobald in support of Ad-
miral Kimmel builds the case that President Rouse% elt encouraged
the attack by Japan, Morison takes a different position regarding

S foreign policy
Another example that can be used as a basis for teaching about

historiography (conflicting explanations of a single event) is the
recent hook Lusitania. by Colin Simpson, w Inch states that British
Intelligence encouraged and welcomed the attack and disaster in
order to bring the United States into the War against Germany.
(Professor Thomas Bailey of Stanford University has a work in
progress contradicting Simpson's thesis,) Similarly, Alfred Thayer
Mahan's theories The Influence of Sea Potter Upon History)can be
contrasted with the theories, philosophies, and interpretations of
others (Spengler. Marx, Toynbee )

Classic maritime history primary sources, such as Richard H.
Dana's Tau Years Before the Mast and the both humorous and
serious first-person account of the attack upon Pearl Harbor by Tat
Sing Loo, "How Happen I Were in Pearl Harbor" (Shipmate.
December 1972), provide valuable insights into the era in which
they were written In addition, contrasting accounts of an event
serve as a focal point for an examination of the recording of history.
One such example is the account of the Battle of Manila Bay.
Lieutenant Carlos G Calkins, a participant, wrote his version of the
battle for the U S. \'aral Institute Proceedings (See annotated bib-
liography) Following its publication Admiral Dewey quickly
responded

The article has appeared in publication %stitch is understood to
hase the official sanction of the Department, and as it contains as
facts conflicting with ms official reports, I consider it necessary that
the Department will request the Nasal Institute to publish in its next
issue ins official report of the Battle of Manila Bas. %%Inch is
absolutels correct in all essentials

Admiral Dewev's letter and official account of the battle ap-
peared in the next issue of the Proceedings kSeptember 1899). Surely
these accounts form the basis of an interesting and useful lesson in
the study of the writing of history and demonstrate the value of
primary sources to the historian

19
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America's rich maritime heritage provides content for the teach-
ing approach and inclination of es ery classroom teacher We have
already seen examples for those interested in inquiry and discovery
learning. Import-export data, for example, could be used by
students to develop generalizations concerning the changing trade
relationships with the U S as well as the question of global interde-
pendence For the teacher, an abundance of political cartoons, pic-
tures, and artifacts exist.

For the teacher emphasizing current affairs the recent expedition
investigating the location of the Monitor provides interesting
content Shipyards, ports, naval installations, maritime museums
t See annotated bibliography 1 are conveniently spaced throughout
the nation pros iding field trip opportunities. Man) of them have up-
graded their facilities and displays during the recent years as part of
Bicentennial programs Thematic investigations may also be un-
dertaken, such as, the development of the submarine from the
drawing boards of Archimedes, da Vinci, the early prototypes, the
U-boats, (such as the Hunley m. Inch was the first to sink a ship), and
the sophisticated nuclear powered ships of today.

For the teacher or school emphasizing career education, it should
be noted that there exist many opportunities in marine, maritime
and related fields, the merchant marine industry alone employs over
60,000 persons (See Occupational Outlook Handbook, 1974-731.
Any program of career education cannot afford to overlook this
potential source of employ ment for students.

America's maritime heritage not only provides the appropriate
content to develop important social studies process skills but it also
provides content to motivate studentsa concern of all teachers
Not only does the romantic lure of the sea have a natural appeal to
students. but there are many incidents, events, and stories that can
stimulate students toward reading, research, and study. Obvious
examples are biographiespirates, naval officers, explorers, and ad-
venturers. However, one should not overlook the histories of suc-
cessful ships. certain time periods (e.g., the canal era. Mississippi
steamboats, clipper ships), local maritime interests (e g.,
lighthouses, ferry boats) as well as maritime and naval disasters
to g Andrea Doria), sunken treasure ships, tug boats, commercial
fishing, and recreational boatingto mention a few.

Interdisciplinary Possibilities

Maritime studies offers opportunities to combine many dis-
ciplines in the study of a particular topic

10 4 9
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Teachers wishing to emphasize anthropology can share with their
students the accounts of the early exploring expeditions of the U.S
Navy. The first major L.' S Exploring Expedition, under Com-
mander Charles Wilkes, USN, provides an abundance of informa-
tion about life among the peoples of the South Pacific in his book
The Narrative of the U S. Exploring Expedition, Perry's Narrative
provides similar information on Japan.

The vast literature of the sea is rich, taking the form of plays,
poetry, biography, novels, short stories, nonfictional accounts,
ballads, and songs. The art of the sea is also abundant. The skillful
and creative teacher can build a multidisciplinary minicourse in-
tegrating the humanities (maritime literature, art, architecture, his-
tory, and the social sciences) with the economics of maritime trade,
international and maritime law, the development of social justice in
the U.S. Navy, the effect of geography upon maritime trade, the
psychology of leadership aboard ship, and the political science of
naval diplomacy,

Likewise, the marine physical sciences can contribute to an
understanding of America's maritime heritage. One approach might
investigate marine culture as related to the fishing industry, career
education, water pollution, and the future of the oceans. Naturally,
many students will be interested in the more exotic aspects of
marine studies, such as, oceanography, surfing, ocean engineering,
scuba and deep sea diving, which can be coordinated nicely with a
combined unit on the physical sciences, the humanities, and the
social sciences

Summary

America has a rich, colorful, and important maritime heritage.
With the celebration of the Bicentennial and the present interest in
and the importance of the sea, maritime studies justifiably should
occupy a place in the curriculum The broad spectrum of maritime
studies can provide curriculum for varied emphasis, whether
process- or product-oriented or both.

In terms of minicourse programs, this area of study is particularly
appropriate, combining three of the most important characteris-
tics flexibility of emphasis and approaches, high interest and moti-
vational possibilities, and potential for interdisciplinary approaches.

J©
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Annotated Bibliography

Periodicals

American Neptunea scholarly publication of the Salem
Peabody Museum. Containing interesting articles of a research na-
ture, this journal pros ides information on America's maritime his-
tory. Peabody Museum, Salem, Massachusetts 01970.

Oceanspublication of the Oceanic Society, "an educational
and charitable non-profit membership organization." This journal,
ss hich treats current and historical topics related to maritime affairs
in a readable, omprehensise fashion, contains excellent and beauti-
fully done pictures, sketches and illustrations. 125 Independence
Drive, Menlo Park, California 94025.

Sea Frontiersa short, bi-monthly magazine with articles
(illustrated) concerning advances, explorations and discoveries re-
lated to the marine sciences. Published by International Oceano-
Graphic Foundation, 10 Rickenbacker Causeway, Virginia Key,
Miami, Florida 33149 This organization also publishes Sea Secrets.

Sea Pottera publication of the Navy League, "an independent,
non-profit, civilian education organization.- Recent editions base
contained articles (illustrated) on various aspects of maritime life
fishing industry, oceanography, shipbuilding. 818 18th Street, N.W.,
Washington D.C. 20036.

Shipmatea publication of the U.S. Naval Academy Alumni
Association which, along with articles relative to the alumni,
contains general features on nay al problems, nay al developments
and naval history. U.S. Naval Academy Alumni Association, Alumni
House, Annapolis, Maryland 21402.

Steamboat Billa quarterly publication of the Steamship His-
torical Society of America This journal contains short, interesting,
well- illustrated features on topics such as ferry boats, Mississippi
show boats and other non-naval steamships. 139 Kenyon Street,
Hartford, Connecticut 06105.

United States Naval Institute Proceedingspublication of the
U.S. Naval Institute, "a private, professional society for all who are
interested in naval and maritime affairs." Past issues of this journal
constitute an excellent primary source of maritime (especially
naval ) history as the periodical has recently celebrated its centen-
nial anniversary More recent issues deal with current maritime and
nasal problems. The Institute also publishes books related to nasal
and maritime affairs The Naval Reciett, an annual (yearbook), re-
y levy% the y ear's developments and suggests future directions for the
52
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Nast', Coast Guard and Marines and related maritime life
(illustratedb C S Nasal Institute, Annapolis, Maryland 21402

ratted State, Natal War College Review a scholarly publica-
tion with articles relating not olds to the Nast' but also to America's
maritime industry Useful for a history of the Nass as well as for cur-
rent thinking on nasal problemsstrategy, race relations, women in
the Navy. etc Limited distribution, however. av ailable at mans li-
braries Published at the U S Nasal War College. Newport, Rhode
Island 02480

Warship Internationala magazine dealing with nasal ships of
all ty pes from various nations and time periods This periodical is
highly illustrated with sketches, pictures, and plans of ships Ap-
pearing quarterly, it is published by the Nasal Records Club, 726
North Reynolds Road, Toledo, Ohio 4:3615

Additional periodicals, while not des oted to maritime studies,
frequentls contain articles on the topic. Examples are. American
Heritage, National Geographic, state historical journals (particu-
larly those states with a maritime tradition), Illustrated Ihstory,
Smithsonian and similar journals

Professional and Instructional Materials

Abbott, Sue Sweeney, et a! Undersea Treasures Washington, D C Na-
tional Geographic Society, 1974 This recent book, containing over :3(X)
pictures. illustrations and maps, provides the reader with an excellent
narrative account of the riches to be obtained from the sea The book is
also unique in combining history and oceanography

R C Nara! and Maritime Iltstory An Annotated Bibliography
(4th edition ) Mystic, Connecticut The Marine Historical Association,
1972 An outstanding reference work listing bunks in all areas of maritime
history tnavies. safety at sea, original seafaring accounts, whaling, sea
routed This work, containing 3,(XX) entries, is a for am library or
uirnculum materials center

11non, B . Si a Disea,e, London Bale interesting historical account
of the causes and attempted cures of some of the most famous and prev-
alent sea diseases dysentery, malaria. vellow fever, +class, typhus

thine in 1 fdister Boat Xerox Films 213 Long Hill Road, Middletown,
Conneetant 06457 In this 1(i -minute color film a % oung fs,,v is taught the
responsibilities. the difficulties and the costs of being a Maine lobster
fisherman. his father's profession

inicm aria lankee Whahng Audio Visual ('enter Indiana University,
111,,tnn ingt Indiana 47401 27-mi note blae k and vs hit e film that takes
the viewer on a tour of one of the last remaining 19th Century whaling
ships at Thstie Connect I(ut The Min 1196Si contains actual scenes 01
the harpooning of w hales and the e idling and burning of blubber

lima? Report ot the so Irrupt/ ,)f the \at It Washington, D (' Govern.
merit Printing (Alice Published annually, beginning in 1795, the content
provides tile reader with a vealy status of the \ % numbers, types of
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ships. as well as information on officers and personnel This annual is a
primary source on yearly developments in the Nays Since 1948,
contained m the Report of the Secretary of Defense, discontinued in
1970

Barlow, A M Ferryboat New York Dramatist Play Service, 1974 This
play details the chance meeting of two s oung people on a ferry boat
(One man, one woman, one exterior)

Bibliography on the History of Water Transportation, Washington, D C.
Smithsonian Institute This bibliography, although dated (June, 1965)
exists as a fine compilation of books on ships, mariners. insentors, chs-
coserers, ports and maritime lore

Brassey's Nat al Amia/ A classic source of modern nasal history
(unpublished since 1886) containing factual data on the ships of all
I-1.1%1es

Brant, Samuel W The Sea and the States. A Mantime history of the
Amencan People Gloucester, Massachusetts Peter Smith, Publisher,
Inc 1947 The historical account of the development of the Navy and
Merchant Marine in the United States

Captain Stormalong BEA Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Menne,
Santa Monica, California This 13-minute color film details the adsen-
tures of one of America's fasonte sea captains in the days of wood ships
The film cos ers Storms's life from a cabin has on a schooner until he be-
comes captain of the Courser, the largest of the clipper ships.

Catalog of United States Coast Guard Films (yearly). Washington, D C.
U 5 Coast Guard An annotated bibliography of 33 films available free
from the U S Coast Guard

Chapelle, H I History of Sailing Ships. New York. Norton. 19:35 This work
by a naval architect deals primarily with ship design This outstanding
work contains chapters on topics such as resenue cutters, sailing yachts
and nasal craft

Chatterton, E K Old sea Paintings The Story of Mantime Art as Depicted
by the Great Masters 1928 New Yolk Dodd This work contains many
excellent paintings

Church, W C Life of fohn Ericson, (2 volumes) New York Holt. The
biography of the famous architect and engineer best known for building
the %(onitor A more recent biography is R White's Yankee from
Su eden, 1960 New York Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

(lark, J Sun Ship Also Rises, Philadelphia Magazine (Reprints available
from Sun Ship Building, Chester, Pennsylsama) A we done article on
the state of U S shipbuilding, the U S merchant marine, and specifically
the Sun Ship Building Company The article summanzes the decline of
the shipbuilding industry as well as the history of Sun Company

Coast Guard History I.Vashington, DC US Coast Guard Public Informa-
tion Division (CG -21'3) A short booklet summarizing the history of the
Coast Guard from its days as the Revenue Marine and the Res enue Cut-
ter Service to the present The booklet contains many historic and
contemporary illustrations

Condliffe, J B The Commerce of !Canons New York Norton. 1950 An
economic survey of commerce through the ages as well as the conditions
important for commercial actions

Cutler, C C Greyhounds of the Sea The Story of the American Clipper
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Ship New link Putnam. 1930 Information on the ships of one of the
most romantic periods of maritime history Data on ow nen. speed. and
construction

Cutler. C C Queens of the II estern (h ran The Story of Ameruds
and Passenger Sailing Lines Minapolts. Man land U S Nasal Institute,
1961 Information on the hundreds of ships that soiled the ocean and
coastal waters

Dana, R H Tu o )ears Before the Mast (1840) Ness York Signet Classics,
1964 One of the great classics of maritime life aboard ship Dana inter-
rupted his studies at Harvard to ship aboard a Boston brig to California
Is commentary upon California made the book a best seller at the time
of its initial publication, his commentary of life aboard ship made it a
classic

Debenham, F Dueut err, and Exploration tii Atlas History of Man`siour-
neys into the I nknoun Toronto Doubledas, 1960 A useful
geographical reference containing mans illustrations, maps,
chronological tables This book suitable for library purchase Covers &s-
emen and exploration on SIN continents

Dodge. 8 The tnicrican \eptune Cambridge Harvard Unisersits Press,
1972 1 collection of scholar's, interesting and authoritatise articles
taken from the Amencan Neptune These well-selected articles represent
a cross-section of American Maritime and Nasal Elkton

Erie Canal BFA Educational Media The history of the canal is traced
through the use of old photographs and drawings in a 17- minute color
film. the film emphasizes the tontribution of the canal to the gross th of
%memo Bodes Film Associates

Es ans. S II The United States Coast Guard. 1790-1915, A Definitue
ton/ \Illiopolis. Man land I. S Nasal Institute. 1949 The definitne ac-
court of a subject presiousls ignored, the U S Coast Guard It was in
1915 that the Res enue Cutter Service and the lofesas mg Sen ice merged
to become the Coast Guard

Feth, S II Water Fat ts and Figures for Planners and Managers Wash.
ington. DC US Geological Surses, 197:3 A sophisticated essay on
water in the urban ensironment. containing charts, a Onion of terms
and a bibliography most useful for ads anced students and teachers

Fruchtman. Theodore Illustrated Ship's Dictionary A Handy Compen-
dium of the Yost Commonly I'sed Terms New York Reporter Publica-
tions. 1951 A good reference source for common's used maritime terms

Great Lales Ports of Voth America The Ann Arbor, Michigan The I...e ..es
strong Publishing Corporation A well-illustrated book on the 22 deep-

ater ports that lie within the Great Lakes and the St 1...1% rence Seawas
The aerial photographs and the information on the ports make this a use-
ful book

Groenen. L Illustrated Marine Encyclopedia, Toronto George J McLeml.
Ltd . 1948 Mt hough a good reference work, it is somewhat dated

Harbor Pilot BFA Educational Media The experience of the harbor pilot is
portrayed in this 10-mmute color film which shows how the skills of the
Hot enable bun to sofels guide ships to port Bailee, Film Associate's

Harding, L 1 Brief History of the Art of Mitigation Nev York William-
Frederick Press. 1952 .1n analssis of the development of navigation
through the ages
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Heritage and llormona Washington, D C Department of the Nas%
Recently t1976 s produced and estremel% seell -done film Combines
recent nasal actis it% ssithescellent historical footage

llutoneally Famous Lighthouse, Washington. DC US Coast Guard
Public Informat Dtsutun k CC-2,121 An 55-page booklet t onta ttttt in-
formation on lighthouses located in the coastal and Great Likes states as
%%ell as in [(await The booklet contains a picture and short histor% of
each of the lichthouses As lighthouses form a romantu and interesting
part of our nation's maritime heritage, this booklet pros ides a useful and
enjoyable account of part of our background

E P Ilutory of American Alerchant .Seaman Hamden. Con-
necticut Shoe String Press, 1956 %%ink less comprehensne than the title
indicates. this stork presides a good background of the deeelopmnt of
the most important maritime trades

//on Ships Are Built Chester, Peons% Is ama Sun Shipbuilding and Dn
Dock Company A well -done short booklet tee ith step -b} -step pho-
tographs: on the building of modern ships This nontechnical act
contains a glossae of ship and marine terms as %e as information on
hires of ships, propu slot). and nasigation

I holt res... Keith \amen e% uj Amu ri a As am! 1,mes, lossa face a
State Unitersits Pre.s, 1974 This cork corers the 275 sears 1556 I 860
%%hen %%owl sailing ships seen- in their Golden Age Specificalle, the
author relates the stories behind the destruction of 21 ships

Inches, 11 C The Great Lake, it °mien Slispburhhng Era Venni! Ohio
Great Lakes Historical Societe. 1962 Xis account particularl% useful to
teachers in the upper \fiddle West se ho stash to integrate some local
maritime lust on into then Coll nes

Inland Waterborni Commerce Su:twit-, Iannuall, i Vashington. D C
The 1merkan Water:eat% Operators. Inc X compilation of the statistics
of the commodities carried user the inland %%Aeneas% such as the Sacra-
mento Riser and Illinois seaters% at s it is a ealuable and useful reference

hes. B Se a Song, of Sailing, Whaling, am! hshing 19-56 good sampling
of songs ,61 , from the sea mg the se Ord% of each song are the
melode arid guitar chords

Inland It ateru aysInland Ports Arthur Barr Productions. P 0 Boa 7-C.
Pasadena, California 91104 This 15-minute film depicts the importance of
seater transportation The film %how a large seagoing freighter's townies
upriser to an inland port to deposit its cargo The port actisities sex-
change of goodsbarges, trains, trucks, ships 1 are shim n

Janes I ighting Ships 1ri animal similar to Brasses 's but %aft more em-
phasis on details and diagram.. Published since 159$. it e ordains informa-
tion on all the Ewenw of the %%odd

Job& Joseph The Great Ige of sad \e,, )(irk Time-Life. 1967 A nicels
illustrated and seell %%nuns popular account of the else% then sad V. as
king of the seas

Johnson. Oaeld Chpp, r Shins and iht Citify SarA \evi, ork Grossman
Publishers, 1971 This collection of primal-% sources. sketches and narra-
tive accounts of the clipper ships is part of the Jae kilos Series It is useful
in disc ('.en-impure lessons .or lust for posting on bulletin boards

Kaufman. Bets% B The Plauruug .4 Multimedia Stud% Man's Interest and
Fascination se it Ii the Sea; /ournal of Enclish Teaching Effi ctu rnes,,
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197'3 This article is useful to the teacher wishing to approach maritime
studies in an interdisciplinary manner. The author lists set eral saluable
books (fiction, nonfiction) for use with students.

Kennedt. Ludo% ic Pursuit Ness York Pinnacle Books. 1975. A scholarly
and %cry readable account of the chase and sinking of the Bismarck. This
analysis benefits from material only recently made asailable (197:3! and
from a cons es mg of the drama of the chase.

Kimmel. El E Adnura/ Kunmets Sums Toronto. S. S Reginald Sanders &
Co . Ltd 1954 Kimmel, nasal commander at Pearl Harbor, defends his
actions prior to the attack by the Japanese

Knight. F E The Sea Story. Being a Guide to Nautical Reading from
then-it Times to the Close of the Sailing Ship Era London. Macmillan.
1958 A saluable guide to fiction The author, a retired British ship cap-
tain, suggests readings in various categories.

Lung. 1Icsander. American Hentage History of Seafanng America. New
York McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1974. Well-written, superbly illustrated
account of the maritime det elopment of the nation A must selection.

Lif, in an Eristern Seaport Tou n 1S:71. AC1 Media. 35 West 45th Street.
Nev. 1 nrk, N Y 10017 Although somewhat narrative, this film contains
an abundance of information on life in a whaling town, filmed in Mystic.
Nantucket and New York, the photography enhances the production.

Lewis, C L Books of the Sea. An Introduction to Nautical Literature.
Westport, Connecticut, Greenwood Press. Inc 1943. Includes both
critical retiews and listings of works, novels, short stories. poetry. plays
Examples of chapters Nasal History. Ships and Merchant Marine.
Biographies of Seamen. Pirates. Mutineers and Slavers.

tins1,losd, Christopher Ships and Seamen From the Vikings to the Present
Dan. .1 History in Text and Pictures Cleveland World Publication. 1961.
The author has pulled together a fine collection of pictures to comple-
ment his text

Lord. W A Night To RememberNew York Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
Inc 195.5 This hook describes the sinking of the great White Star liner
Titanic or. 1pnl 15. 1912. with the loss of 1198 lit es.

Lott, Arnold and Eloise Engle Amenca's Maritime lIentage. Annapolis.
Maryland 1: S Nasal Institute. 1975 A high school textbook, the first of
its kind, is directed at student% in the NROTC program Lavishly
illustrated, it prosides a host of information on many maritime subjects
for teacher and student

Lotette. I. P Natal Customs. Traditions and (-sage Annapolis. Mary land-
S Naval Institute, 1959 This publication exists as a useful handbook

for the student or teacher with questions about nasal terminology and
traditions

MacDonald, R N 1 'slug ToolsIt:haling Cambridge. Massachusetts
Educational Det elopment Center. inc . 1974 1 unit in the curnculum
protect -People and Technology" focusing on a case studs ins estigation
of a highly deteloped craft technology The experimental unit contains
mans t s pet of good instructional materials and media to film. filmstrips. a
simulation game, artifacts. primary sources, a poster, and a model ship
construction kit 1 The unit contains the ingredient% for interesting in-
terthseiplinart student-oriented lessons based upon whaling life in earls
Nantucket
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McClung. Robert, Treasures in the Sea. Washington, D C . National
Geographic Societs, 1972 Colorfully illustrated with pictures, maps and
reproductions of paintings, this short book, part of the Books for Young
Explorers Series. is an excellent choice fur primary and middle school
students

NIcC.osker. M S The Historical Collet lion of Insurance Company of North
imenca Philadelphia Insurance Company of North America. 1967. This

book contains an annotated list of marine paintings, prints, books,
records. ship models and other memorabilia contained in the company's
collection, which is located in libraries around the country. In addition,
the book contains many beautiful illustrations of the above.

McFee, William. The Lau of the Sea Philadelphia Lippincott, 1950 The
author has ssritten a summary of the historical development of maritime
lass

Manning. C C The Theory and Technique of Ship Design A Study of the
Basic Principles and Processes Employed in the Design of Ships of All
("hisses Cambridge. Mass. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1956
The author, a professor at M 1 T., pros ides the reader with useful in-
formation as to the basics of ship design

"Meet the PressAdmiral E R Zumwalt, Jr" Sunday, June: 0, 1974 An
in-depth interview in which 71MK aItTalE about the *sent state of the
Nast' and makes predictions tor the future Zumwalt also discusses inno-
vations he introduced into the Nasy while he sersed as Chief of Nasal
Operations. tMerkle Press, Washington, D C.)

-Merchant Marine--Merchant Marine, Officers, Merchant Seamen, Re-
print from Occupational Outlook Handbook. (1975-75 Edition) Bulletin
1785-110 1 good source of information for career education advisement.
it contains information on qualifications. salary and opportunities.

J M Quarterdeck and Fo'c'sle, The exciting story of the Navy.
Chicago Rand NIcSally, 1963 A collection of primary sources {reports,
logs, letters) from the Resolution to the present Excellent for use with
students in present or abbresiated form.

Meyers. Judith 1Valdo the Whale Mystic, Conn. Education Department,
Marine Historical Association A short booklet designed for upper ele-
mentary school students, it deals with whaling in an educational and hu-
manistic fashion The educational department of the Marine Historical
Association is one of the few organizations producing educational ma-
terials in this field

Iississippi Rn.er Natigation Vicksburg. Mississippi Mississippi River
Commission. 1971 1 booklet containing a significant amount of informa-
tion about the river In addition to a history of the riser, maps, charts and
pictures are included.

Monson, S E ttarituire History of Massachusetts, 1;8:3 -1860. 1921 This
work provides insight into the earls development of American trade.
shipbuilding, and the fishing industrs Also saluable because of Munson's
fine writing ahilits and his prominence as the nation's leading maritime
historian

"Nasal and Maritime Prize Photographs" Contest Winners 1 S Nasal In-
stitute Annapolis Maryland 21102 A reprint booklet of photographs that
base won the annual contest sponsored by the U S Naval Institute
Photographs (color and black-and-w Intel are of frameable quality. The
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institute also is a prime source of photographs of ships, it has a collection
of several thousand pictures

Vary. Marine Corps and Coast Guard Washington. D C Government
Printing Office A listing of government publications relating to the
Navy. Marines and Coast Guard These publications include topics such
as safety, military law, astronomy. radar and oceanography.

Neuhaus. 11 M "Fifty Years of Naval Engineering." American Society of
Naval Engineers Journal V 50, 1938. This four-part article covers the
development of naval engineering from 1888 to 1938.

"Old Navy 1, 11 Portfolio- The National Archives, Washington, D C.
20408 These outstanding prints from the Franklin D Roosevelt collec-
tion. reproduced in color on quality paper at a reasonable cost (20 prints.
$3 501, can be used for school displays and classroom bulletin boards

O'Neill Eugene The Complete Works of Eugene O'Neill. New York:
Random House This collection contains many plays with a maritime set-
ting (aboard a barge, a trans-Atlantic liner, a merchant ship) and
maritime themes (death at sea, loneliness, frontier). O'Neill. one of
America's great playwrights, chose the sea as the setting for many of his
plays

Operation RescueCleaning and Care of Oiled Waterfowl Washington,
D C. American Petroleum Institute A booklet written in response to
criticism of oil spills and their effects, this publication tells of the
development of techniques to treat birds that have come in contact with
oil The booklet is interesting not only for its treatment of this topic but
also for its material on water pollution t by oil) m general

Port of Duluth-Superior Duluth. Minn . Seaway Port Authority This is a
short, illustrated booklet dealing with the ports of Duluth and Superior
Duluth, as the nation's number 2 port tin tonnage), deserves the atten-
tion of the student of American studies and maritime affairs. All major
ports and most minor ports have such publications available free

Potter. F B and C W Nimiti Sea Potter .1 Naval History Engles% ood
N J Prentice Hall. 1960 This volume, a history of the American

Navy, is the text used at 1nnapolis and in NROTC programs
Recreation District Corps of Engineers. Department of the Army. A

booklet illustrated lavishly with pictures and maps of American recrea-
tional waterways information on each facility includes availability of
water skiing, pools, swimming. etc

Robinson. S S and M Robinson .1 History of Naval Tactics from 15.30 to
19.30 Annapolis. Maryland S Naval Institute. 1942 An in-depth
treatment of the development of nasal strategy over four centuries The
authors cover mans battles and wars including those in w hich the United
States was not involved

Rodgers. 11 L Naval Warfare Under Oars-14th to 16th Centuries An-
napolis. Maryland U S Naval Institute. 1940 A comprehensive, well-
illustrated study of naval warfare. strategy and tactics from the time of
the Roman Empire to the Spanish Armada

Selected Oceanographic Publications Washington, D C U.S Government
Printing Office 1 short annotated bibliography of publications available
from the U S Government Printing Office These publications are
general's short essays and booklets

tibuipoit,, iVorld 'tear 13094, The annual containing directories of
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shipowners, statistical information, maritime rules and regulations, and
shipping organizations Published since 1887, it is a %en useful handbook
of N earl% maritime activities

Snell. Tee Loftin. The Wild ShoresAmen«i's Beginnings Washington,
D C National Geographic Societ%, 1974 A well- written historical
analysis of earls American life along the coast, liberally illustrated with
excellent pictures and sketches

songs and Sounds of the Sea Washington, D.0 . National Geographic So-
ciets, 1973 )Stereorecord) A collection of American folk songs related
to the sea These songs, mingled IA ah the sounds of the sea, are heard as
thes were sung bs the bards men ssho are so much a part of America's
maritime tradition

Spectorsks. A C t Ed 1 The Book of the Sea New York. Appleton, 1954
This is an anthologs containing 8.3 well- chosen selections This massive
work of 458 pages contains mans excellent illustrations

Stackpole, E A The Sea Binders Toronto Lippincott, 195.3 Stackpole's
account of earls nienta exists as the most authoritative publication of
the topic

Starhuck, 1 A A thstor of the Vhaling Industry to the )ear IS7li Old
Dartmouth Historical Societs, 1959 II B llegarts and P F Purringt on
continued the book until 1928

Steamboat Bill BI. 1 Educational Media The film relates the tale of the fa-
mous riverboat captain, beginning with days in Council Bluff, loss a,
when he ssas determined to become "the most famous riverboat cap-
tain This 11-minute color film portrays the lure of the river.

Theohald, R A The Final Secret of Pearl Ilarbor The Vi'ashington
Contribution to the Japanese Attack Ness York, Devm-Adair, 1954
Theobald. a Nas) admiral, defends Admiral Kimmel, asserting that
President Roosevelt and his advisors pros oked the attack

Those in Peril on the Sea This work contains first-person narrative accounts
of battles against the sea In 18 survivors

"Treasure Maps and Charts Social Education, Vol 35. No 1, December,
1971 An annotated bibliography of treasure maps and charts listing loca-
tions of sunken ships The bibliography lists addresses for obtaining the
maps

Villiers, Captain A Ven, Ships and the Sea Washington. D C National
Geographic Societe. 1972 (Hess edition) This is clearly one of the
outstanding pictorial and narrative accounts of the historical develop-
ment of ships It contains chapters such as -Medieval Marines Enrich
Coasts with Commerce,- -1ankee Merchants Tap China Trade,"
-Steamboats a-Comin".- "Dreadnoughts and Blue Riband Liners" and
"Small Boating Es ervbods's Sport

Waller. George Pearl Harbor Rooset elt and the Coming of the War
Boston D C Heath, 1965 One of the books in the D C lleath -Prob-
lems in 1mencan series Several authors provide conflicting
analyses of the reasons for Pearl harbor

Wescott. A iEd 1 Mahan on Nat al Warfare Selections from the Writings
uJ fie ar Admiral T 1fahan A collect ion of the most significant passages
from the works of Malian, who formulated the "sea poser- theory Prior
to his death in 1917. Mahan had % rit ten 20 books and apprommatels 100
articles
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ilkes, C \arrant( of tln Ltplonng Expedition, IS 3S- /2. The first major
explonng expedition undertaken bs the 1.. S Nass under the command
of Charles Wilkes, U S The expedition contributed to the ads ance-
merit of kliosIledge ill mans dINtIpline% tmeteorolog,,, anthropologs and
scored a first m loosing the existence of the continent of Antartica

Wise, Donald A .1 Descriptive List of Treasure Maps and Charts in the Li-
brary of Congress Washington, DC US Gen ernment Printing Office,
1973 This recent resision lists the general location of sunken treasure
ships off both coasts

W °fastener, Roberta Pend Harbor 11 arning and De( Lsion Stanford,
California Stanford 1. nisersits Press, 1962 A scholarh, ssstematic
though not s en readable account eheass rn primal, sources) of the at-
tack upon Pearl Harbor Wohlstetter emphasizes the poor coordination
of communication bets\ een the \rips, Nays and the Cos ernment

I oiled States 11erehant 1Iannes1 Brief Ihstory Washington, DC US
Department of Commerce Maritime Administration. 1972 A short sesen
pages i booklet explaining the lust ors of the Merchant Marine and its role
and importance in the countn's des elopment \ , nt t en, concise,
essas %sail illustrations

( ruled States \ma! Ihstory 1 Bibliography Washington, D C Nasal
Iliste rs Dis mon Department of the Nas>. 1972 This is an extensne Inb-
hographs of ssritings reports, books, pamphlets, articles) on the NaN%
and all its actisities larmament, strategy, tactics, history, periodicals, re-
search aids, etc

-United States Nays Lithographs'' Washington, D C Gosernment Print-
ing Office These six sets deal %%Rh notable highlights and battles, the
..solution of officers' and enlisted men's uniforms, and recruiting posters
Relatisels mexpensise, ties are suitable for bulletin hoard use or nam-
ing

I tilted States Submarine Data Book Groton, Connecticut Submarine
Force [Aran and Museum \ booklet on each of America's sub-
mannest), pe of design, displacement, first c tnnimssioning, ships and.
length, disposition, etc Groton, home of 1. S Nasal Submarine Base
t Ness London ) colltIdered '',.111)Marl Ile capital of the ss odd
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Naeal and Maritime Museums

The following is a list of the locations of museums that can
provide valuable field trip learning experiences for teachers and
students Indisidual museums should be contacted for brochures
describing holdings and procedures. (Modified from C.S. Naval In-
statue Proceedings [October, 1966] and Marine Museums in the
l'nited States. This is an abridged listing. )

Alabama

Dauphin Island Fort Gaines Museum, USS Hartford
Mobile 1." SS tlabama. I. SS Drum. USS Tecumseh

Alaska

Juneau Relics of t SSJunour

California

China Lake Michelson Museum. Nasal Ordnance Test Station
Long Beach SS Queen Mary
Los Angeles California Museum of Science and Indust in.. 700 State Drive
Port I lueneme Seabee Museum
San Diego Nasal Training Center Historical Museum, Building 30; Ship

Star of India. Maritime Museum of San Diego
San Francisco San Francisco Maritime Museum, San Francisco Maritime

State Historical Monument, Schooner C A Thayer, Steam-Schooner
Waparna. Scoss Schooner .11tn, Ferrs Eureka, 2905 Ils de Street, Sloop
Ooa, Golden Gate Park, Spreckles Museum, Treasure Island

San Pedro Cabrillo Marine Museum
%Alen, Mare Island Nasal Ships ard Museum

Connecticut

Groton Midget submarine type Seehund 11. 111%75. tsso Japanese midget
submarines. l S Nasal Submarine Base, The Submarine lbran, S
Nasal Submarine Base

I lartford Marine Room, Wadsworth .1thenaeum
1Isstic Marine Historical Association and Mystic Seaport. Whaleslp

Charles W 11 organ. Ship Joseph Conrad, Schooner I, 1 ()union, Sand-
bagger 1nrue. Cutter Fox. Sloop Estella .1 Schooner Boirdoin. Dorothy
Parsons, Regina 11 . Schooner Pleione, Gundel.

N'evi,. London U S Coast Guard Museum. Eagle cutter and training ship.
'SS Flasher

1)2
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District of Columbia

Santa Marta, Maine 1venue. Smithsonian Institution, Constitution As enue,
Tnixtun-Decatur Naval Museum. 1610 II Street. N.W., U.S Naval His-
torical Display Center, Washington Nass Yards. Washington National
Archives, Pennsylvania Avenue at 8th Street, N W,. USS Gyatt, USS
Torsi:. Intelligent Whale (Civil War submarines),

Florida

Fort Lauderdale Golden Doubloon, SS Queen Elizabeth
Marathon Sunken Treasure Ship Museum.
Pensacola, Nasal As iation Museum. U S. Naval Air Station.
St Petersburg HMS Bounty (restoration).

Georgia

Columbus Confederate Nasal Museum. CSS Muscogee, CSS Chat-
tahoochee.

Savannah Model of SS Savannah at City Hall, Ships of the Sea Museum,
Flying Cloud ieight foot model), Harbor Queen,

Hawaii

Honolulu Bernice P Bishop Museum. Falls of Clyde
Pearl Harbor USS Arizona Memorial. USS Utah, Japanese midget sub-

marine; USS Bowfin,

Illinois

Chicago Chicago Historical Society. Clark Street and North Avenue;
George F Harding Museum. Randolph and Michigan Avenue, Museum
of Science and Industry, Submarine C-50.5 (German, World War 11),
51th Street and Lake Shore Drive. Replica of Viking ship in Lincoln Park.

Fast St Louis USS Cero
Lockport: Illinois and Michigan Canal Museum.

Indiana

Bloomirwt"n Mainmast and guns of USS Indiana.
Jeffersonville Howard National Steamboat Museum,

Iowa

Clinton Showboat
Keokuk Keokuk River Museum on hoard George AI Verity

Kentucky

Louisville Belle of Lows' the
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Louisiana

Baton Rouge: CSS Arkansas,
New Orleans: CSS Pioneer; Louisiana State Museum.

Maine

Bath. Bath Marine Museum; Percy and Small Shipyard.
Booth Bay Harbor: Sherman Zwicker; Sequin,
Camden: USS Boicdoin.
Castine: Maine Maritime Museum.
Portland. Maine Historical Society, Cape Elizabeth Lighthouse (1828).
Searsport: Penobscot Marine Museum.

Maryland

Annapolis, Historic Annapolis, Inc., Slicer Ship lap House, 18 Pinkney
Street; U.S. Naval Academy Museum, U.S. Naval Academy Library.

Baltimore. Maryland Historical Society, Marine Wing, 201 W. Monument
Street, USS Constellation. The Steamship Historical Society of America
Library..

Landover Hills: Nautical Research Guild.
Piney Point: Dauntless, Harry Lundeberg School of Seamanship.
St. Michaels. Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum, J. T. Leonard, Barncgat

Lightship.

Massachusetts

Andover: Addison Gallery of American Art, Phillips Academy.
Barnstable: The Donald G. Trayser Memorial Museum.
Boston. Boston Marine Society, Museum of Fine Arts, Old State House,

Museum of Science, Science Park, State Street Trust Company, Stebbins
Marine Collection, Harrison Grey Otis House, USS Constitution, Boston
Naval Shipyard.

Cambridge, Francis Russell Hart Nautical Museum, Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology, 77 Massachusetts Avenue.

Chatham: Whaling Museum.
Cohasset: Maritime Museum.
Edgartown: Dukes County Historical Society, Martha's Vineyard.
Fall River, Fall River Historical Society Museum, USS Massachusetts, State

Pier, USS Lionship.
Gloucester: Gloucester Art Institute.
Mattapoisett: Mattapoisett Historical Society.
Nantucket. Nantucket Whaling Museum, Pete Foulger Museum.
Nantucket Island: Nantucket Historical Association.
Milton: Museum of the American China Trade.
New Bedford Whaling Museum and Old Dartmouth Historical Society.
Newburyport. Newburyport Historical Society.
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Plymouth: Mayflower 11 (replica of original Mayflower).
Salem- Peabody Museum, 161 Essex Street, Salem Mantime National His-

toric Sites, Custom House, 168 Derby street, and Derby House, 172
Derby Street; Essex Institute, Essex Street.

Sharon; Kendall Whaling Museum.

Michigan

Dearborn: Grcufield Village, Steamer Swanee.
Detroit. Detroit Historical Society Dossin Museum of Great Lakes History,

Belle isle.
Menominee: Mystery Ship Seaport,
Sault Ste. Marie: Museum Ship Valley Camp. Great Lakes freighter.

Minnesota

Winona: Transportation Museum on board the Julius C. Wilkie.

Mississippi

Biloxi: USS Biloxi.

Vicksburg: Mississippi River Museum and Hall of Fame on board the
Steamer Sprague; USS Cairo.

Missouri

Hannibal: Steamer Mark Twain,
Hermann: Historic Hermann Museum, including Riserboat Room.
St Louis Missouri Historical Society, River Room, LindPII at De Baliviere

Streets; Golden Rod; USS Inaugural.

Nebraska

Wahoo. Memorial to USS Wahoo

New Hampshire

Portsmouth Portsmouth Athenaeum, Library, paintings, ship models.

New Jersey

Barnegat Light. Historical Society Museum, typical of many of the mu-
seums located along the New Jersey coast.

Paterson: City of Paterson Museum; Fenian Ram.
Sandyhook' Sandyhook Lighthouse.

New York

Amagansett Town Marine Museum
Brooklyn' Brooklyn Museum.
Buffalo, Buffalo & Erie County Historical Society
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Clas ton Thousand Islands Shipyard Museum
Cold Spring Harbor, L I Whaling Museum.
East Hampton East Hampton Town Marine Museum
Glen Cove, L.1 Webb Institute of Naval Architecture
Huntington. L 1, Vanderbilt Marine Museum
Hyde Park Franklin D Roosevelt Library and Museum
Lake Champlain: Fort Ticonderoga Museum.
New York City India House. Hanover Square. Metropolitan Museum of

Art. Museum of Science and Industry. Marine Transportation Section,
Rockefeller Center. Museum of the City of New York, Maritime
Museum, 1220 Fifth Asenue, New York Historical Society, 170 Central
Park West at 77th Street, Seamen's Bank for Savings, 30 Wall Street,
Seamen's Church Institute. 25 South Street, New York Public Library,
Fifth Asenue at 42nd Street. New York Public Library, St, George
Branch. Staten Island, New York lacht Club, 37 West 44th Street,
Steamship Historical Societs of America. 4 Broad Street, South Street
Seaport. Ambrose Lightship. Lean' C Howard. Alexander Hamilton,
If 01 hulu

Sag Harbor Suffolk Counts Whaling Museum
Staten Island. Staten Island Museum, The Steamship Historical Souets of

America Library.
Ss racuse. The Canal Museum,
West Brighton. Staten Island: Sailor's Snug Harbor
Whitehall Skenesborough Museum; USS Ticonderoga.

North Carolina

Beaufort Alphonso Whaling Museum
Kingston CSS Sense, Governor Richard Caswell Memorial
Wilmington U SS North Carolina

Ohio

Canal Fulton' Old Canal Days Museum. St Helena 11
Cleveland Great Lakes Historical Society
Fairport Harbor. Fairport Marine Museum
Marietta, Rivermen's Museum; Steamboat W P Snider
Vermillion Great Lakes Historical Society Museum. 142 Main Street

Oklahoma

Catoosa CSS Sea Dog

Oregon

Astoria Columbia River Maritime Museum.
Hood River U SS Banning
Newport Old Yacquina Bas Lighthouse (1871)
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Pemtsy I% ania

Dos lestow 0 Marine Room, Bucks Counts Historical Society
Erie USS .Niagara
Philadelphia Franklin Institute, Philadelphia Maritime Museum, 427

Chestnut Street, Atssater Kent Museum, 15 South 7th Street, Insurance
Compans of North America Museum, 1600 Arch Street, USS Olympia,
Welcome f replica of William Penn*, ship

Rhode Island

Bristol Herreshoff Model Room
East Greemsich Varnum Military and Nasal Museum
Newport Ness England Nasal and Maritime Museum, Newport Historical

Society, USS Constellation, HMS Rose
Providence Rhode Island Historical Society..

South Carolina

Charleston USS Mame, Patriot's Point Maritime and Nasal Museum, USS
Yorktou n

South Dakota

Sioux Falls USS South Dakota Memorial Museum

Tennessee

Jacksons ille I SS Kell West USS Tana. USS Eijin {restoration planned)

Texas

Fredericksburg Fleet Admiral Chester \V Nimitz Nasal Museum
San Jacinto USS Texas, USS Cabrdla, USS Seau'olf Memorial,

Utah

Clearfield USS Utah Bell.
Salt Lake City USS Indiana armor plate at Medical Center

Vermont

Shelburne Shelburne Museum, Steamer Ticonderoga

Virginia

Jamestown Dui oven,, Goodspeed, and Susan Constant
Newport News The Mariners Museum
Norfolk USS Franklin (bridge of ship), SS ("ruled States
Portsmouth Norfolk Nasal Shipyard Museum, Portsmouth Coast Guard

Museum, Inc , Portsmouth (lightship)
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Virginia Beach Cape Henn lighthouse 111792)
Yorktown. Colonial National Park Museum

Washington

Bremerton Puget Sound Nasal Ships ard Museum, USS 111.ssouri
Seattle 1 he Museum of Hstors and Industrs , Joshua Green-Dwight Mer-

rill Maritime Wing, McCurds Park, Schooner Watt ona

West Virginia

Clarksburg USS West Virginia, flagstaff
Morgantow n USS It est Virginia, mast

Wisconsin

Mamtowoc USS Red lin
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6. Minicourse 2: "Sports Literature"

Introduction

In any minicourse with strong emphasis upon reading, the
instructor must be keenly sensitive to the time factor in view of the
heterogeneous nature of the students. The one-week course may
have as reading requirements some short pieces from an anthology
or a short paperback. whereas, the lengthier course permits explora-
tion of more readings and diverse topics. In a course dealing with
sports literature it is hoped that, in addition to the primary objec-
tives related to the literature, additional goals be related to basic
process skills Reading, writing, and speaking seem easily related to
the subject Planning must also include time to develop these objec-
tives A lesson could revolve around a sports journalism writing
experience. Showing several times parts of a film (or videotape) of
an athletic event can serve as a springboard into an assignment,
such as, "Imagine yourself as a sportswriterwrite a 2.50-word
article on the sports event y ou are about to view." Assignments like
this can challenge all students to their best performance.

If time permits, the teacher should also to to integrate into the
course differentiated assignmentsthat is, there will be some items
read by all students, then a list from which students can make addi-
tional selections. Frequently, the latter serves as the basis for indi-
vidual or group talks to class.
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The following is an outline of the structure of sports literature in
its most generic sense!

CATEGORIES OF SPORTS LITERATURE
L Fiction i and Poetry

11._Technical
a. for the fan
b. for the player
e for the coach

III General Interest
IV. Biography and Autobiography
V Anthologies

VI. Newspapers
VII. Magazines

VIII. Nonprint Media
IX. Bulletin Board Materials
X. Expost and Protest

On examining its structure, it becomes quickly apparent that
sports literature exists as one of the most diverse fields within litera-
ture. Furthermore, the number of works in the field guarantees
something for even one. The nation's sport mania has expanded be-
yond the traditional sports (football, basketball, baseball) to a
noticeable growth of minor sports (soccer, lacrosse), lifetime sports
(tennis, golf ), and v. omen's sports. Whether sports participant or
sports fan, the student can find in a minicourse like this opportu-
nities to grow in many ways. This is particularly important in stimu-
lating the reluctant reader.

The following are explanations of each of the categories with
illustrative examples for clarification.

Fiction

Several fiction stories exist that are well written, readable, and
inspirational for young people: they are available both in
hardbound and paperback. There have been, however, some
criticisms of this field. Consider the following:

If there is one fault common to most sport stories, it is the formula
plot the beginner, from school playground to professional team,
who can't get along with another member of the team of the coach
because he is cocky, or because he wants things his own way,
eventually rises to heights of glory and acceptance by all because he
saves the final game in the last minute of play. Another fault common
to such stories is the thin plot wrapped around IGng and often tedious
game sequences '
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The above critique is obsiously an extreme simplification and cer-
tainly true of only part of the field, More importantly, the central
theme of the hero os ercoming ads ersits and achies ing success is one
that young people can clearly identify with, and it is this theme that
makes sports literature so valuable, Sports fiction is such a widely
diserse field that teachers sill easily be able to provide the appro-
priate themes for the student. Works such as Henry C. Felsen's llot
Rod (Bantams, Fred pachman's hang In at the Plate (Watch).
Marguerite Henry's King of the Wind (Rand McNally ). E. L.
Konigsburg's About the 13. nat Bagels Atheneum). and Robert
Lipsy te's The contender 'Bantam) are just a sample of what is
as ailable

Technical

Technical works s ars in their level of complexity and, accord-
incl.., in their utility. In this category, relatively few simplified texts
are available for the fan. However, most general interest books that
deal with a particular team or player will contain some references
and explanations of the team's successful offensive and defensive
strategies or a player's philosophy toward an aspect of the game,
such as, hitting in baseball (Mickey Mantle's The Education of a
Baseball Player. Simon and Schuster) or training in swimming (Don
Schollander and Michael Sas age's Deep Water. Crown). Clair Bee's
Basketball for Everyone (Ace Books) devotes a substantial portion
of the book to "Spectator- Know Your Basketball" providing
technical information on "Floss to Watch the Game,- -Styles of
Offense," and "Defense- Different Ty pes,- -Red- Auerbach's Bas-
ketball for the Player. the Ian and the Coach (Simon and Schuster)
is also a good selection

Oars Anderson's Make the Team in Basketball (Grosset and
Dunlap). Jim Leighton's Inside Tennis. Techniques of Winning
t Prentice-Hall ). Bill Gottlieb 's Table Tennis Knopf and Skip
O'Connor's Holt to Star in Track arid Field ( Four Winds) and Base-
ball Rules in Pictures by Jacobs and McCrory (Grosset and Dunlap)
exist as examples of the how-to-doit %plumes as ailable to serve the
needs of the athlete or aspiring athlete. Most of
thesecharacterized by sketches and pictures demonstrating cor-
rect positioning, stance, and techniquearc well written A note of
caution should be sounded with regard to two things ) Dated
books may present certain techniques or aspects of plas mit that are
outmoded or no longer permitted because of rule changes While
the essence of each sport remains the same, changes in emphasis
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mar make chapters of certain books not as saluable as others. (2)
The importance of the fundamentals of the gamepassing, sliding,
blockingcannot be underemphasized, When making selections in
this category, books should contain a chapter or chapters on
deseloping the fundamental skills so important to the success of
athletes

While the majority, of technical coaching books are abose the
les el of students, some players are mature enough to benefit from
such materials. Works in this area could generally serve the
teacher coach offering a course in "Sports Appreciation,- "Athletic
Coaching Strategies" or Floss to Watch Athletic Contests." Exam-
ples of books in this category are Jack Ramsey's Pressure Defense
(Prentice-Hall) and Dale Froster's Slanting Monster Defense in
Football (Parker Publishing). -Leg Wrestling Series" (Beacon Falls
Coaches Digest. 1968-69) "Water Polo Weight Training- (Swim-
ming World, October, 1970), "Training for the Mile" (Athletic
Journal. February, 19711, "Improving Your Overhead Smash (in
Tennis)" (Coach and Athlete April, 1974) and "The Confidence
Game- (Janie Blalock, Sportswoman. March-April, 1976) are exam-
ples of selected articles that teachers may ssish to have students
read Articles can pros ide excellent supplementary readings to pa-

General Interest

Many outstanding sports books fall into the general interest cate-
gory, Frequently authored by journalists, these sell-v.ritten, ssell-
illustrated texts can be subclassified into circulating and noncircu-
lating reference ssorks. John Arlott's Oxford Companion to World
Sports and Games (Oxford), Dick Schaap's Illustrated History of the
Olympics (Knopf ). Henry Walker's Illustrated Baseball Dictionary
for Young People (Harvey House). Milton Shapiro's A Treasury of
Sports humor (Messner). John Durant's The Sports of Our
Presidents (Macmillan). Herbert Kamm's The New Senior
Illustrated Encyclopedia of Sports, Norris and Ross McWhiter's
Guiness Sports Record Book (Sterling) and the multi-volume Ln-
roln Library of Sports Champions (Frontier) arc examples of
outstanding general interest reference As orks the teachers may ssish
to display for short reading and reference examination. Any course
in this classification ssill surely result in the necessity for teachers
and students to research sports trivia. Others in this classification
need more study by the reader and fall into the circulating collec-
tion classificationHossard Liss' Chant/nom of the Little League
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(Messner). Al Hall's Complete Guide to the Bicycle (Peterson).
Robert Peterson's Only the Ball Was White (Prentice-Hall), Bobby
Riggs' Court Hustler (Lippincott), Sir Edmund Hillary's Nothing
Venture. Nothing Win (Coward. McCann and Geoghegan), Mac
Davis' Strange and Incredible Sports Happenings (Crosset and
Dunlap), George Barr's Here's Why. Science in Sports (Scholastic)
and Lee Arthur's Sports Math (Lothrop).

Biographies and Autobiographies

Biographies and autobiographies have long interested both the
school athlete and the curious, and constitute a large percentage of
publications classified as sports literature. Most young people, be-
cause they are impressionable, are interested in contemporary
heroesBeth Wilson's Mohammed Ali (Putnam), Linda Jacob's
Annemarie Proell. Queen of the Mountain (EMC). John Devaney's
Torn Seaver (Popular Library ), Bernie Young's Picture Story of
Frank Robinson (Messner). Robert Jackson's Earl and Pearl. The
Story of Baltimore's Earl Monroe (Walck), and Dave Wolf's Foul!
Connie Hawkins, School Yard Star. Exile NBA Superstar (Holt,
Rinehart and Winston). Still, the sports immortals should not be
ignoredAlice Thorne's Clemente (Grosset and Dunlap), Babe
Ruth and Bob Considine's The Babe Ruth Story (Scholastic), Jesse
Owens and Paul Heimark's Black Think (Morrow ), and Althea
Gibson's (and Edward Fitzgerald) I Always Wanted to Be Some-
body (Harper and Row ). Books in this category have been supple-
mented recently by multimedia biographies such as the Women
Who Win series ( EM C) in V6 hich a tape cassette of the book accom-
panies the book. These hooks can be evtremely beneficial for the be-
ginning and intermediate reader and for the English-as-a-second-
language student This category, because of interest in athletes and
the high quality of w riting t most are written by journalists or
athletes in combination with journalists) has been well received by
students and should receive serious consideration in selection of
instructional materials

Anthologies

Sports anthologies provide reading for y oung people in the cate-
gories of both fact and fiction and can be used totally, or partially,
depending upon objectives and course length Arna BonTemp's Fa-
mous \egro Athletes (Dodd, Mead) has particular value not only as
one of the few anthologies des oted to minority group athletes but
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also for its coverage of minor spurts. Ili Margaret and Eck in Hyde's
Where Speed Is King (N1eGrass-Hill) each chapter is des oted to a
sport (track, skiing, racing) and the personalities that has e broken
the speed records in it. Mac Davis' BrIseball's Unforgetables
(Bantam ) contains several short, interesting, and unusual stories
that will amuse an. reader Steve Gehman's Young Olympic Cham-
pions (Norton) ) details some of the y oung men and women who have
attained the gold medal Desoting a chapter to each champion, the
author covers the pre Olympic athletic developments and achieve-
ments of each as well as the successes at the Ol mpic games, the
diversity of the book in covering many sports (track, basketball,
skiing), both U S. and foreign athletes of different races and both
sexes make it a particularly fine choice

Anthologies of short fictional sport stories can provide both the
athlete and nonathlete enjoy able and productive reading, Of
particular value are Frank Oven's Teenage Sport Stories ( Latern),
Boy's Life Book of Sports Stones (Random House) and Don
NIcKav's Wild Wheels (Dell) These anthologies can be particularly
useful for the slow reader because of the brevity and high interest
associated with most sport stories.

Newspapers

A weekly newspaper, Sporting Yeas, contains several articles
and a w ealth of statistics in each issue. Characterized by a large
color front-page picture of a player or players in action, this paper
contains in each issue a couple of in-depth articles on players and
teams of in-season spurts The detailed statistics included constitute
an excellent source of information for player and fan. The major
sports also have specific newspapers that contain detailed treat-
ments of that sport For example, Basketball News and Times,
published weekly, contains articles on coaches, players. teams and
developments at the professional. collegiate, and high school level.
NN'hile most teachers will wish to use a general newspaper like Sport-
mg Veils, some, because of a specific course or because a particular
community or school district identifies with a particular sport. may
wish to add an additional paper, such as, Football News, to their
collection Many of these are as all able on a seasonal basis.

,Ilagazies

Sports magazines. though somewhat expensive and saturated
with akertising, can appeal to almost all readers They can he'
7t
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disided into two categoriestechnical, for coaches and ads anced
players, and general, for the fan and the general public Athletic
Journal. Scholastic Coach. and Coach Athletr are general technical
journals suggested for high school libraries (others in this cate-
gory('oaching Clinic. Basketball Clinicare highly technical and
too expensise for recommended use) General magazines such as
Sports Illustrated (with the largest circulation), Sport. Black Sports.
and local editions such as Sports Philadelphia attract the interest of
the fan, the athlete and the general public. Seasonal or annual
journals (published once a sear), College Football. Pro Basketball.
considering interest and the condition of minicourse program bud-
gets should generally not become part of the collection In certain
geographic areas and schools ssith a particular attachment to a
specific sport. the instructor mas ssish to acquire a subscription to a
journal or magazine such as Skin Direr, Boating. Sue:riming World.
and World Tennis for use during the course and for as ailabilits to
students thereafter Also, some of the traditional standbss, Hot Rod
Magazine and Motor Trend Magazine. can be joined bs Women
Sports and Sports Woman A ness magazine designed for libraries
and soung children. In Sports, is now as ailable four times a sear in
hardback.

Both magazines and nos spapers pros ide good sources of articles
that can be used in consort ssith other instructional materials

Nonprint Media

__The expansion of nonprint materials For classroom instruction has
been matched bs a concurrent, although not as estensise or dra-
matic. deselopment in the sports field Seseral filmstrips useful to
students are as ailable -Introducing Voiles ball- and -Introducing
Badmitt on- (National Film Board of Canada). "Learn to Slxim-
BEA Educational Medial and "floss to Pla Softball" i Athletic In-

stitute) are ts pica! Athlete Institute's recentls des eloped (1976)
sound filmstrip series nit,' titles such as Basketball.- Ice Hockey
and ''Track" is extremely well done and au excellent selection for
the library that series the elementars and middle school student
Also quite suitable for classroom or for student library usage on an
indisidualized basis are silent film loops these are both more nu-
merous and more diverse than filmstrips Ts pical titles s ars From
-Basketball Jump Shot- I Athletic Institute). ''Golf The Putt-

1thletic Institute Volley ball Net Voiles I BE 1 Educational
Media ''Soccer Dribbling and Running ssith the Ball- Enoch,.
pedia Britannica Educational Corporation 1. -Boss BEA

71
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Educational Media) and -Women's Basketball Cross -Oser Dribble
and Reserse Dribble" Athletic Institute). Seseral sound film loops
are rims also as ailable--Golf Hos% to Build a Ss "Soccer.
Basic Indisidual Skills" and -Tennis Forehand and Backhand
Stroke Fundamentals" k Athletic Institute).

The short silent film loops (three to fise minutes). the longer
sound film loops k generall) sixteen to tss clay -tss o minutes) and
filmstrips can be interesting and informatise for students, the more
technical film loops -- Basketball Offense Triple Post, Shuffle
Offense, 1-4 Offense- BF 1 Educational Media) are recommended
for use in %cry specialized mmicourses (-Coaching Techniques,"

Hos% to Watch Basketball '') as opposed to the more general
courses i-Sports Literature,- -Sports Appreciation- I.

Some recently des eloped multimedia kits should be gisen serious
consideration for purchase "Sports Close-Ups- (Brentss ood
House), ''Sports Superstars- (Creatise Education), and -Women
Who Win" (EMC). Troll's multimedia skill kits (examples are
''Karate for Sport and Self-Defense." -Baseball. Hoss to Hit and
Run") combine a booklet, filmstrip, cassette, acti% it> cards to form
an outstanding multimedia kit that can motis ate and promote read-
lags skills. Sports films and modes can be obtained from the usual
sources ifilm libraries. etc, ) In addition, many companies producing
sports materials offer films as a free set.% hich indirectly pro-
motes their product. For example, Converse Rubber Company an-
nually makes asailable "Basketball Highlights." %%filch re% iesss the
precious season Modern Talking Picture Service and Association-
Sterling Films, both located in Ness York City, act as distributors for
some companies. Also. many of the professional teams, the league
officers, and the National Collegiate Athletic: Association sill offer
films Because of satiety of sources of media materials, the prospec-
tise teachers of mimcourses should consult [-rue and !neve:hire
Valeria!, in Plpical Education

Bulletin Board Materials

Bulletin boards can be designed to promote the studs of sports
literature as sell as related courses Similar rules and techniques
common to all bulletin boards apply in their construc-
tioncreativity, coi (inuits, imagination, and, most important Is,
determination and aggressis cm's% in pursuit of free and inexpensise
materials for posting Obsious sources such as book jackets and ac-
tion pictures of athletes cut from maga/mes, nessspapers, and sports
catalogues constitute a good starting point Professional teams and

76
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college publicity offices generally supply pictures of players free of
charge in limited numbers to the public as part of their promotional
program These can frequently be coordinated ssith books about the
sport or athlete and have natural appeal to students. Most com-
panies that sell sports products make available at no cost yearbooks,
pamphlets, and booklets to potential customers. Typical materials
available are "Quarterback Nlaneusers,- a photo chart ss ith expta-
nation especially designed for bulletin boards, (Penns) Isania
Athletic EquipmentGeneral Tire and Rubber), "Fundamentals
for Better Basketball," a short booklet with charts (Converse) and
"Exercises and Basketball Tips for Future Stars,- a short book of in-
formation and illustrations (Bata Bullets). Teachers can work ssith
coaches, athletic directors, and players to obtain these. The) are
easily obtained by a letter on school stationery or by a 'phone call.
and most companies are only too willing to cooperate! Selections
from some commercially available bulletin board materials "Let's
Look at Sports Chart Series- (Instructor) and -Physical Activity
Charts'' Athletic Institute) can highlight a display quite nicely.

Expos( and Protest

One of the noticeable trends in athletics in recent years has been
the ssillingness of the players to break ssith their traditional image
and criticize the sports establishment and challenge previous un-
questionable procedures. This has taken the form of legal actions,
early retirements, protests, strikes, and several articles and books.
Dave Meggyesy's Out of Their League (Ramparts Press) typically
represents the category of expose and protest books. Meggyesy, a

successful high school, college, and professional football player,
quit the St Louis Cardinal team follossinst the 1969 season. He had
become disillusioned ssith the brutality, dehumanization, and lack
of morality in sports His book explains his transition from a "gung-
ho" athlete to one who questioned the system A paperback by Paul
Hock. Rip Off the Big Game, The Exploitations of Sport, by the
Power Elite (Anchor Books) examines and criticizes in great detail
the abuses in sports, such as, financial practices, sexist and racial at-
titudes. and the brutality imposed upon athletes by some coaches,
Ham, Edwards, college professor and one of the leading spokes-
persons for black athletes, has given the case of prevailing racism in
sports in his Briar of the Black Athlete(The Free Press) Edwards
has presented the reader ssith a historical development of the black
athlete and mans specific examples of racism in athletics at all
lesels Former Ness York Yankee baseball pitcher Jim Bowan

77
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shocked the sporting world in 1970 with his Ball Four, an expoq. of
the on-and-off field behasior of baseball players, in particular, the
'sew York Yankees Other play ers also have N% ritten works c ritical of
their sport and some of the excesses connected with itCurt
Flood's The Way It Is (Trident Press). Bernie Parrish's They Call It
a Came (Dial Press), and Johnns Sample's Confessions of a Dirty
Ball Player (Dial Press) are some examples. Prudence should be the
guide in suggesting hooks to students in this category as some ar:
extremely negative but do contain mature subject matter. Some
students can profit from reading them, others cannot.

Summary

The abuse categories are designed as an example of how a body
of knowledge or a subject area can be disided to aid the instructor
and the student to design instruction This can be particularly valu-
able for the teacher who is inexperienced in the subject area. The in-
terdisciplinary nature of minicourses partially accounts for their
popularity and should be listed as one of its advantages.

This sample mini can also serse as the framework for minicourses
in sports literature and related areas. Seseral authors have pointed
out the aimlessness of American y out h. While this is undoubtedly an
osergeneralization, there are many y oung people w ho seem to be
just marking time Frequently, teenagers themsels es complain. "I
have nothing to do There's nothing to do.- Sports literature can
open the world of books and pros idea wonderful opportunity for
these youngsters and es en stimulate some to the point of getting
them ins olsed in sports. The gross th of athletics at every school
lel, el offers something of interest for the student. In addition to the
traditional major sports, a grossing number of which are now avail-
able to women, there has been a noticeable increase in w omens'
sports Additionally, minor sports (soccer, weight lifting. wrestling)
and lifetime sports (golf, Ping-Pong. camping) have greatly
developed in recent years. Literally, there is something for
esery one Seseral books of interest to students that are concerned
about women's sports, minor sports, and lifetime sports have al-
ready been mentioned in this chapter. others are indicated in the
annotated bibliography that follows. The diversity in this field ob-
viously makes it attractive to students Teachers can also profit from
this as the number of educational materials that can be used to
achieve their instructional objectis es are legion.' The bibliography
that follows should further illustrate the opportunities the field can
provide

7
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Annotated Bibliography

Fiction

Armer. Alberta Sereu ball World, 196.3 The stors contrasts twin
brothersone an athlete, the other crippled As the latter attempts to
compete ssith his brother, his mechanical skill brings his success in the
Detroit Soap Box Derbs

Bishop. Curtis Lonesome End Lippincott. l963 The author explain% I
ssho has experienced mans disappointments, finalb helps his foot-

ball team in tsso important games Good for s oung teenagers learning
to understand themsels es, others, and their ssorlcl. Some of Bishop's
other fine works are Rebound and Sideline Quarterback.

Brennan. Joe Hot Rod Thunder Doubleday, 1962 The author emphasizes
that hotrodcling can be a useful [ibbs when the rules are Followed A
quick mos ing stop that %%ill find a home among many teenagers.

Carson, John Hotshot Dell, 1961 A s% ell-%%rit ten, fast-mos tug book about
the adjustment to success of Dase York, a hotshot basketball player
Dase struggles with academics and relationships ssith %%omen on the ssin,
to success

Christopher. Matt fair Clot e Little. Bross'', 1974 One of the fine authors
of books for %ming people, this one deals with a soling boy's problem
with a nos baseball gime and host he soh es it The author has %sritten
user forts books for Noting people. which base long been well receised
In librarians and s ming people

Coombs, Charles Drag Racing Morrow, 1970 Illustrated with 40
photographs and svntten for the reluctant reader, this hook will be a
natural For mans teenagers

Deegan, Paul Tin' Tournaments Creatne Education, 1973 Part of the Dan
Aturphs sport stories series, the author tells the stors of how Dan helps
his team get into and %sin the state tournament The author ssntes in a
simplified form that should appeal to the retarded reader, set shim% a
good knoss ledge of the techniques of the game This series should appeal
to the intermediate lesel student and up

Felsen. H G slot Rod Bantam, 1950 A natural for teenagers, the author
has composed a work ssith a fast-moving and interesting plot with em-
phasis on safets

Fleming, Alice !town:rah. the Home Run Little, Bross n. 1972 This author
has uritten thirts -four poems on mans aspects of sports, illustrations
enhance the book

Erick, Constance 11 Pau h flarcourt, 1957 The stors of a record-breaking
track star The author combines humor and serious writing in telling the
maturation of the main character

Gilbert. Nan Champions Don't Cry Harper. Bow and Compans. 1960.
Sails. a teenage tennis plater. learns that self-control is essential if she
wishes to be a champion

I lenrs. Marguerite King of the Wind Band McNalls, 1948 The stors of a
horse and a swung bos and the problem% dies experience together The
book. using North Africa for the setting, is just one of Ms Ilenrs's book%
on horses This one NN as awarded the Nessbern Medal

79
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llonig. Donald Johnny Lei \k Call, 1971 The stors of the experiences of
a Black plater in his rookie season During his first sear in baseball as a
minor league player in Virginia he confronted with discrimination but
also makes w onderful friendships

Kessler. Leonard Hew Comas the Stnkeuut Harper and Ross, 196,5 Both
relations between the races and perserserance to achiese success form
the background of this skin Willie, a Black plater, is correcting his
faults as a batter and getting a hit This book for the beginning reader is
part of the -Sports I ('an Read- series bs the same author, others include
Kick. Pass and Run and The Last One Is a Rotten Egg

Knott, Bill Junk PM her Follett, 1963 The account of a soling pitcher who
makes it to the major leagues olds to be sent down to the minors for
further deselopment The author emphasizes that not unit is talent im-
portant to success but desire and dime as well An exciting. ',Amble, and
accurate stork

Konigsburg, E I Omit the B' \at Bagels 1theneum, 1975 A humorous
interesting well-done +tors that deals with human.relations and moral di-
lemmas The smooth but fast-flossing plot will hold the reader's atten-
tion

Lips% te, Robert The Contender Bantam, 1967 Lips\ te has ss nt ten a fast-
mos ing stors of a Itarlem south, sho spends hes time as ()Kling both
street conflicts and fists in the hosing ring

Lord. Beman Shrunp's Soccer Goal Walck, 1969 1 soccer stors, unusual
in not onls treating a minor sport, but in the fact that the founder and
coach of the team is a woman

\eigotf, Mike Nme %fake a Team Whitman, 1963 The importance of
cooperation and team plan series as the focus for this book In it, a 5 (lung
hot learns its importance for success

Ogan, Margaret and George Donat an's flusters Vestriunster Press, 1975
One of the less stories in motorocle racing containing good action and
excitement

Olgin, Joseph Back( ours Atom Houghton, 1960 Initialls it would seem
that Short% Mclean's problem is his size in terms of his future as a basket-
ball plater However, cooperation and learning to make friends are the
real stumbling blocks he had to overcome to be a champion

Phillips, Maurice Lightning on Ire Doubledas, 1963 A hockey stors in
which the main character, Kim Morgan. learns the relationship of sports
to sportsmanship

Sankt.% , slice Basketballs for Breakfast Whitman, 1963 Following the loss
of his position on the junior high basketball team. Larrs fears he mat
neser plat again He joins a group at the YMCA and proceeds to learn
more about t he sport and again plass for the team

Sa5itz. Harriet \las Fhb. Wheels, Flu' The John Da% Company, 1970.
Dedicated to the Norristown Central Penn Wheelers, the author weaves
a stors of two s ming boss, both parals zed, who join a group of sports
paraplegics for the Paralsmpics. Experiencing both success and failure,
the hots realize their lives need not be confined though thes are
phs walls confined to their chairs

shortall Leonard Ben on the Ski Trail Morrow, 1965 One of the few
fictional stories on skiing which follows a bat's first attempts at learning
to ski

So 9
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summer Rit hard The Ball,hy l'ar her Steck - Vaughn Co , 1970 Summer's
stars charak tenred bs two themesballshs !less, whit h is fear of being
hit and hurt bs the ball. and ethnic and racial harmons as whites. Blacks
and Mexicans learn the %Jue of working together

\\,aiden na Go Phillips, Cu' Westminster Press, 1974 The stun of
Pete, 4 teenage girl who plass for the basketball team The plot cos ers all
the tspical problems of adolescence as A% ell as that of a w omen athlete

Technical

%oderson. (Jars 11ale the Team in Baseball Grosset and Dunlap. 1960
Well written. boss -to book containing sketches and pictures of the
%anon., aspects of the game The author has dissected the game and pro-
s ided in a readable shit, suggestions for the athlete, From batting grip to
-competitise spirit

%limier. Bradford, and Tat lor. Lick Introduction to Canoeing Stackpole,
1973 For the canoeing enthusiast, this nicels dune manual contains a
significant amount of information For the notice or the expert

Vierbach, Arnold Basketball for the Player, the Fan and the Coach Simon
and schuster. 1975 -Red- has rewritten a book that onginalls appeared
in 1972 that contains information about a sport that he has helped to
deselop The technical information is handled in a popular sty be making
It useful for all those who mos basketball

Bee, (lair Basketball for Er mimic Ace Books, 1962 One of the few books
prepared for the pia. el.. Ian, and coach bs one of the few persons able to
do it Clair Bee, successful coach and prolific author The book contains
es en, thing from "how to watch a game- to scouting

Wake the Ti am in Basketball Grosset and Dunlap. 1961 A classic
boss-to book that explains basketball in understandable terms for the be-
ginning plater The author, a successful coach and writer. has included
mans pictures and sketches to simplifs the book

Bethel, Dell Inside Baseball Reins and Lee Brooks, 1968 The author has
put together a book that attempts to proside information for each posi-
tion on a baseball team Particularly well done is the chapter on -situa-
tions` that explains the (tuts of each pluser for %arum, game situations
Best used at the high school let el

Bridge Ras mond Free Wheeling The Bugs le Camping Book Stackpole,
1971 With the explosion of hike tours this book will be ten popular Not
mils well wntten but also (mita'''s pictures and diagrams explaining
technical points Well done and comprehensive

Canham, Don Gross Country Ter hnique, illustrated Ronald Press. 1953 A
basic approach that explains the form and training techniques used in
track It contains excellent detail for the person w !slng to run track, but
there is onls minimal information on diet, rest and training aids

( lause, Frank and Path McBride The Complete Handbook of Junior
Bon hm! Fleet Publishing, 1964 An extremels useful. interesting, and
valuable book for the bowling not ice large part of the book details
equipment, keeping score and similar basics

Cuthbertson. Tom Bike Tripping Ten Speed Press, 1972 1 light set
thorough treatment of biking The author gives mans pages of tips and
sound advice ,n as to as old problems and hate success

(i0 S1
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Fret shawl The ( ',mph te B, gum( A Guide to Skin nu mg Doubledas
196:5 111 east to read. %sell-illustrated book on the hindamentals of a
sport that has become ten popular in recent tears The book also
contains additional information of the sea creatures

Gottlieb, %% ilium Table To mu, Knopf, 1934 I lundamental and bask ap.
h to the game e. 05 (ling such aspects as equipment, rules, tactics and

spin strokes Generallt it is a ten a fol book for the beginner tt ith
descriptne pictures and illustrat

Granda, Julio First Book iq RaArthall Franklin IA att. 1939 Espy..
wilt appealing to the notice plater or useful in entouraging a prospec-
tor plater, this I k introduces the game to the reader EVIa1111111; the
equipment rule's, and tet linumes in a threatening, readable set le, at
compamed illustrathillS, the author educates as %tell as excites the
reader about the sport Others Ill this series are equal'. as good for
example, flu First Book of Football and The First Book of Baseball for
the ming reader

Jacobs. G and MeCron. J R Baseball Bides in Pu turn (;russet and
Dunlap. 1973 %s ell- illustrated, step-bt -step etplanation of
the rules of the game Fat h rule contains several sketches, thus %hotting it
visuallt There are several other fine' hooks in this series such as Softball
Rules m Pu tures These are helpful not out to platen, managers, and
officials but also to fans

Leighton, Inn Inside Tennis Tee to of 11 inning ['retake- I fall, 1969
Prot 'ding information for the beginner, intermediate, and adtanced
plater the author, a teaching professional, aided bs several other
contributors details fundamentals to strategy .1 good choice for purchase
because of its applicabilits to all abilitt let els

1 Ps. Hem ard Basketball Talk for Beginner, Messner. 1970 lass, an
experienced sports author, provides a dictionan approach to the tenni-
ikilogt of the game Illustrations explain the more difficult t oncepts
good hbrars addition for the t oung reader

Mesoillt . Tom Fishing for Boy, Follett. 1962 Over forts million people in
this country enjoy fishingthe, author pros ides a book of host to do it ad-
t ice for the beginner In addition to fundamentals, he also includes in.
formation on ice fishing tt pet of fish, and knots useful to the person
%%Montt to fish

Mann, rrhur lion to Play Winning Baseball (;russet and Dunlap, 195:3
illustrated ugh ()ter 1(X) sketches, this book toter. all topics related to
the game Of particular %aime are the chapters on pitching. %Ouch is
examined in great detail

Masan, Herman Hon to Star in Football Scholastic, 1966 .5 lust(' ss ell-
illustrated short book containing man) helpful hints, exercises, and ideas
on host to be a successful football plat er

Messner. Reinhold The set enth Grade' Oxford ('nit ersits Press, 197.3 The
book contains the autobiographic experiences of the author, a mountain
climber lie etplains some' of his climbs, several striking pictures of his
%ammo climbs illustrate the book

Ott en. Manly! 1 mson The Fun of Figure Skating Harper and Rots, 1960
I primer on figure skating, the book photdes specific suggestions on the
techniques needed as nett as the steps spins, and dance's it is to be-
come a polished figure skater
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Paterson Ann editor le am ,Sports for Girls Ronald Press 195 N.4111111114
with a illtlftt%ItIO11 ot the %aloe of team sports bs the editor, se% eral
authors in turn explain the rules. facilities, and equipment necessars and
fundamentals for so eral ss omen's team sports This book is useful for its
es, ellent attention to detail and skill development

Perm. al. 1.1osd The !locket/ Handbook S Barnes. 1961 A sophisticated
how -to book for intermediate hocks plasersnot for beginner% The
book is notable for its lack ot pictures and great attention to specifics

Qtiington, Ras Basic Flu Fishing and nu hung Stackpole, 197.3
comprehensise paperback that contains an enormous amount of inform-
tun and diagrams for 11% fishing

Ramses. Jack Pressure Basketball Prentice- flail, 196.3 One of the trails
hue technical books on the defensive aspects of basketball b% a coach of
college and professional basketball teams Diagrams and step-In-step
pictures %tumid% the complex aspects of the book

Rs an, Frank At eight Training iking. 1969 well- illustrated book that
points out the N aloe of weight training to muscle des elopment The book
details the traditional approach and as old% some of the more modern ap-
proach"

saltier, Don First Book of Football Franklin Watts, 1955 Although
dated the basic material in the hook remains useful to the suing reader,
diagram% explain %arm% aspects of the game, plans, and officials hand
signals Other hooks in the series are equalls as usefulBaseball
i Bros %ter. 1970). Basketball (Schiffer, 1959). h e Hockeu , Whitehead,
1964

silks, Donald Boring for Boris Knopf. 195.3 The author pros ides informa-
tion on the sport including basic fundamentals, training practices, and
training techniques

Sports Illustrated Basketball Lippincott, 1971 Cl earls the outstanding
hook for the high school plaser and spectator, it contains explanations
with accompans mg diagrams. charts, and pictures Extremely elks nt-
ten, it cos er% some complex topics meek This is part of a series, Football
Offense, Ilorsebai k &hug, Training with Weights Squash. and others
bs sports Illustrated the sports magazine

sports Teehniques Book Series Athletic Institute 1 series of books on
mans sports major and minor, that are partictdarls helpful to the student
ss all reading difficulties Each book contains drauings, pictures and Illus-
trations for clarification Golf. Women's Track and held, Boo hug, and
Ire Horkey are some of the titles

is IL Al The Complete Beginner's Guide to Water Skiing Doubledas,
1970 The author pros ides the reader with a comprehensive manual for
the sport with chapters from presers at Ion ot skis and kite fiv mg to Instors
and V. ater rules %oal pictures illustrate the ss ork

General Interest

%dot t. John Orford Companion to World ~ports and Games Orford, 1973
1n excellent reads reference, done m dictionars format, with the purpose
ot pros uling a brief understanding of a sport, its history, nature, tech-
niques. and personalities It excludes -blood- sports as well as detailed
rules of the games «nem]
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Arthur, Lee. James, Elizabeth and Tas kr, Judith Sportsmath Hou
11'orks Lothrop, Lee and Shepard. 1975 The authors use several sports
as examples and discuss hose statl-StIC1 for plas en are compiledfor
example, batting as erage. cards per pass completed and field goal
percentage

Associate(' 7 Sports Staff 1 Centtsry of Sports Plimpton Press, 1971
Examm the major des elopments and personalities in the world of
sports a ser the last 100 sears Cosers mans m sportsjudo, rinsing.
polo, fi. Id hockey, and rodeo

Barr, Gei rge Here's 1% jut St tent e in Sports Scholastic, 1962. 11 nt ten
and ill 'strati d test explaining boss sports uses science to meet its require-
ments using examples such as curse balls, spiral passes, and high lump-
ing

Beers. Pa d B Profiles in Permsoharaa Sports Stackpole Rooks, 1975 A
well-di ne histurs of spurt figures in the state that covers some historical
figure' but main's emote mporan personalities of all races and both sexes
Mans other states hase similar books dealing with sports figures that arc
natis e sons

Bennett, Margaret Cross-Country Skiing for the Fun of It Ballantine.
197: I sing a step-bs -step approach beginning with equipment, the
author prosides a wealth of information on esers thing from parks and
weather to clubs

Bess agh. Jim Incredible Athletic Feats Ilart, 1969 Examples, Dean
landed a 2,664 lb shark with hook and rod. Ernst stalked from
Constantinople to Calcutta and hack in 59 days, Bross n beat 6 fighters on
the same night, Mildred Diedncksuu Zahanas se as a champion in track,
golf, and baseball

Bieser, Vernon, and Bieser, John E Meet the Coaches Creatise Educa-
tional Societs. 1975 isually oriented and aimed at the primary school
student, it explains the careers of four successful coaches The book is
inspirational as it explains the adsersity each inercame on his was to
success Other hooks in the series are Meet the Quarterbacks. Meet the
Running Bat ks. Meet the. Luiebsu ken, Meet the Rescuers. and Nee I the
Defensit e Lineman An advanced form of each book for the inter-
mediate grade student, is produced by the same publisher under the
series title -Stars of the NFL

Brash, R Hon Did Sports Begin' Oast(' Maas, 1970 The author treats 43
sports devoting considerable de tail to each in a massive volume Because
of the attention to detail and the coverage devoted to mans of the sets
minor sportscroquet, badminton, water polo, it is an excellent book.
The author, vs ho has published mails other works, did the requisite exten-
sive research necessan to make this an estraordinars book

Brown, Warren Win. Lost' or Drau Putnam, 1947 The author, an
experienced sports writer, tells the stors behind the story in this easy
flowing book The book de als with all sports, its s due lies in its inside
look at sports in the early part of this centun

Burchard. Marshall and Sue 0 J Simpson Putnam, 1975 One of the
''Sports Ilero series bs the same author and publisher The book, writ-
ten for the pnmars school student, is set in large tspe and contains
several illustrat.,IIS Others in the serves, nu hard Ps tty. !leggy' Jackson.
Johnny Bens k and others are equal's as well done
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Roder. Hal There% Nothmg eu To Sport, Messner. 1967 A compact his-

ton of both major and minor sports popular in the U S The author, who
has written seseral short stories. has written in a sonless hat adsanced
sty le and, thus, the book would be most useful to upper lesl high school
students

Underdogs of Sport Messner. 1969 Examples. -1913Miracle at
West Point Notre Dame ss Arm!. Forward Pass-. 1963Night the
Peasants Beat the Kings Los ola ss Cincinnati) Includes football. base-
ball. boxing. basketball, golf, hockey- and horse racing

The Complete Book of Po, Basketball. Lancer ,k %early publication that
cosecs the statistics. rookies, and outlook for each team The annual
usually contains two or three articles from coaches or players about
sarious aspects of the game A good choice for an mexperwise ,paper-
back) refoence work

Connells. Thomas L. Di.scorenng the Appalachians Stackpol, 196S An
intensis. description of the Appalachians-that-will- bc- of interest to the
beginning or adsanced bicscle rider or backpacker The book contains
%es eral pictures and maps

Cummings. Parke The Dictionary of Sport, Ronald Press. 1949 Organized
in (fictional-% form, the book definee terms from all sports. includes
regular and slang terms

Danis, Mac Strange and Incredible Sports Happenings Grosset and
Dunlap. 1975 A fascinating collection of truly unusual esents that blase
occurred m sports "The Jockey Who Came Back From the Dead.-
"Baseball's Strangest M.sters-. ssritten in a light. readable fashion sure
to interest both the fan and :Ionian

Danis Mars Careers in Baseball Learner. 1973 Written for the primary
school student, these career education books focus on the usher.
manager. placer. and others and their relation to the game With each
lob description there is a picture Also in this series are the following
sports books Cart ers in Football and Careers in Hot-keit

Durant, John The Sport, of Our Presidents Macmillan. I962 Beginning
%kith George Washington's fox hunting, the author describes the sports of
the presidents The book details the interests of each of the men who
base occupied the White !louse. from George Washington\ fox hunting
to President Kenndss touch football and President Johnson's deer
hunting

lizglifight% of the World Series !Listings House. 197'3 One of
seseral books k the author in which he examines the historical deslop-
ment of a sportchanges. trends, pictures, and commentars Durant\
books (sseral published hs !lasting, House) make goo-I reference selec-
tions

and Beaman. Otto Pictorial History of 1r:uncoil Sports
Barnes. 1965 fleas ils detailed with pictures and illustrations. the text
presents both an informatise and interesting history of the development
of sports The general emphasis has been placed on the recent sears and
the major sports

dorm Touchdou rt.,. and SSSS The Neu Athlete Scott Genera-
tion. 1973 This special report a cassette filmstrip, examines the changes
in modern sports and modern athletes The business aspects of sports are
emphasized Paoli. !dads good for high sci000f students
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Hall Al, editor (:ample te Gnat' to the Bicyde Peterson, 1975 A series ut
articles ranging from a htston of the deselopment of the bicscie to a
guide for bus ers Of particular interest are the chapters on a 140-mile-an-
hour bike record and the ph% sic al benefits of the sport, man_ pictures and
diagrams are included_

Harkins. Philip. Where the Shark %Vans Morrow, 1963. Although written a
dozen sears before the -Jaws- mama, this sten, will be of p rtieular
interest Most of the action takes place underwater in California and
Mexico as the hero, a % oung skin diser, faces sharks.

Harris. H A Greek Athleti s and Athletics Indiana Umsersit% Press. 196-1
The author explains the role and deselopment of athletics in Greece as
well as the (-tents in which women and men participated Mas be useful
as a spnngboard to interest the athlete or sports fan in the earls histor% of
athletics

Sport in Greece and Rome Cornell Cmsersits, 1972 The author
explains the nature and organization of sports during the classical era Be-
cause of the amount of detail and scholarls approach, it mas be useful to
the sports enthusiast who also ersjo% s reading history

Hdlars. Sir Edmund Nothing Venture, .\othing Mti Coward, McCann
and Geoghegan. 1975 The author, an adsenturer, and explorer she was
the first man to conquer Mount Eserest i, ss rites an autobiographical ac-
count with an emphasis on his mountain climbing actisities

Holleman, Jennie Arnencan Sports Porcupine Press, 1975 The author has
put together a short bsesk that explains the nature of the sports engaged
in bs Americans in the first %ears of the countr%'s existence While
interesting in itself. it mas be useful to interest the reader in earls
Xmencan histor%

Hot Rod Yearbook, Nurnber 12 Peterson, 1972 One of the most popular
books among teenagers in the librars, this annual book cosers mans of
the topics of interest in those interested in customizing their cars The
following are sample chapters -Racing Roundup.- -100 Wa%s to Brat
Inflation,- and -Stuckup Customizing

Kamm. Herbert The Neu funior Illustrated Encyf lopedta Sports Bobbs-
Merrill. 1975 useful source for the younger student, this work contains
an abundance of information on the lustors, players. and records of
professional and college sports

Keith. Ilarold Sports and Games Conseil 1969 Most recent resision of a
handbook on major and minor sports cos ering rules. achievements as
well as some useful information on techniques for improsement of the
athlete or casual plaser

Koppett. Leonard Neu. )ork Tunes Guide to Spectator Sports Quadrangle
Books. 1971 The author answers mans of the questions that spectators
haw when watching sports Eass reading with information on most
sports football, basketball, horse racing, golf, tennis. gsmnastics, res-
thrigland excellent illustrations characterize the books

Kt:easter, John, editor Fronz Cobb to -Catfish- Rand McNa11%, 1973 A
collection of 11S articles that appeared in Baseball Digest that are
guaranteed to load the Interest of placer, fan, or even the casualls sports-
minded

Lou oln !Aran, of Spurts Champions Frontier Press, 1971 A maltsoliime
Wvd: tt !! (MO .1, to be one of the most popular items in esers librars
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\lc' Inner, \ orris and Ross Caanuess sports Record Books Sterling. 1973
The Ouninss hirtas, continue to be some of the most popular in the
bran. and this is no exception

Menke, Frank The Encyclopedia of sports 1 S Barnes. 1963 An enc%clo-
pedia approach to all sports %%it h descriptions of each A useful reference
tool for rile., statistical data and the de%elopmnt of the sport for both
inapr and minor sports

Morton irrin 11 Sutler Sport 0-m41A('oilier. 196.3 Sport in Solet
societx mast serve a purposeful function in order to lima% its continued
existence This book explains So% let dorts and should be popular in Stela
of the continuing suits b% Sil% let teams and the Oh mpies

Peterson Robert ( 4nry the Ball 11 as White Prentice-11A 1970 Until rela-
ti%el% recenth the last 23 tears) Black athletes %%ere excluded from
professional baseball 11 ith excerpts from seseral phners sshu placed in
the \egni leagues or nith barnstorming Negro teams. the author paints
an interesting picture of lar before Jackie Robinson

Riggs. Robin Court fiti_sthr Lippincott. 1973 The author has %%Eaten his
memories of how. he has hustled moues through betting and %%In he has
done so The book. %%Inch is entertaining arid humorous. contains some
pointers on hot% to play tennis

Rooney John 11 1 Geography of InuTteart Sport From Cabin Greek to
Ina/Ulm xchlisaaiWele%. 1974 The author has anal% zed the yarnus
areas of the country and mapped the sports interests of each region It
may bt" somewhat of a help in settling sports discussions as %%ell as
interesting to the athlete

Rosenberg. John M The story of baseball Random House. 1966 Begin-
ning nub the earls days of the sport. the author explains the dex.elop.
merit of the sport in a %%elk% ritten. rtadable Axle Major figures and
teams are highlighted mans outstanding and classic pictures are
t .mt.nned fn the book

`schaap. Richard tri Illusto.ted lb:story of the Olynipies Knoni. 1963 A
beautifull% illustrated. %elk% rates, loston of the Olvmpic gameN and the
athletes The bask of the hook contains tables on Oh mine statistics

siapro, Milton J 1 Treasury of Sports Ilum"r Messner, 1972 collectionof interesting and h.inn..roiis anecdotes bt a sselpublLshed sports author
Ti a stories oser the main sports. maink baseball. but also hone racing.
basketball, golf locke% . and football

Smith (-het, anil olkon Marty Pittsburgh am! Western Permadt mud
Hall tit f time %%, n11.nrs. 1969 Co%iring contemporan as %%en as

It,,rical teams plaser,, and topics, this book has particular regional ap-
peal some comparable Is are a%allable for other regions of the
gr.lint ilea still ..11,41 be of cigisiderable interest to readers of ell age

Corkin 11%, arid Thompson. S (' Thu Official Enerrelop, dur of Baseball
S Barnes. lest'.) lei extremek laelresearched and heasils detailed

,Ar.4.1, that exists as an es. client reference for the sport It includes st ans.
Tu., on Byer. planer that has plastid the game as %%ell as the more coM-
tro,ri itemshome rim rPt "rd. flail of Fame etc

11 Aker I lenr. lulus roved Ras, hall f it'uonarr for f owing People liar%
10711 Irjr "HI of the fuses: 1, .arks asallable tor rig 151-4,p1I.

rr41141'11 ni du tionan. style the lu.ok explains popular terms in a simple.
11riders.t."41 !Atli iji rhe Illustrations t lank the explanation 1
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recent companion %%dome, Illustrated Football Dictionary fur Young
People b.s Joseph Olgin is equally as well done.

Biography and Autobiography

Berger, Phil. Joe Narnath Marenek Quarterback. Regnery, 1969. One of
the most popular and well-known quarterbacks in contemporary football
is Namath, quarterback for the New York Jets football team. This book
highlights the exploits of this popular plaser

Dsaney. John Torn Seaver. Popular Libras, 1974. An in-depth study of
one of baseball's most successful and exciting pitchers Seseral anecdotes
provide good insight to his off-the-field actisities.

Farr. Finis. Black Champion. Fawcett. 1969 Jack Johnson was the first
Black boxing champion, the author tells his stus and relates the prob-
lems as well as the successes.

Gibson. Althea, and Fitzgerald, Edward. I Always Wanted to Be Some-
body Harper and Row, 196. Born and raised in New York's Harlem. this
Black woman tells the story of her life and her rise to status as the finest
women's tennis player in the country and one of the best in the world. A
warm, well-written book that also discusses the integration of ss hat is still
today a white sport

Gibson. Bod. and Pepe. Phil. From Ghetto to Glory. The Stony of Bob
Gibson. Prentice-Hall, 1969 The stor% of the rise of Bob Gibson to be-
come a fine pitcher on the St Louis Cardinals baseball team. from his
bay hood. Inspirational and human story of inter -st to ',um, people of all
types of backgrounds.

Cutstskey. Earl. Roman Gabriel. Outstanding Pro. Grosset and Dunlap.
1974 This book can be particularly helpful to the aspiring athlete be-
cause of its emphasis in the importance of conditioning to success. This
series. "Sports Shelf Books Torn Seaver of the Mets. Ilanny San-
guillen. Jolly Pirate. Kareem. Basketball Great, and othe:rs arc particu-
larly well-written and appealing to the high school student and those
older.

Jackson. Robert J Earl the Pearl. The Story of Baltimore's Earl Monroe
Walck, 1969. Earl Monroe. presently playing on the New York Knicks
basketball team, has particularly strong following among inner city
youths This book tells his story from the playgrounds of Philadelphia to
his success with the Baltimore Bullets Jackson has written several biogra-
phies. such as Supermen and Let's Go. la:. for young people

Jacobs. Linda Annemane Proell. EMC. 197.-, A short biographical account
with pictures of a successful skier that will be interesting to the %ming
read?r

Kramer, Jerr% Farewell to Football World. 1969 A member of the peren-
nial football champions Green Bay Packers and himself a former peren-
nial All-Pro player. he focuses on the field and the concurrent pains as he
explains the factors in his decision to retire He has also written Instant
Replay

[Abs. Bill. and Has wood. Spencer Stand Up for Something The Spencer
!Immoral Story Grosset and Dunlap. 1972 One of the elesen children
born in Silver City, wood used basketball as.. %elude for
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upttard LA and linancral moinlitt '1t age 21 he staffs earning oter
$200,000 a tear The authors chronicled his hie in the niral South
t hre nigh the gIwtt els of Chicago and Don .it tee siike, es, in college- the
Olt intik". and the pro

laele Fredernk ('on:ue %lark Celine/ ( 11,1 Van t Bast-halt G P Putnam.
sons 14-15 The life stein of baseball s great Connie plater.
manager. and Ginner The author protitle. incghtc to the game ac it
developed tt We emn 1aming the contribution of \lack Steral classic jut
tures are included

Mantle. S. Iwket Ti. Edu, atvai .4 a Kam-ball Plurr. r Simon and Schuster.
ItitY7 The strict t the untiation and assumlatireil ham:balk
great star, in the game He tells ett hi, tears ,and later successes. %%hen as
J rural bus he began his career It should be interesting to liJsehall tans
and ii' rural students

Osten,. Jesse pith Paul \iniark kiluni \torrent. lt):11 1rt auto-
biographical account of his athletic teats and lf-the-lield actit files He
also speak. on racism black-% lute relation., and black militance

Pu-rsalL Jim. and Hirshberg 11 Fear Strike, Out bide. finmei. 19515 One
of the greatest comeback stones In sports lustier,. It relates m the
author , It ord his reenters from mental illness

Ruth. Babe. and ( nsielme. Bob Th. Bab.- nufh shim selmlactle f

The dramatic rags -to- riche stein of one of baseball "s great legends and
holder of Mani. baseball records

Rs back. Ern. The Idrerinire ,4 Eric firileack Bantam. 1971 The ac-
count of the 2. Inn mile ittnieS etc the l's- tear -old author Tratelnez by
foot from Canada to Meticte he recount. his high adtenture

sat er, Gale. and %liven:tan, 11 1 1rn Third Bantam, 1470 %whored In .1
former football great sth.. ret rest s his career Its pants. problem, and
*an se,s. in trtend,Illp Uith Brian Piccolo. and his religious faith

schollauth r Don and sat age \fichael De p hater ("rune Publishers,
1971 The author an Olt mint summing champion. tell, of the- demand,
made upon successful athletes scheellander %he. te, rites the book %soh his
1 Jur (with:hate (I.'S( raw, rn minute detail som 01 the tIJIIS runts in the
lift of J snot a s.hd Athlete and st hat is required in terms ni publit ap-
parance-. and training

Thrne Uwe ( I. no rif. CpAset anti Dunlap I< 1 The biographt of
rileftii Rican baseball plater Reelw.rto (iemente fill, the ilags .et this
iiiirt bunk designed fern t "arm reader. Parts of the TIllstle series. others
Int Indy inn ritink. rr soriA0 HIM b art Kunz that Cali be rire-Chill%
pealing to the whir taut reader

%%sham Beth gulearnme d lli Putnam 1471 1 'see and Brad Biography
of tiff' thJuffifffffsittP boNer both in the ( th mimes and professional% This
book still be of pear( Illar %Am tee the timer reader Iirs.uise sit the
simplified sty le And the 111.1111. di," Mits. al iMratit trig the 11.1Mitrir

.t..Ite DJ% r ' taro \. lic.fdriard \far I rife \B
sup, Ir.far Holt Br:wharf and Winst111/, 1972 Ihs College arrer t.unted
hir possible relationships tt stle gambler. the Ilass k sta. furred from the
\B1 the e.taiele, heel pre OfIrs1rIghli lediVie IIJ't% tails gratirratcd Irom Boss
high it and the ,t hoof tads of \ett lurk ( itt ter s entually
plat u. rh. \ tt 1 butt olds .utter presslifi- if id heels dipilf d It galls and

As to admit bun
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bung, Bernice The newt titory of Frank Robinson Messner, 1975 Part
of a sew-, this book about baseball's first Madk team manager details the
career and earl% life of Frank Robinson Because of the topic, the pic-
tures, and the ex.% reading, it and others in the series should find a home

MI the young reader or the student ulth reading problems

Anthologies

Beentemps, tirna Famous Negro .1thh g,', Dodd, Mead. 1969 Thu an-
thology is of particular interest and value because of its treatment of suc-
cessful Black athletes in major as sell as minor sports

Rotis Life Book of !sport, ~('anus Random House, 1965 The editors !lase
compiled the stories from Boy's I ife magazines Illustrated Ir. Don
Miller. the stories make easy, fast-paced reading The stories are tradi-
tional but particularly appealing tee comic; bens

Dasis, Mac Baseball ", (.nforgettable+ Bantam, 1966 Day is has compiled
an excellent collection of short little stories and anecdotes most of %%inch
are nothing short of ama7ing

(Anui. Steve 't smug ()lump!, Champions W W Norton. 1964 si truly
interesting description of the successes of eleven %ming athletes in the
()Krum,. The author Liners American men Johnns Veeissmuller, Jerrs

and %%omen Wilma Rudolph, Sonja Henie: as sell as a feu
foreign champions

Ilidlander, Ph% Ilis Amen( at Women In 'Torts (,russet and Dunlap, 1972
This aiithohigt, di% ided on the basis of each sport, corers the activities of
MAW. %%omen athletes Bou ling, 01% mpic skiing, and horseback riding are

sports the author examines in terms female participation
and Hollander. Zander They Dared to Lead Anicrzra", Black

VW. le, Grosso and Dunlap 1972 An excellent series of short original
articles le% fine authors The articles focus or. the personal byes as sell as
professional successes and their contribution of their chosen sport

II% dr, Margaret and Edum II here Speed I.. Kunz McGray. -11111, 1961 The
authors deseete cash of the 10 chapters to an aspect of speed Beginning
unit the -fastest men in the world. they rose( such topics as horses,
boats pigeons, hot rods, soap boxes, and spaceships in relation to speed

Lorimer, Laurence editor Breaking In Random House, 197-1 The author
has pet together from books nine first-person accounts of athletes and
their descriptions of how the% learned to cope Iv ith excitement. ap-
prehension, pain, and success of sports Autobiographical accounts are
from Spencer Ila% %cowl. Althea Gibson, and Jackie Robinson. as sell as
six others

AlcKa%. Don, editor Mid Whei I% Dell, 196S tin antholog% denoted to
racing and edited b% a reading specialist The cell - selected readings
should Ix found particularb. interesting teenagers %she, are eveciall%
interested in -hot can

Mantle. Mickey The Quahur of Coronae banner. 1964 This collection of
true stones of courage. braves and heroism using examples from base-
ball will be inspirational tee the %wing athlete A% ho has silliered reverses

Marsh Irving T and Eke, Eduard 14-'4 Sports Stones E 1' Dutton,
1975 The editor-, aided by sports urgers sersing as judges, base pulled
together an enlist anding < oily( I PM of es,1%.% from magazines and WM. 6-
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papers and se% eral excellent photographs The series, w hick has now ape
pearell since 19 -11 co% cr. both the major and minor sports .1% well as
ses era' general sports articles

Owen, Frank, editor Pinar Spurt Stun, 1.atern 1 into t oliection of
stones that ss ill pros ide interesting reading to %Dung people

I alarmist, John 1' and Page. Cliarles 11 tipurt. amt Nocletti Little, Brown
1973 In outstanding collection of readings on the role of sports In
Imencan sticiet% The antholog% includes some prig:nal pieces as welt as

excerpts from books and reprints of arm les from a thserse selection of
authors such as liarr% Edwards, Jerr% Kramer President John Ke .1%.
and Roger Bannister Examples are The Black lthlete on the College
Campo. 'The Blew Baseball Plasm -The Soft Imerican- and

%%omen %thick-

Nes% papers

Ma, than et. Madison Ns CHM`, Coral Cables. Florida 33114
week's newspaper that contains statistical and esterase information on
all aspects of the sport It appeals more to the plat er than to the tpecla
tsir

8/Alta-that! 11", 195.3(1 Mack Ise-Mit% Crosse Pantile Mlehntan 45236
steekl% rit %%simper published seasonal's that contains an enormous
amount d information basket hall In addition to statist meal Ittna-
nun. each issue contains In-depth articles .1: teams. coaches and plasers
at the secondars College and professional let el

14,40 Stack %senoe. Crosse Pointe. Michigan -15216
Published week's during the season, this newspaper cos er. et en aspect
of the spirt from high school to college Fach issue contains nedept h
ankle% on coaches placers, and teams

spi,rtnitt Ica s 1212 North Lindbergh. St I one, Missouri 3 Ihb week's
newspaper that focuses on eath sport as it is III season Emphasis of
t enteral:a. is All major sports at the professional and collegiate lesel Es.
cellent sour, a 04 \I atreall al int tirmant III e g baseball batting as eraget

Magazines

Ithletr, lidarial 17141 IImard street 1- sauston Mini 'is 60202 Metal fling
mans articles V. rot t cra 11% saessful c14( Iles this tech at jourrIJI is read
In mans c (mas_ athletes and spoilt Lap.

Tiu Bask, ill rimy Parker Publishing Compans \sack Neu 1.'6.
II'enI high's technical and a %pens's.- periodical that ("ULM'S article,
its sin cesstill ow, his Tim 0.1.1 be ordered for pun haw fis libraries
where the t ommumt% Is totalk committed to basketball This timpani.
published similar journals for the other sports

Ku lieluu* I If) Paul prise. sail Rafael ( alit orma tnI9113 ith the esparimm
of the interest in bieschnit man% librarians will wish to consider this
pun II 1,1' Ii ( 11111.111IS 01111 IV, 1111 es en, thing !rival salldle sogralt.ss tie desert
hiking

ItftreJ %pals 11 East 2S1111 career \ eta lark \ 1 11011) 1, sports pairtial
that one rid rates sat Black athletes maulls professional lint also t
JtitHlaall se !Meal Plat ens In JeldItnai it I. on taint teat I al drinks bunk
resit-ix, anti mans fine pit tars
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Boating P U Box 277'3. Boulder. Colorado 80302 A latishlt illustrated and
sumo...ugh %tell-unite-1i and edited magazine that deals math all aspects
of maritime life In addition to containing host -to a 'ales, it also carries
ads enture, historical, and nest items

Coach and %W- b' 200 S Hull Street. Montgomen, Alabama :36104. A
good sports journal that contains general and technical articles as well as
commentart on carious deselopmcnts m sports,

Hot Rod tlagazme Petersen Publishing Co 5959 Hollt %%AKA BM., Los
Angeles. California 90025 Characterized In pictures of customized cars
regular cars that hate been remodeled to look more beautiful or

adjusted to go faster', this magazine mill hate great appeal to the
student

Karate Illustrated 1S47 %% Empire Atenue, Burbank. California 91504
The exposition of interest in the martial arts make this nets magazine a
consideration Although some articles place too much emphasis on tin -
leice, the magazine generallt emphasizes the sports aspect

Ihnor Trend Waga:me Petersen Publishing Co . 5959 lion% ood Bbd,
Los Amgen... California 9002.. This magazine. v Inch emphasizes %diet% in
the design and manufacturing of automobiles. is characterized In pic-
tures and analtsb of motor %eludes (gas mileage, handling, braking) Be-
cause of the interest in cars in teenagers, the. is a good choice for li-
braries

s,ho/astir Coo' scholastic Coach. Inc . 50 W 14th St Nest lork. Neu
York 100:36 ti hie journal. nritten predommantlt for the coach and the
mature plat er but also should find a home nail set eral spectators
Contains set eral technical articles

Sian Du er Petersen Publishing Co. 3959 Iloll%vood 131d Los Angeles.
California 9002S This magazine contains articles on undernater skin &
mg, on places of interest, equipment and technique

sport MacFaddon-Bartell Corporation. 205 E 42nd Street. Nest 'Ina.
Neu York 10017 Pre-tenth edited In the fine sports journalist. Dick
Shapp. this magazine contains main good articles for spectators on the
major and minor sports Articles deal nail platers, coaches and teams

Sports Illustrated 341 North Fairbanks Court, Chicago, Illinois 60611 The
largest selling sports magazine that is characterized in fine writing. ex-
cellent pictures. and adtertisements While large!} devoted to the
spectator sport., it cot ers the minor sports and lesser knot% n schools

Sports PhdaddpIna 1420 Walnut Street. Philadelphia. Penns,lt ama 19102
1 regional sports magazine that carries articles on teams, players, and
coaches in the Delanare %Alm area With the current sports mania.
there should be mans journals like this springing up around the nat

sports Woman 119 Paul DrKe, San Rafael, California 9-1903 Containing
articles on platers. coaches. and techniques this magazine seems eve-
ciallt appropriate for today's female athlete

so miming t odd Swimming World, Inc 5522 Bellanca, Los Angeles,
California 90045 Magazines like this one and tidier. similar to it (Boat-
mg CAL World Tennis. Rion lung, BarLinu king Journal, Mae,. World,
Karate Illawated, and nsinng World are useful to port hase lor libraries
%here the sel l I or the c ommunits has a particular interest in that sport
These magazines contain good pictures, articles. and illustrat on
platers, ("0.111'he... teams .end es (Mb
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Paul and he Id \eft% P O Box 296., Los kltos, (:aliforrna 94022 A journal
(ontaming information of nitt rest to athlete and coach The journal has
both technical articles and general information Mimeos and athletes

It omen Sports Women's Sport Publishing Compans, 1660 S Amphlt
131sd , San Mateo, California 50:306 With the rise of %omen's participa-
tion m athletics and emergence of st omen on male teams, this is a sell
liked% librars acquisition It cosecs placers, coaches, teams, and etym..
orld Thum 383 Madison Asenue., Ness lork. Ness York 10017 For li-
brarians %%here there is a t, fits emphasis in the school or community, this
magazine is a must It contains ankles ,picturs and diagrams) on the
leading figures in the sport and technical essass on host to unprot e one
game

\onprint Media

liF.1 Educational %It dui Super S %IV( 'silent I dm Loops BFA Educational
Media 2211 Michigan %senile Santa Monica. California 90404 A series
of film loops for seseral sports ks olle% ball, handball) 5%ith set eral film
loops for eat h sport The sable of this series Iles m the at tent to minor
sports and detail, and the se% eral films desisted to lifetime sports

Elementary Plumed Education Film Loops Ealing Films, 2225 Massa-
chusetts 1% erme. ('ambndge Massadmsetts 02110 This film loop series
contains some films that still he useful fur self-mstniction in the librars
truss mg and catching arms and abdominal strength) These. in turn.

can motnate additional reading
Firs( lid Ealing Films A series of six sound filmstrips that explain

procedures to lull us'. in cases zit mtun or accident Should appeal to
scouts. athletes, and others interested m first aid

thin to Plan Softball \Nene Institute. 705 Merchandise Mart. Chicago,
Illinois 60654 1 sound filmstrip %%Rh tape cassette that explains st ith
graphics the basis fundamentals and techniques of the sport This is just
one of a nest series 1976) produced bs the 1thletic Institute for the ele-
mentan, school stioknt that tan easils be used bs them indis nhialls in
the librars

Introduczna Badminton National Film Board of Canada The funda-
mentals and mks are explained m this color filmstrip st h acciimpans mg
diagrams and pictures for further clarification

harm& mg Volleyball National Film Board of Canada 1 color filmstrip
that contains the rules and fundamentals of the game of sidles ball as
%sell as diagrams and pictures to illustrate major points made

IA am to Su stn BE 1 Edut at al Media. 2211 Michigan Ase Santa
Monica, California 904(l.1 These N.() taptioned filmstrips bingos a s oung
brit and girl from their first stsunining class through their des elopment
and at complishment in the sport

Vasil- Lledia Beading Kits Troll kssociates. 320 Route 17, falmali,
Nest Jerses 117130 A nets series ssith each kit composed of a short book
tontauung information about an aspect of the spurt *football the kick-
ing game), a cassette tape that follow, the book, a filmstrip that is based
upon the I k and ssne hrimized with the cassette and act is its skill cards
that can be used for follow, up reinforcement This kit is t leach one of the
finest produi is oil t he market
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511 \ !COL RSEs

it Sports Tee hnique, Super 5mm Cassette and 16nun Reel to Reel,
%thletic Institute. 705 Merchandise Mart. ('hicago. Illinois b0654 nos
series of him loops 19761 in minor ,soccer l and lifetime sports 1golf, bad-
minton) These, longer than most film loops A13-20 m to) are still use-
ful for sell-instniction m the library and as a stimulus to reading

Sports Close-ups Mankato, Minnesota Crests% ood House, I975 76
series of multimedia kits on series sports heroes Each kit contains a soft
',liner book and a read along tassett This kit ,s ill he especialls appealing
to sonic oung,tvr, as it gist's insights into the 4,1r-the.field actisities of
the stars AN %% ell as helping the reluctant and shin reader to read

Sports superstars Mankato. M -sou Creatise Education. 1974 .5 series
of hooks null accompany mg cassette that lollosss the test surd In %surd
The series n mart' ads alleed than comparable hook- cassette kits and as
such mild be for the intermediate les el student who has established
some skill in reading Examples of titles in the series are !lank Aaron,
hick \icklau, ggri Fleming. and Poncho Gonzales

It omen Who Win EMC Corporation. 1974 1 ness series that combines a
cassette tape with a short booklet on famous women athletes tChris
Es ert, Janet Ls nn) This series nil' eytremls saluable to the reluctant
reader

Bulletin Board Materials

Cont er,, 1976 Ba.,ket ball )carbook Cimsrse, Wilmington. Massachusetts
01557 1 collect' of statistics, information, and pictures from the pre-

Inth season The annual contains highlights on professional, college, and
high school teams as well as sports trisea smiles Ira% eled for certain
teams' and interesting anecdotes on basketball oddities Se% eral items
can be cut out and posted to attract interest to a book display

For I our Bulletin Board Pennss Is ama Villein: Products Lis 'mon, The
General Tire and Rubber Company, Box 951, 1kron, Ohio, 43309 .5
series of bulletin board materials in sclera' sports nail pictures of placers
performing tefia111 techniques Captions explain each technique One or
040 of these can be used to catch interest on a bulletin board

rundarm ntal, for Beget Bract ball Conserse .1 short booklet containing
suggestions for ,elf-impros mein of the basketball player Illustrations
demonstrate technique as an es e-cat cher for bulletin hoards

Let', Look at sport, (:hart Nene, Instructor 1 series of 11 I.," x 16" charts
cosenng 21 sports that describe the equipment, trmmologs, history, and
action of each sport Eor each, there are cis t harts. in addition to informa-
tion photos and diagrams

Pictures College and professional teams ill pros [de pictures in black and
White by, request These are both head and action shots that make es-
cellent bulletin board of display materials. especially hen A. ollIdinated
null a book about the athlete

Press Rooks Most colleges and professional teams make available to the
public press books In some cases, there is a charge but m most, dies are
prinided gratis These contain pit tun s and can be used in bulletin board
or other displass The prolecsioqui teams also sell team searbooks. n Inch
also contain fine bulletin board materials
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Minicourse 2

Expos(:. and Protest

Bouton, Jun Pin Glad Ion Didn't fake It Pcnona lorross. 1971
Bouton, the author of Ball Four, a book critical of baseball, tells of the
reactions to his first hook as well as Ins attempt to make a comeback as a
planer

rdst Ards. Ilarn flee Beloit of the Him 11 blest The 1-ree Press, 1969
The author, dense in the Black athlete's mosement, has detailed the his-
torical and contemporary ins ols eine nt of Blacks in sports Specificalls
he criticizes the misuse of Black athletes in college and the pro's and the
blatant racism In sports at all les els

!lock Paul Rip Off the Big Game The Exploitation of Sports by the Potter
Elite 1nehor Books, 1972 Ile awls/es the present state of big time big
business sports and finds it lacking in many areas {loch criticizes the
dehumanuing aspects of athletics, and preoccupation of ins tiers midi
making mimes, the conformits and blind obedience required of phis rm.
sexist attitudes, and racial discrimination

leggsess. Vas e 1'l as Playing for Sari H al Ramparts Press, 197 0 The fas-
cinating rags-to-riches story of a successful player ssho questions the
ssstem and the tactics of football coaches The author recounts the price
he paid to he successful and ss orders if it ss as ssorth it

Olsen. Jack The Black Athlete .1 Shanicial Story 1964 Be-
cause of the recent changes io %octets anj sports, this book is some.% hat
dated flossever, it still contains a stealth of information from the
experiences of Black athletes ins ols ue.; discrimination m sports

sample. Johnny. with Fred Ilamdton and Sonny Schwartz Confeum. ofa
Arta BallBlatier Dell. 197^ Le autobiographic at count that at tempts to
look inside football Considered to he of protest-expose. %Joel% of sports
literature, it is not quite as radical as most in this categors

9 4
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Summary

In 1923, Ellwood Cubberley encouraged principals to provide for
flexibility in the curriculum. "even in schools where the courses of
study is rigidly outlined, and even based on definite page assign-
ments in definite textbooks, the principal will still find it possible to
suggest some points for omission or emphasis."' Fortunately, to-
day's educators have a wide range of methods, strategies, and cur-
ricular arrangements available and have the freedom to use them.

Clearly one of the most useful and educationally sound cur-
riculum revisions that has appeared on the scene ss the simple
restructuring of the length of courses. This results in a flexible and
comprehensive program called minicourses. Defined as "any educa-
tional experience that involves a detailed and in-depth study of a
specific unit or subject, jointly planned by student and teacher, and
for which less than a semester of time is used," this grass roots
movement has several clear advantages that require the serious
concern of all educators.

While characterization is difficult because of the individual and
local nature of the movement, the following are the general ad-
vantages:

a The program has great appeal to students and they find it
interesting and relevant, it has led to a revitalization of English
and the social sto,,lies.
Students have a more positive attitude toward the course than do
students in a traditional arrangement.

c Students have a more positive attitude toward the teacher than
do students in a traditional arrangement.

d Teachers have a more positive attitude toward their students and
the teaching profession than do teachers instructing traditional
courses

97
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e In most situations attendance has increased during the period of
the program
The courses capitalize on the interests and strengths of the
teachers

g Promotion of mutual cooperation Ix hveen the school and com-
munity this can lead to improved school-community rela-

tionships
Students have opportunities to develop responsibility through
aiding in the 1:fanning, co-teaching and coordinating of the
program
The program promotes humanistic education in large schools

hich are sometimes impersonal

1
The program seems to offer students in small schools more
content and opportunity for in-depth enrichment than ordinanly
as affable

k Muncourse arrangements encourage interdisciplinary offerings
and interdisciplinary learning experiences.

I The opportunity for promoting affective education through
student involvement and the arrangement of options within the
system characterizes minis

in Students benefit from the learning experiences associated with
minicourses that emphasize action (field trips, simulations,
demonstrations) and de-emphasize textbook approaches

n Mini's offer provision for individual differences
0 Because of the heterogeneous grouping arrangements of students

the stigma usualls attached to students in slim er sections is
diminished

p The inexpensive nature of mini's (normally just a small sum in the
school budget) helps to encourage their development and .ase by
the school administration and school board

q The program meets the challenge of change yv ithin the system
through student, teacher, and administrative cooperative plan-
ning that bears results

r The flexiZmlity of the mini arrangement lx'rrnits the curriculum to
meet the needs of the student whether cognitive, affective, or
psychomotor If a needs analysis survey reveals the lack of job
ass areness, a mini can satisfy this more quickly thin through
traditional curriculum integration procedures
Significant possibilities lxist for the development of self-esteem
among students For the problem student mini's offer a real
chance for a fresh starta chance to get hack in the game
Teachers and students have the opportunity to meet and share
common interests not normally found in the conventional set-
ting
`lira's advance a feeling of electricity and enthusiasm that c arries
over to the entire school program
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Appendix A
Successful Free Forming: Checklist for Schools

Want to avoid problems that make free forming more fiasco than
fiesta? Then look to the list below It covers some tips for getting
around major problems successfully.

Make sure you communicate free form's educational goals to
y our community, especially parent groups. Otherwise, citizens may
criticize it as an -odd-ball experiment- and a waste of tax money.
One way to communicate. Prepare w ritten materials to distribute at
PTA meetings. New Trier East High School. Winnetka. Illinois,
offered parents a 10-point rationale that spelled out benefits the
school hopes to achieve, e.g. "Students and teachers will become
increasingly aware that the community is rich in human resources
which should be tapped by schools. -

Let teachers know right from the beginning that you'll welcome
their participation as both planners and instructors. Don't be sur-
prised if some teachers are initially lukewarm to free forming.
Experience shows most teachers come around, once they see others
inv olved.

Emphasizing that students should be accommodated first, allow
teachers to register for courses they'd like to take. just as students
learn from playing teacher, the faculty can benefit from playing
student.

If controversial speakers or activities are on the agenda, keep
publicity about them in perspective. Don't make a point about play-
ing them up because sensational press coverage only antagonizes a
lot of people. If they do get blown up locally. emphasize that they
are only part of a much larger program.

Make sure the board knows about the free form prog,...m ahead
of time. Send them a copy of the schedule at least two to three
weeks in advance. That way, they'll be prepared to handle any ques-
tionsor flakfrom the public.

Since student interest and participation is all-important, be sure
to go to youngsters for suggestions on program content. If you plan
to use polls, learn a lesson from New Trier. Ask students to specify
course titles

From %anon, Schools. Volume 90. \ umber 1 fills 1972 Copsuglut 1972 hs
MeGrass -FM Inc Repeated %club permission
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If planning to register students. get schedules out tsso to three
%seeks earls so thes has e time to studs and make choices carefully
Since soungsters object strongls to being herded Into a dining hall
or auditorium all together. consider asking teachers to Nene as
registrars for groups of 10 to 20 student,.

Brief teachers on the content of the program. so that thes can
aussser students' questions about It That %sill cut doss n on students
corning to the office for mformation

Post schedules of the program around the school the (las it

begins Others% Ise students %sill be pouring into the office tr. aril to
remember %%here the should be going at %%hat time

Mks% enough time bets% een registration and program date to
handle any rescheduling that mas be necessars, c g adding extra
sections to a popular mini. musing a course or adjs. its to a larger
room to accommodate more students At least a %seek is ads isable

Ask strident solunteers or the t ping classes to help get out let-
ters to resource people

Schedule free forming at the end of the %seek so es en one has a
chance to recover user a sseekend. A time fas tired schools seems
to be the doldrum period in Februan. March or April when routine
needs a good sparking

To make the most of field trips, allot time beforehand to prep
soungsters on the places or esents thes'll be seeing When thes
return, set aside time for them to discuss their experiences and share
impressions

Keep in mind free forming offers an opportunity to experiment
ssh nes% teaching styles as %sell as n 'ss content. Major criticism of
most free forming has been that its programs remain too chisels tied
to the public school idiom, despite the fact that thes're generalls
more interesting to the kids. Encourage teachers to trs out methods
others than "chalk and talk

Don't forget to es aluate carefulls ss hen the program is over. Ask
all participants for solid criticism arid suggestions fur mprosement.

If the program isn't cover,.d bs the media. ss rite up a story for the
local nessspaper and send out a special report to the communal, to
fill them in



Appendix B
Abridged List of Minicourses Offered at Washington
Senior High School, Sioux Falls, South Dakota

Learn to Drise the Stick Shift
The Feel of Communication.

Emphasis on Poetry
Barber for a Week
Sioux Falls Fire Fighter
Christians Are Better Losers
Beginning Bridge
Filmmaking
Political Activism. Dem Parts
Political Activism. G O.P.
Kick the Habit. Quit Smoking
Geneo logy Climbing Your

Family Tree
Basics of Hi Fidelity
Teacher Aide
Air National Guard
Workshop for Yearbook
Zoning
Baton Twirling
Band Tour
Needle Point
Varsits Track
Water Color Painting
Bottle Cutting
Women in Literature
How About Flying
Sanitation
Voiles ball
Beginning Volleyball
Advanced Bridge
Seed Mosaics
Photography
'Math Brush-Up' Through

Games
Making Rock Jewelry
Lost Wax jeselry Making
Individual Learning Experience
Student-for-a-Week at Sioux

Falls College

Voice Class
Theater Practicum
War Games
Business and Industrial Tours
Furniture Refinishing
String Art
Busing: New and Used
Basketry
Rap with Senior Citizens
Portugese
Karate
Jet Simulation
.Macrame
Fun with Frosting
Appreciation of Local History
Super-Graphics
Stamp Collecting
Microbiology
Photography
Vaudeville!!
Nursing
Girls Varsity Track
Silver Smithing
Tour of K-Mart
Wedding Planning
Water Games
Beginning Tennis
Selling Car
Intro to Radio Broadcasting
YMCA- Community Organiza-

tion
US Money, Money 88$
The Issue Is Life
Advanced Ceramics
Creative Candle Making
Bethany Home for the Aged
A Look at the Stock Market
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kppendix C
Abridged List of Mintcodrses Offered at Keith Valley
Middle School, Hatboro- Horsham School District,
Pennsylvania

Bird and Plant Identification
Small Engines
TV Workshop
Word Games
Softball Intramurals
Dance Studio
Softball
Soccer
Puzzles, Cryptograms 'Secret

Codes
Neighborhood Games
Independent Marine Research
School Newspaper
Weight Lifting
Stage Band
Tournament Chess
Chapter 8 or Bust (Allegra)
Remedial Math
Audiovisual Club
Hearts and Pinochle
Photography
Islands of Green (Campus

Beautification)
Select Chorus
Independent Marine Study
Decoration Committee
Surveying
Advanced Drawing
Tennis

')
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Gaming Anr one?
Reading for Elementary Schools
Creative Writing
Macrame
Easy Millions
Graphic Arts
Cooking Cool
Photography
Needlepoint
Cartooning
Free Swim and Water Polo
Typing Service
Campers Anonymous
Mixed Chorus
Basketball
Remedial Spanish
Remedial French
Science Help
Introduction to Cooking
Creative Handicrafts
Remedial German
Remedial English and Social

Studies
Politics 76
Needlecraft
Model Building
Old Time Radio
Band
Card Games and Tricks



Appendix D
List of Nitnicourses in English and Social Studies at
Jersey Shore High School, Jersey Shore, Pennsylvania

English
Library and Language Skills
American Folklore
The Awakening Years
My thology
Usage Update
Semantics
School Newspaper
Business Communication I
Business Communication II
Research Paper
The Shadow of Evil

(Somebody down there
doesn't like me)

American Songbag
Action and Suspense
So You Want to Be a
Thanatology
The Family
Drugs: My th and Reality
Shakespeare
The Romantic Viewpoint
The Noble Say age
Future Worlds
Composition I
Composition II
Creative Writing
Social Studies

History
U.S Economic History
Introduction to Anthropology
Comparative Religion
Cultural and Urban Geography
U.S. Military History
Immigration and the History of

Minority Groups
Civil War and Reconstruction

1i3

Modern China
The Constitution and

Bill of Rights
Comparative Government
Party Politics and Voting
Psychology- I
Psychology 11
Criminology
Social Problems of Jersey Shore
Market Economy
Current Economics Problems
Introduction to Europe
Ancient and Medieval History
Studies in African Cultures
Studies in Latin American

Cultures
Studies in Far Eastern Cultures
Studies in Middle Eastern

Cultures
Current History of Russia
Black History of the United

States
Recent History of the United

States
Frontier History
American Foreign Pt ince

1950
Rise of Western Dictatorships
Contemporary World Problems
Introduction to Sociology
Comparative Economic Systems
Macroeconomics
American Public Finance
International Trade and

Finance
Geography
U.S. and Canadian Geography
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Appendix E
Abridged List of Courses Offered at New Trier East High
School, Winnetka, Illinois

Small Farm Planning
Oriental Painting
Ceramics
Rug Making
Silk Screening
Wood Carving
Advertising
Insurance
Gourmet Cooking for Boys
Jazz Dance
Vegetarianism
1950's Films
Tracing Family Trees
History of the Comic Book
Life in England
Indians of the American West
War Games
Stamps
Tropical Fish
Sign Language
Corporate Law
Creative Writing
Acupuncture
First Aid
Kurt Vonnegut
Computer Circuits
Space Travel
Slide Rule Use
Auto Mechanics for Girls
Oceanography
Love
Transactional Analysis
Photography ( Beginning)
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Transcendental Meditation
Preschool Child
Gestalt Theory
Water Ballet
Dog Training Demonstration
Cinematography
Freudian Psychology
Cave Art
Origami
Lapidary
Astronomy
Ballooning
Human Sexuality
Weight Watching
People Watching
Alternative Schools
Paramedicine
Surgery
Astrology
Body Language
UFO's
Palmistry
ESP
Witchcraft
The Beatles
Energy Crisis
Marriage and Family Life
Bicycle Touring
Golf
Who is Jesus Christ?
Football Scouting
Tennis
Yoga
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Kung Fu Judo
Cheerleading Horseback
Badminton Survival Camping
Ping-Pong Animals Behaviors
Rock and Roll Poet Craft Workshop
Guitar (beginning) Child Development
Tarr t Cards
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Appendix F
Abridged List of Minicourses at Roosevelt Junior High
School, Eugene, Oregon

Advanced Decorative
Needless ork

Baking Magic
American Heritage Cooking
Cartooning and You
Advanced Science Fiction
Cookies and Kids
Debate
Drama I
Chorus I
Foreign Foods
History and Development of

Writing
Geometry
Homemaking Know -How
Economics in Today 's World
World Geography
Ceramics and Sculpture
Basket weav ing
Reading Clinic
Field Ecology
Play Reading
Pore Speller 2
Bowling
Percent
Shakespeare I
Cs tologs The Biology of Cells
Ecology
Oceanography
American West
Sports History
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Bachelor Skills
Do-It-Yourself Room

Improvement
Drafting
Fly Tying Clinic
Advanced Story telling
Approaches to Reading

Literature
Potluck
Machine Woodworking
Sew for Spring
:3-D Pictures I
Shutterbug Photography
Music Theater Workshop
Occupations for the 1980's
Creative Photography
Nlini-Spanish
Filmmaking
Creative Writing
Grammar for Reading and

Writing
Folk Ballads
Introduction to Writing
Printmaking Survey
Writing Step by Step
Archery
Occupational Skills
Pre-Algebra

Jogging
Water Sports
World Religions
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